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Preface

This   paper   began   as   simply   one  more   seminar   exercise,

with   a   set   number   of   requirements   to   be  met   and  .questions

to  be   answered.      Fortunately,   however,   the   questi.ons   led

to  more  questions,   the  requirements   gave  rise   to   further

conditions   to  be   satisfied,   and   somewhere   in   the  midst=   of

all  this   confusion   there  came   t:hat   rather   peculiar   form

of   involvement   that,   however   reluctant     the   student,   can

transform  just   'one.  more'   research   project  .into  a  matter

of   personal   importance.

Once   committed   to   the  present   topic,   I   took   the   rather

unorthodox   first   step  of   reading  John  Williams'   Augustus.

I   completed  my   study  by   reading   I:he   work   for   a   second   time.

TheL.e   is   room   for   criticism  here--     John  Williams'   Au ustus

is   historical   fiction   and   pretends   t=o  be  nothing  more.     He

has   shaped  his   narrative  by  employing   that   license  appro-

priate,   perhaps,   to   the   storyteller   a'1one,   but   unashamedly

so.     While  his   is  quite  properly  a  work  of   liteiary  art,

it   is   possible  by   that   art   to  give  breath,-movement,   and

depth   to   the   strangely   two-dimensional  characters   too  often

encountered   in   freshman  history   texts.

[John   Williams,   Augustus.       (New   York:      Dell   Publishing
Co.,.Inc.,1973).      A   joint   winner  .of   the   Nat:ional   Book   Award
for   f iction.
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Williams'   book,   quite   obviously,    is   not   history,

but   then   neither   is   the  work   of   pure   science.      The

hi'dtorian  must  .f irmly   anchor   his   narrative   in   fact   and

be   wary   of   any  deviation,   however   slight   or   innocent,

from  the   path   it  draws   for  him.  .   But   there   is   that   point

at  which   the  historian  must  become   the   artist   if  he   is

to   capt:ure   that  quintessential  human   trut:h   that   lies

be.yond   the  grasp  of  objective   fact,   but   is  nonetheless

a  vital  part  of   the  hist:orical  narrative.     Thus  Tiberius

should   become   not   only   the   stepson   of  Augustus,   but   also

the  rather   awkward  heir   to.  his   adopted   father's   estate,1-

LFor   t:he   texts   on   the   adoption,   see

TifEa  5Fiarnest  cary.     (Camb.
Press,1960-61).       Bk.    LV,13,

Dio,
Dio's   Roman   Hist:ory.      The   Loeb   Classical   Library.      Trans-

Harvard   University
Paterculus,   Com

of   Roman   History.      The.Loeb   Classical   Library
endium

Translate

EeEE?aE5i:).w.B!?i#:y;iii9ag::igg:is,Ha:':aEgeT::v8::::fs
Translated   by   Robert   Graves.      (London:      ffiE  -Wh-its-fr
Press,    Ltd.,1967).      Augustus,,   65.      For   the   texts   on   the
will   of   Augustus,    see:      Dio,   Bk.    LVI,    32,    Suetonius,
101,   and   Tacitus,   The   Histories   and   the   Annals.      The
Classical  Library.-lrans  ate    bFT ream
(Cambridge:      Harvard   Univer.sity   P.Tess,    1968-69)
Bk.    I,   viii.      And   for   secondary   opinion,    see:
The   Ref

i:-85s-I-I-s-
d   J.   Jackson
.      Annals,
F . BT  -F1-ar sh ,

n   of   Tiberius.       (New   York:      Barnes   and   Noble,    Inc.,
iFgt   e   itlon,.1931.      pp.   41ff ,   Mason   Hammond,   |b£

ate.       (New   Yorki      Russell   and   Russell,   TEE.,
1933.      pp.    71ff ,   Robin   Seager.   Tiberius

F
ustan  Princi

First  e Ion
(Berkeley:      University   of   Cali-fbrnia   Press,1972)-.-pp.               ,

§¥::;,±±$3B;=±PpB:V°:#i:n.      (L0ndon:     Oxford  university
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`   and   even   the   resentful   Caesar   of   Gregario  Maranon.1     Asiriius

Callus   shoulc\   be  met   not   only   as   the   son   of   that:   consular

of   renowned   ]nd.ependent   spirit,   Pollio,2   but   as   ttie  man

who   dared   to   see  himself   as   the  messiah   of   Virgil3   and   whose

ferocia, recalling   that  of  his   father,   compelled  him  to

challenge   t:he   very   fabric  of   the  Principate.4

Such   license   is   not,   of  course,   adequate  justification

bf   factual   error,   or   of  claims  made  without   sufficient  histor-

ical   f.oundation.      For   the   course   of  my   study,   the   necessary

sources   have  been  available,   and   the   a.ounselling  and   advice

of  my   professors  have  more   than  once   remedied   the   inade-

quacies   of  my  research   and   analysis.      Thus   the  responsibility

for   any  weakn,esses  or   errors   in  the   f inal  product   is   entirely

my   own.      Of   the   various   historians   whose  works   were   consulted

Trans:g::ga:;ow¥a:::3::yT£EeE:¥s,tg3§3:e=tfg=e±±:±S±6an,
and   Pearce,    Inc.,1956).      And   for   the   pro   and   con   of   such
an   approach,    see   the   foreward   by   Ronald   Syme.

pp.   5:I:C3£8:'433=£±£;   :#a   ;i2¥]]Ais8ym£:B#o
Pollio   and   Augustus,"

Roman   Revolution,

Historia.      Vol.    21   (1972)

3Syme,    The   Roman   Revolution,
Eel.   4,    1.     F6F tbe   verse,   Vergi

pp.    441-473

p.   219,   citing   Servius   on
1ius   Marg,    Virgil_.      The   Loeb

€IEssical   Library.      2   vols.      Ti+ansla
Fairclough.       (Cambridge:      Harvard   uni
Vol.I,    Eclogue`IV.

H.    Rushton
y   Press,    1967)

4Tacitus,    Annals,    Bk.I,    xii..      Also,.   Dio,    Bk.    LVII,    5-7

For   an   important arti cle  on   the   t:opic,   see   Shotter,   "Tiberius
and   Asinius   Callus,"   Historia Vol.    20    (1971),    pp.    443-457
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for   this   paper,    two  must=   be   mention€'d:      Ronald   Syme,   whose

Roman   Revolut ion   (1939)1   continues   to   be   the   standard,   and

D.C.A.    Shotter,   who   strengthened  my   conviction   that   there

is  more   than  meets   the  eye   to   the   statement:,   "Interrogo,

Caesar,   quam  partem  rei   publicae  mandari   tibi   velis."2

David   Ross   Hedrick

LTh:  works   of   authors   to  whom  this   paper  .is   heavily
indebted,    among   them   Syme's   Roman  Revolution,   will   always
be  referred   to  by   title   in   the---f6-otnote  re   erence   to  avoid
confusion.

2Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   Xii.
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I n tr od uc I i on

Problems;   remain  with   the   succession   policy   of   Augustus.

Did   Augustus   intend   for   a   single  heir   to   succeed  him[   or

might   the   evide.nee  of   favored  pairs   (for   instance,   the

careers   of   Gaius   and   Lucius)2   suggest   a   dual   succession?3

What   was   the   role   of   Tiberius   af ter   12   BC?     Was   his   ele-

vation  solely  a  matter  of  necessity  or  had   the  princeps

Lvelleius,   Bk.11,   cii,   cxxi,   and   cxxiii-cxxv,   would
have   it   so.      For   contemporary  opinion,   see   i.H.   Corbett,"The   Success].on   Policy   of   Augustus,"   Latomus.      Vol.    33    (1974),

pp.    92-93.      ]n   t=he   case   of   Tiberius,   Cot   ett   argues   against:
the   contention   of   8.   Levick,   "Drusus   Caesar   and   the   Adoptions

::m£:t:i:o#t¥t±o¥:1;f2:  A59S:: ,TEE;r2::_::i,,A::::p:he
Postumus   on   e.]ual   footing,   while   criticizing   Syme,   The

ia:!tu:32::33itf:I  E:::g;:?:gcE::a::::TpllHEn

Roman
Revolution
nature  of

tary

2For   Ga]..us   and   Lucius,    the   evidence   of   the   coinage,
their   simultaneous   adopt:ions,   and   their   parallel  career-s
(allowing   for   their   difference   I..n   age),   might   argue   for   such
a   conclusion.      For   the   coinage,   C.H.V.   Sutherlan
in   Roman   Im
aid CO..'     Lt

erial  Polic 31   BC   to   AD   68.        (Lond
PP

8;:ffi#en
58-60,    70-72,    and;    for   example,

pl.   v,   19.      The   reports   of   their   adoption   are   found   in
Tacitus,    Annals,   Bk.    I,    iii,   Dio,   Bk.    LIV,    18,    1-2.      Levick,
p.    231 '   cites   the   careers   of  Gaius   and   Lucius   as   evidence   for
the  primary  thesis  of   the  paper.

3Levick,   pp.    229-235,    supports   the   Content:ion   of   t:he
dual   succession   and   points   to   successive   favored   pairs:
Tiberius   and   Drusus   the   Elder,   Gaius   and   Lucjus,   Tiberius
and   Agrippa   Postumus,    and   Germanicus   and   Drusus   11.      In   a
similar   vein,   Sutherland,   p.   64,   points   to   the   roles   of

I::::::stf:g,D6T.;Tss:::e:]d::e:i:::c::ea::a5:u::sAg::g:::"
Lat:onus.       Vol.    26    (1967),    pp.    413-435.       In   suport:   of   Levi.ck,
t   oug     with   a   different   on  Agrippa  Postumus,   see   Shelagh
Jameson,    "Augustus   and   Agrippa
24    (1975),    pp.    287-314.

Postumus,"   Historia.      Vol



realized   that   only  Tiberius   was   of   silch   character   and

talent   as   to  be   able   to   succeed?1     Wt.tat   is   to  be   said

of   Livia?     Was.she   really   the  monster   of   contemporary

gossip,2   or   was   there  no  basis   to   the.   accusations   of

ruthless  machinations   for   t:he  benef it   of  her   sons   and

g±?3

LThe   statement   of   Velleius,   Bk.    11,   civ,   that
Tiberius   was   adopted   for   reasons   of   state,   when   taken
with   the  report  of Suetonius,   Tiberius,    23.,   and   the==,

Div
by   P.A.   Brun.t   aid   J.M.   Mo6EE.  -(L-6h-doETOxford   University
Press,1967).      14,   has   led   some   to   contend   that   the   act   of

statement   of   Augustus   in  Res   Gestae

n   came   of   necessity

P
ed

LA±.  Edit:ed

af ter   the   deaths   of   Gaius   and
For   this   position,   see:      Syme,

Charles   Edward   Smith,    TiberiuL;
rt   Washington,    London:      The   Kenni.ka

The   Roman   Re v o 1 u t: i o n '
ep!  ±±£  Roman  EEL+±L£tife33T T9-7-2-)--.-FIT5t

tion,    1942,   pp.    10ff ;   Maranon,   pp.    78-81;   and   Robert
Detweiler,    "Histoi.ical   Perspectives   on   t:he   Deat=h   of   Agrippa
Postuinus,"   The   Classical   Journal.      Vol.    LXV
289-295.      F6f-t   e  opposit

(1970),    pp.
e  position,   that   Tiberius  was   the

des]..red   choice   of   Augustus,.see:      Velleius,   Bk.11,   ciii
And   for   modern   opinion,  +see:
and   96,   and   Albino   Garzett:i,
.Translated   by   i.R.   Foster.      (
1974).       pp.    6-7,    8,    and   10.

Corbett,   pp.    90,    92,    93-94,
From  Tiberius   to   the   Ant=onines
London Methu Err H ro

2For   example,    see:      Dio,    Bk.    LIII,    33,    4,    Bk.    LV,10,

10,    and   Bk.    LVI,    30,    1-3.      Also,   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,    iii.
3syme, The   Roman   Revolution

would  credit-|Ee
pp.    385,    422,    and   425-427,

secret  activities  of Livia,   but   not   those
of   a  more   vicious   nature:      see,   Rona.1d   Syme,   Tacitus.      2   vols
(London:      Oxford   University   Press,1958).      Vo   .I,    pp.    306-
307.      Maranon,    pp.    76,    83,    85-86,    and   94-95,   disclaims   the
rumors   t:hat   Livia  had   a   part   I..n   the  death   of   the
and   in   gener{il,    though   responsible   (with.  Tiberius

rince

death   of   Agrippa   Postumus.      Also,   D.C.A.    Shotter,    "Julians,
Claudians,    and   the   Accession   of   Tibefius.,"   Latomus.      Vol.
30    (1971),    pp.1117-1123



The   questions   need   not   stop  here.      The   reasons   for   the

exile   of   Tiberius   to  Rhodes   in   6  BC,    if   it  may  be  described

in   such   a   fashion,   remain   to  be   indisputably   established.1

The  oft-mentioned  reluctance  of  Tiberius,   after   all   is   said,

has   yet   to   find   consensus.2     Even   the   applicability  of   the

term   'regent'   in   the  context  of   the  Augustan  principate   and

the  roles   of  Agrippa  and   Tibei`ius   appears   to  be  a  matter   of
`dispute.3     It   should  be  no  great   surprise,   therefore,   that

such   an  apparently   straight:forward   and   insignif icant  matter

as   the   intent   of  Asinius   Gal]_us   during   the   accession  of

Tiberius  has  yet   to  be  satisfactorily  explained.4
-

LDio,    Bk.    LV,    9ff ,    Velleius,    Bk.    11,    xcix,    and   Suetonius,

Tiberius
Shotter '

10.      For   a.range  of   interpretation,   Corbett,   p.   91,"Julians,   Claudiar.s,   and   the  Accession  of   Tiberius,"

p.    1118,    Maranon,    pp.    74-75;    and   Garzetti,   p.    8.
2Dio,

Bk.    I,   vii-

Bk.    LVII,   .2,    3ff ,    Velleius,    Bk.    11,    cxiv,    and
24-25.      Part:icularl}.J,   Tacitus,   Annals,"Tacitus   Annals   1.13,"Also,   Shotter,

410-411,    Seager,    p.    56,   Maranon,    pp.

_-,  a  ,
X111

Suet6niu.S:   lip?rius.I

Philology.      Vol.   LXII   (1967),   ppT17=38,    Syme,

Tvol .I, pp.            -26

Classical
Tacitus,   Vol.    I,   pp
D    -       ,    and   Marsh,-i.    45

3Levick,   p.   230,   n.   1,   arguing  against   too  great   of   a
distinction   betweeri   successors   an.d   co-regents.      This,   as   in
Marsh,    p.    41,    and   Syme,   _Tb±  Roman   Revolution,    pp.    431   and        .-
•433.      Also,    Syme, Tacitu

4seager,   pp.   54-55,   Syme,   The  Romah  Rev:1,:±::i  i;a:39'
and  Tacitus,   Vol.I,   pp.   322-333-inalBO-
raises   I   e   question,   Marsh,   p.   50,   who   fails   to   address   it,
Jameson,   pp.    311-312,   who   seems   t:o   see   a   connection   between
the   plot   to   abduct  Agrippa   Postumus   and   Asinius   Callus   but
fails   to   address   it.      And   see   D.C.A.    Sliotter,   "Tiberius   and
Asinius   Callus,"   particularly  pp.   446-448,   and   "Elections
under   Tiberius;"   Classical
321-332

Quarterly.      Vol.16   (1966),    pp.



This   pap€ir,   then,   will.   attempt   to   deal   with   two  matters:

first,   the   succession   policy  of  Augustus   and   its   implemen-

tation,   and   second,   the   accession  of  Tiberius.      While   eitheL-

of   these   topics  might  qualify  as  a  separate  proposal,   the

present  method  has  been  chosen   in   t:he  belief   that,   ultimat:ely,

the  discussion  of   the  one  will  benef it  out.   understanding  of

the  other.      It  will  be   assumed,   for   example,   that:   the   renowned

ferocia  of  Asinius   Callus  must  be   seen   in  relation   to   that  of

his.father   and   Gallus'   connections  witti   the  Julian   faction.

Chaptel-   I   of   this   thesis  will  cover   the  careers   of   the

first:   four   heirs   of  Augustus:     Marcellus,   Marcus  Agrippa,

Gaius,   and   Lucius.      Chapter   11   will   focus   on   the  careers   of

the   sons   of   Livia,   their   position  within  the   succession

hierarchy  prior   to  the  death  of  Drusus,   and   the  uncertain

ascendancy  of  Tiberius   af ter   9  BC.     Chapter   Ill  will  attempt

to  build   on   the  moi.e  essential  conclusions  'of  .t:he  preceding

chapters,   concentrating  on   the   final  succession  plan,   the

role  of   the  Julian   faction,   and   the  accession  of  Tiberius.

A  summary  will   then  be  provided   at   the   end   of   the   thesis.



Chapter   I

The   Heirs   of   Augustus

Herein   I   follow   t:he   example   of   the  deif ied

i:gu::::'f¥::tp:::es±::e:t§hs::a#:e¥:::,
then  his   son-in-law  Agrippa,   afterwards   his
grandsons,   and   finally  Tiberius   Nero,   his
stepson.      But   Augustus   looked   for   a   successor
within  his   own  house,   I   in   the  whole   state.1

Galba   to  Piso
**********1<******

It  must   have  been   obvious   from  Augustus'   own   experience2

that   to   insure   the   succession,   any  potential  heir  must   neces-.

sarily   share   in  Augustus'   own   enormous a u c I o I i t a. s . And   just

•as   the   siiccessoi-should   be   seen  as   an   extension  of   the   former

p=jp££p;g_  himself ,   so   too   should  he  be .seen   in   the  manner   of
•Augustus,   described   by   F.E.   Adcock   as   "most   obviously   the

LTacitus,   Histories,'Bk.I,   xv

:E::  ,E::::3::  ,:::in::;e;f
Tacitus,   Vol

Annals,   Bk.    I,    iii

And   for   a  brief  word   on
I,    p.    191.      Compare   this

the  heirs
2F.   Haverfield,    "The   Name   Augus

an      Syme'

tug,"   .Journal   of   Roman
Studies.       Vol.    5    (1927),    p.    249.      Als

The   Roman   Revolution,
And  see  T.Hce   Holmes,   The   Architect
2   vols.      (London:      OxforaThn
pp.    10ff ,    14,    and   75.

3Syme,    The   Roman

of   the   im|)ort5ECE---=6~f-`t

o :      HarmonCl,P
-5_UT-_

pp.    288   and   523,   .for   example

p#s¥1# REi ,iversity

Revo 1 u t i on ,
1 S   type   Of

p.    322.      For   the   evidence
association,   in   the  case

of   the  will   of   Augustus   and   the   adopt:ion  of   Livia,   Tacitus,

£3E*6,BZ:   [ria#::a,S;;:°;;:;3.Augustus,101,   and  Dio,   Bk.



protector   of   the   senat=e   against   its   old  opponents,   tribunes,

generals,   popular   leaders   .    .    ."1     Thus   the   successor   to   the

principate   of  A.ugustus   might   f ind   securit=y   in   the   fact:   that

not   only   did   he   share   in   the  Augustan.legend,   as   indeed

Augustus   shared   that   of   Julius   Caesar,2   but   also   from  the

knowledge   that  he   appeared   to  be   the   sole   candidate   above

all  political   faction,   petty  rivalry,   and   int=rigue.

•      The  marri.age   of  Augustus'   daughter   Julia   and   his   nephew

Marcellus,4   though  he  had   previously  been  betrothed   to   the

daughter   of   Sex.   Pompeius,5   indicates   that   by   25   BC   Augustus

®
LF.E.    Adcock,    "The   Achievement   of   Augus

Ancient   Hi.stol Volume   X
Cook,    F.E.    Adcock,-and   M.P

ng  Au_p`L±E.Lap
tug."      Cambr

Empire   44
C b a 1- 1 e s w o I t h

BC-AD
1#f

(fonat7n :
Cambridge   University   Press,1934).      Chapter   XVIII,   p.    603

wisso:gTe::Ei,u,:,Kffi;2-8.       And   see:      A.F.von   Pauly,    G.
Real-EncvcloDadie:      Der£ffi: #

Classischen   A1[ertumswissenschT=Tf-E
Me t z er s ch er ifili lag,1894-).       Vol.    X,.276;    Ilolmes,    pp..10ff,
13,    14,    and   75.      Hammond,   pp.    34,    50,    and   particularly   77-
78,   for   the   importance  of  being

3

the  divi   filius

In   l-he   case   of   Tiberius,    see   Seager,   p.    65.      And:      Marsh,
pp.   27ff ,   and   for   the   potential   problem  with   the   case  of  M.

The   Roinan   Rev.olution
arid  Garzetti,   pFT3=6T
Agrippa,    Syme, pp.    345-346   and   513ff ,

43I, 2E_Z9: F¥Mffiu#iffi
-,-,LIII,   31,   1-2.      F6TMarcellu3TT5i6TTB

And   see:      Henry   S.   Jones,    "The   Prince

Real-EncycTo-i-aaieT  Vol.   k,   896

S,
History:      Volume  ¥.      Chapter   V,    p.    13    ,

5

21,    and   Dio,    Bk.
LIII,    26ff   and   31.

:mffi'A::ient
I.n   39   BC,    but   didn'.I.pr.o.gr?s5:    Dio,    Bk.    XI.IX,    11,    1-,And:      Holmes,    p.108;    and   A-.   Momigliano,    "Marcellus,';.|E=-,,-, 1 :   --i.i.;:-rat..6;ry -,.- ;:-;iT~ ' (LHon:

49).      p.    536.      And   see   John   Carter,
Oxford   Classical   Dict=ionar
5Tx-far-d Uni versit=y   Press,
The   Battle   of   Actium.       (New   York
FTO).    -The marriage   Was
Pompeius,    p.    129

Weyt)right   and   Talley,    Inc.,
to   seal   the   concordant   with   Sex



was   turning   to  his   own   family  and  blood   for   the  realization

of   his   dynastic   aspirations.1     The   son  of   Octavia   and   C.

Marcellus,2  Mar-cellus   was   the   first   of   five   potential

LDio,    Bk.    LIII,    31,    1-3,    shows   that   many   expected
Marcellus,    the   beloved   nephew   and   sonLin-law  of   the   princeps,
to   succeed   him   and   not   the  more   logical   choice,   Marcus
Agrippa,    though   he   was   the   second   man   of   Rome.      And   for   the

of   the   dynastic   aspirations   of   Augustus,   see
land,   p.    55,   Maranon,   pp.    78ff   for   how   the   adoptions

of  AD   4   were   colored   by   the   dynastic   ambitions   of   Augustus,
Smith,    pp.    4-5,   Marsh,    pp.    31-32,    Hammond,    pp.    76-78,    Syme,-,nThe   Roman   Revolut:ion
a7Ea-siiE reasons

p.    431,    that   Germanicus   was   adopt=ed   for
and   479,   for   threats   to   the  dynast:ic   plans,

Seager,   p.    19,   Garzetti,   pp.    5-6,   and   for   how   the   dynastic
claims   of   Agrippa   Post=umus   might   have  made   him   a   t:hreat   to
the   succession,   Jameson,   p.   289.      However,    if   Levick,   pp.
232-233,    is   correct   t=hat   Drusus   11   was   the   equal   of   Germanicus
after   the   adoptions   of   4  AD,   Augustus'   plans  must   have   been
at   least:   f lexible  enough   to   include   the  Claudians   and   thus
not   as  dynastic,ally   piire  as   in   the  above.      Levick  has   been
challenged,   however,   by   Summer,   pp.   424-434,   who   correctly
asserts   the   supremacy  of  Germanicus   in   the   succession   plans
of   Augustus.      For   one   final  word   about   the   import=ance,   or
lack  of   importance  according  to  this  author,   of  blood   ties,
see  Corbett,   p.   90.     His   assertion   that   the  `son  of   Livia
had   an  .equal   chap.ce   with  .Gaius   and   Lucius   to  be   chosen  heir
is   not   beyond   question.      See,   Dio,   Bk.    LV,    9-13,   who   implies
that   not   only  were   Gaius   and   Lucius   given  prominence   over
Tiberius,   but   that  .his   ado
R3S:EP}.:_°T1¥   Pe?arse   of   t_  _      -     .1

tion  and  designation   as  heir  were
eir.deaths.      Also,   Shotter,"Tiberius   and   Asinius   Callus,"   p.   445,   who   also  mentions   the

slighting  of   Tiberius,   and   Seager,   pp.   23ff .
2p|utarch,   Lives.

by   Bernadot=te   P
1959).      Anton
And   see
Revolut ion ,

err.|n
The   Loeb  Classical   Library.      Translat:ed

(Cambridge:      Harvard   University   Press,
1xxxvii,    2.      Born   in   42   BC,    as   Holmes,    p.    108

mi th , p.    5,   Garzetti,   p.    8,    and   Syme,
pp.    341ff .

The   Roman
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heirs,1   each   of  which,   it  was  hoped,   might   serve   as   an

avenue   for   the   preseiwat:ion  of   the   family  blood.2

As   the   first   I:o  be  chosen  heir   to   the   principate,   the

grooming  of  Marcellus   set  much   of   the   patter.n   to  be   used

time  and   again   in   the   future  elevations   of  Agrippa,   Gaius,

Lucius,   and   Tiberius.3     His   public   introduction  began  early

in   29   BC  when  Marcellus   rode   the   right   t=race-horse   beside

Octavian   in   the  Egyptian   triumph   following   the   victory  of

[Marcel].us,   Agrippa,   Gaius,   Lucius,   and   Tiberius
Tacitus,   Annt'}ls,   Bk.    I,    iii,    for   a   brief   summary   in   a
primary   sour(.`.-e-,    and   on   t=his,    see
pp.    368-370.      That   Marcellus   was

Syme,   Tacitus,   Vol.    I,
the  f irst   to be   chosen

see:      Hammond,    p.    69,    and   Smith,    p.    5.      For   an   excellent
disc.ussion   of   the   heii`s   and   the   succ.ession,    see   Syme,   The
Roman   RevoliiL-ion,

#l_1;2:i:sp::

pp.    331-348   and   406-439.      There   is   r66in
for   disagreement,   however,   and   for-this,   see  Corbett,   pp.
87-97,    for   exainple.

of  Au:::::8t  :I::cg:::::  g:¥n:?nt:i:#e±h:hi:oS¥n:;t::s8::|i:y
the  principal:e   for   the  Julian  gep±--     i.e.   the  Julian

would   appea-i   undeniable.      Marsh,1

and   family
oint   when  he   speaks   of   Augustus'

3The.pattern   in  qi]estion  consisted   of   basic   elements

::m¥::e::u:b:x::::::a  :€e:F :::I:i  :E%:8heE::¥ntt:  Ca:a:nd ,
pp.   66-67,   describes   this   pattern   as   an   advancement   charac-
terized   by   three  main   elements:      (1).association   wit=h   the

EL,b:ngat5;aE:eo:a:go:::g:ia:2!nb::t:L':1t::b:nl:::er
sent=ially   the   same   as   the     ou     e   processotestas.      This   is   es

Leon   Homo,    Roman Political   Institut=ions.       (New   York:
Barnes   and   Noble,    Inc.,                 .      p.            .      Homo   has   mirrored
Syme , The   Roman   Revol.ution, p.    346
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Actium.1      In   the   next   year,   Marcellus   accompanied   Octavian   to

Gaul,    the  management   of  Rome   being   left   in   the   capable  hands

of   Marcus   Agr]..ppa.2      In   26   BC,   Marcellus   again   went   with

Augustus3   beyond   Italy,   ultimately   t:o   Nor.therm   Spain   in   25

BC.4     Upon   his   return,   Marcellus,   having   assumed   the  ±eg±
-virilis,   marl.led   Ju:Lia, thus   cementing  his   ties   to   t:he  house

of   August=us.      Honors   were   voted   l-o  Marcellus   at   such   an

.accelerated   I)ace   in   24   BC   that   Tacit:us   complained   that   Augustus

ha.c3   :aised   a   "mere   stripling"5   to   the   pontificate   and   curule

aedileship.      Dio6   reports   that,   at   the   same   time,   Marcellus

was   given   t:he   privilege  of   standing   for   the  consulship   ten

years   before   the   normal   age.      Suc:[]   honors,    it   would   seem,

LSuetonius,   Tiberius,   6,   and'  to   complete   the   account,
Dio,   Blc.    LI,    21ffTTAT156T  Carter,   p.   236.

2Dio,    Bk.    LIII,    22,    5,    and   Henry   S.    Jones,    p.    133.      }`1.

Agrippa   was   Octavian's.  colleague   in   the   consulship   in   28,
see   Dio,   Bk.    LIII,    1,    1-2.      This   was   the   same   year   that   Agrippa
and   Octavian   purged   the   senate   roll  of  many  of   the  more   than
300   senators   that   had   chosen  Antonius   in   32   BC.      For   this,   Dio,
Bk.    I,11,    42,    1ff ,    and   Velleius,    Bk.    11,    1xxxix.      And   see   Syme,
The   Roman   Revolution,
rFTtHiifn s t a p` c e

pp.    349-350,   whose   dating   has   been   used

3Honorif ic   title  granted   Octavian   in   27   BC.      Dio,   Bk
LIII,    16,   4ff .      Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution p.    314,    and   F.
Haverfield,    pp.    249ff ..

4Dio,   Bk.    LIII,    25,    3ff .      And   for   that   campaign,    See
Syme,    The   Roman   Revo].ution pp.    332-333,    and   Seager,    p.15.

5Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,    iii.

6Dio,    Bk.    LIII,    28,    3.      Also,    Seager,    p.15,    and   Henry
S.    Jones,    pp.    135-136.
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to   indicate  Marcellus   as   the  chosen  heir   in   the   event  of

Augustus'   death.1

Perhaps   Tacitus  was   quite  perceptive   in  his   impli-

cat:ion   that  Marcellus   was  much   too   young   and   undeserving

for   such   an   imperial   show.2     Just   as   I:he   overt   display  of

Augustus'   power   after   27   BC   led   ultimately   to   a   growing

s`uspicion  of  his   authority,3   this   suspicion  was  made   only

more   intense  by   the   "too  obvious   parade   of  Marcellus   as

heir   apparent=,   which   suggested   a  1.`ereditary   tyranny."4

LDio,    81"    LIII,    26,    1;    28,    3;    30,    1-2;    and   31,    1-3.

Velleius,   Bk.    11,   xciii.      And   see   Seager,    p.    20,   John   8.
Firth,    Augustus   Caesar.       (New   Yorl(:      G.P.    Putnam's   Sons,
1903) :  ±£i9-Z5tr3yme,-The  Roman
Maranon,   p.   69,   Hammond,   p.ng9,ifiF-

#-:J##e#,-ri8¥;
- `- `- -  `-. `` --  ,

shared.by   Agrj

Revolution,   p.    341,
yet   Reinhold,

£i59-3ij°;¥Efi3}¥jfi7.  (Geneva,    New   Yo.I.k:      The   I,.T..i,1.

2Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.   I,    iii
Agrippa.      For

Feelings  apparently
the   primary   evidence   on   t:his,   see

Velleius,    Bk.    11,    xcii,    and   Dio,   Bk.    LIII,.   32,1.      And   for
secondary   interpretations,   see   Syme,-,- The   Roman   Revolution,
pp.    342   and   346-,   who   stresses   Agrippa-'Td
unqualified   Marcellus,   and   Reinhold,   pp.   78ff ,   though
Reinhold,   pp.    78-79,   also   emphasizes   that   Augustus   must
have   felt   that  Marcellus  was   too   inexper.ienced.

3For   this,   in  connection  with   the   Prilnus   Case,   see
Hammond,   pp.    42   and   174-175,    and   for   the   problem  wit:h   holding
the   consulship   annually   from   31-23   BC,   pp.    85-86.      Arid   for
how  the   elevation  of  Marcellus   stepped  beyond   constitutional
propriety,   see   Syme, The   Roman   Revolution pp.    330-338

4A.H.M.    Jones,    "The   Imperium   of   Augustus,"
Roman   Studies. Vol.    41    (1951),    p.11.4.

Journal  of
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Indeed,   Marcus   Primus,    in   the   Primus   Trial   of   23   BC,1

exploited   this   suspicion  by   charging   t=hat  Marcellus   had

given   him   the   orders   to  make  war   on   the   Odrysae.

In   any   event,   August:us  must  have   felt   that  he  had

stepped   beyond   the  bounds  of  political  good   taste.     Just

as  he  began   to  reorganize  his  constitutional  position   in

the   settlement   of   23   BC  t:o  bet:t:er   suit   the   political  necessities

•  of   the  Restored   Republic,2   so   too  he  modified   his   dynastic

plans.      Whan,   again   in   23   BC,   the   pr.inceps   fell   ill   and

LMarcus   Primus,    proconsul   of   Macedonia,   Dio,   Bk.    LIV,
3,    1ff .      The   chronology   of   Syme, Tlie   Roman   Revolution,
333-346,    is   used   here,   but   see   FeE

PP
gus   Millar,   4  £±±±i¥..9€

Cassius   Dio.      (London:      Oxford   UniJers]..ty   Presg,196lo).i  p.
89Tffi6  IEEves   t:he  question  of   the  date  open.     But  while
the  chronology   in  this   instance   is   interesting   in  itself ,
the   important  point  here   lies   in   the   fact   that  a  defendant
might  hope   to  win  acquittal  by  claiming   that   first  Augustus,
and   then  Marcellus,   the  heir-apparent   though  he   licked   the
necessary   imperium,   ordered   him   to   war.      Surely   t+Tis   charge
challenged   the  principate's   republican  veil,   as   Syme,   |±±
Roman   Revolut.-ion '    p.    343

2For   the   settlement   of   23   BC,   Di'o,   Bk.   LIII,   32ff

pp.    336-346,    Hammond,    pp.    23-Syme,    The.Roman   Revolution
24 ,  4[F7E , A.H.M.    Jones,    pp

Augustus,"   Harvard   Studies

114-116.      And   on
the   Restored   Republic,   Mason   Hammond,    "The   Sincerity   of

in  Classical  Philolo
69-(1965),   pp.13   -1L    .      Inienera   ,    seeF.E.    A
Roman   Po]_it:ical   Ideas   and   Practice.       (Ann   Arbor
Pap.eL. bac   s,   Tha Univers
issue,    1959.      pp.    71-88

Vol

Ann   Arbor
ITy   o     Miciigan   Press,1964).   .  Original
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thought  himself   to  be  dying,   Dio  reports   that,

He   did   not,    to   be   sure,    appoint=   a
successor,   though   all  were   expecting
that  Marcellus  would   be  preferred   for

#::  :3£i=:0:bo::tt£:t::b#:k:#a¥::?
he  gave   Piso   the   list   of   the   forces   and
of   the   public   revenues   wri.tten   in   a  book,

•      and   handed   his   ring   to  Agrippa.1

It   is   possible   that  Augustus  had  realized,   in  the  aftermath

of   the   Primus   Trial   and   subsequent   disquieting   events,2

that   the   elevation  and   pl-omotion  of  Marcellus  had   at   least

proven   to  be   untimely   and  had   not  met  with   suf f icient   approval

within  political  circles   to   insure  his   succession,   despite

the   evidence   of   public   acceptanc`-{rm.3      In   all   events,    it   is

apparent   from   t:he   above   that   t:he  pEjj2££E±  withdrew  his

nephew's   candidacy   in   favo-£   of  Agrippa,   at   least   temporarily.4

1Dio,    Bk.

2The   co
influential,
Dio'    Bk.    LIV,
Revo1utior[, PP.

1-2.      And   Reinho.id,    p.    78.

of  Murena   and   Caepio  might   have   been
chronology   is   uncertain.      Compare

illar
3-341,   and

Syme ,
p.85

The   Roman

3Dio,    Bk.    LIII,.   30,    1-2,    and   31,    1.

4Dio,    Bk.    LIII,    32,    1,   Reinhold,   pp.    78ff ,    and   Harmond,
The   Au ustan  Princi

BC,    Dio'    8
p.   69.      With   official   significance

That   t`his   was   temporaryLI,    3,    6ff
has   been   drawn   from   the   rumors   of   tension   between  Agrippa   and
Marcellus   found   in   Dio,   Bk.    LIII,    32,    1,   and   the  mission   of
Agrippa   in   23.      See   Reinhold,   pp.    82ff .      That   t:his   does   not
mean   that   he   was   politically   siispect,   Syme,
p.    342.      But   see   Maranon,    pp.    70-71.

The   Roman   Revolution,
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The   cri$3is   of   23   BC,   however,    involved   more   t:ham

an   accommodat:ion   of   republican   sentiment.1     To   be   sure,

the   reolganiz:ation  of  Augustus'   constitutional  position

served   that   €md,2   even   though   it   actually  meant   that  his

authority   now  had   a  more   f irm  political   foundation.

But   the   trial   of  Marcus   Primus   and   the   subsequent   aban-

donment   of   Augustus'   dynastic   plans,   coupled   w]..th   the

[Certainly   it   would   seem  so   by  Dio's   account,   for
of.  the.   sections   6overing   l-he   period   23-22   BC   (Bk.    LIII,
30,    1   through   Bk.   LIV,    5,    6)   only   two   reports   explicitly
show  Augustus   concerned   with   republican   appearance--     the
resignation  of   the  consulship  and  his   refusal  of   the

pp.    331-348,dictatorship.      Syme, The   Roman   Revolut]..on,
sffir-2TErwa~s-much  mor ehas   pointed   out   t=hat   the   crisi

than  a   constitutional  nod   to  republican   forms,   though
it   is   not   to   be   totally   excluded.      Maranon,   pp.   67-72,
also   sees   the  dyna.stic   question  at   the  heal.I   of   the   crisis
of   23   BC,   stating   that   the   first   episode  of   tl,e   struggle
bet=ween   the   Julians   a.nd   the   Claudians   began   with   the   rise
of  Marcellu"JulianLc„T„    c
1117.      Reinhol

:     but   against   this,   see   Shotter,
and   the   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   p.

too,    pp.    78-86,    saw   the   impo-L-tance   of
the   dy.nastic   question   in.  the   events   of   the   period.

senat:4:g::E:::e:I:::g::tE::  ::tE::i:;ng:±:::pta:dp:::od
23-22   BC   have   been   discussed   repeatedly.      See,    for   example
A.H.M.    Jones,    pp.114ff ,    Hugh   Last,    "Imperium  Maius:      A
Note,"   Journal   of   Roman   Studies
164,   F.E.   A  cocF
75

Vol.    3.7    (1947),    pp.157-
Roman  Political   Ideas   and   Practice,

ff ,    and   Hamlnond,   TheAugustan   Principate,
3Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    1,    5.

pp.         -7
PP.
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promotion  of  Agrippa,   might   point   to   a  greater   crisis--

a  conflict   of   party  and   family.

Ronald   SyineL  has   interpreted   the   crisis   of `  23   BC   as

a   virtual  coup  d'etat,   whereby   the  Caesarian  party,led

•by.Agrippa  who   could   not   approve  of   the   exorbitant  honors

accorded   the   young  heir,   thwart:ed   the   plans   of   Augustus

and   the  dynasts.      Livia,   too,   constantly   scheming   for   the

benefit   of   her   sons,2   would  have  been   party   to   the  manuevers

of  Agrippa   and   the   Caesarians.      Thei.r   primary   aim,   according

to   Syme,3  had   been   to  prevent   the   adoption  of  Marcellus

by  Augustus,   and   in   that   they  we-fe   successful.4.     Ronald

Syme   contiriues:

But   the   Caesarian   part-y   had   tht`7arted
its   leader   in   the  matter   of  Mai`cellus.
Ultimately   Marcellus   might   become   Princeps,
when   age   and  merit   qualified.      For   the  moment,
it  did   not  matter.  '  Whatever   the  distarit
future  might=   bring,   a  more   urgent   problem

1syme,
The

The   Roman   Revolution,
iJiTPTl9Tf,-and  Smit:h,   p.   5

PP.L    34ff .       And,    I]ammond,
4±±8.±±±±€±  E2±±_Pcipa.t£,    PP.    69f.f ,    and   Smit=h,    p.    5.

2DiQ,   Bk.    LIII,    33,   4,    though   unfounded,   might   be   a
reflection  of  Livia's  activities  at   the  time
The   Roman  Revolution,

3syme,
pp.    340,    343,    and   345

The   Roman   Revolution,

with :8:g:i::,,Jt::gh:h#

pp.    342-343.

See,    Syme,

lxxxvii,   2,.connects  Marcellus
incorrectly  stating   that  he  was

::€u:::yes::3::g,cg££:::::;,b3.E52.
Gest:ae   Divi-OFTp#, 21'
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confronted   the   government.      Agrippa,   Livia,
and   the   chief  men   in   the   governing   olig-
archy  had   averted   the  danger   of   any  pre-
mature  manifestation  of  hereditary  monarchy;
they  had   restored   unity  by   secret   compulsion,

Xi::s?g:i#:asse::?UEX:1::i:::  oEv:Ei:::u::s
Saved .1

There   is   no  reason  here,   as   some  have   charged   elsewliere,

to  accuse   Syme   of   "mind-reading."     Theory   involves   no   crilne,

p?rticularly  when   it   is   solely  a  matter  of  admitted  possi-

bility,   and   not   clear-1y   substantiated   fact.3     The  hypothesis

remains,   however,   and   it   is   still  necessary   to  question   its

validity. -
A   secret   coup  d'et=at  must   have   an   end   in  mind,   and

that,   according   to   Syme,   was   the  prevention  of   the   adoption

of  Marcellus.      The   authoi-admits,   however,   that   the   stated

contention   that   August.us   actually   intended   I:o   adopt  Marcellus

is  only   a   possibility  and  nothing  more.4     The  evidence  will

1syme' The   Roman   Revolution,

pp.    342ff .

p.   '346.
2Corbett,   p.   91.     While   the   argument   of  Corbett   is   not

wiht:out  merit,   though  neither   is   it   above  question   (see

§:a8::' ip;s:2t  ::d±¥3::;9?i   PP.   74f.f)i   there   is  no  reason
3For   the  most   part,   the   section  on   t:he  crisis   of   23  BC,

particularly   in  regard   to   the  secret  compulsion  of  Livia  and
Agrippa,    is   couched   in   terms  of  mere  probability.      Syme,   |E±
Roman  Revolution,

4syme, The   Roman   Revolution,
adopt:   his   neFEaw Su c     was   per   aps:his   secret  wish,   perhaps

pp.    342-343.      "He  might

the   intention   avowed   to  his   counsellor.s."
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not   support   it.1     Modern   opinion,    t=oo,   has   noted   that,     .

at   any   rate,   adoption  was   not   in   itself   synonymous   with

the   succession.2     Neither   will   the   evidence   support   the

supposed   collusion  of   Livia,   for   the   sources   are  particu-

larly   silent   on  her   act=ivit:ies   at   this   point.3     However

deep  .and   devious   her   machinations,   there  must   be   fact

before   confident   disclosure.

Marce:i:sag:i,a,agg5¥±::uE;r£::u±E±S±::;dL¥£=:±{;c:£r:::I;:ts
4±i8±±£ii.,   21,   identifiesAugustus , in   the  Res   Gestae  Divi

iEt;uEH15EETe.1y  ng  £Marcellus   as  his   son-in-law
shows   the  j2±jpfj=j2±  would   have   I..dentif ied   hiinTTs

estae,    14,
his   son

had   the   adoptic)n   occurred.      Tacitus,   Annals,   P,1,''.  ,I,    iii,
by   implicatioL|,   identif ies  Marcellus as   the   sG`i3-in-law   arid
makes   no   reference   to   an   intended   adoption.      Velleius,   Bk
11,   xci]..i,   reports   in   the   same   vein,   as   does   Suetonius,
.A±±g=¥£_E___t±_s_,    63-64.       Finally,    Dio,    though   he   reports   that

loved   his   nephew   and   son-I..n-law   (Bk.    LIII,    30,    1-2,
does   not-.   reco-rd   that   Augustus   ever   intendc!d   to

2Corbett,   p.   91,   stressing   the   importance  of   the
association   in   the   tribunician   potestas.    'And   see,   Hammond,

E=i&!ffi2Princi pp.    66 Against   Corbett:,    see
However,    if   succession  did   not   necessarily

entail   adoption  at   this   point,   and   the   sources  make  no
mention   of   any   such   intended   action,    there   is   no  reason   to
assert   that  Augustus   ever   planned   to   ado.pt  Marcellus,   as
Syme,    above,    p.    15.

3As   above,   p.    14,    there   is   only   Dio,   Bk.    LIII,    33,   4,
and   this   in   connection  with   the   death   of  Marcellus.      Of   the
reports   covering   the   period,   Dio   (Bk.   LIII,   30,   1   through
Bk.    LIV'
of   Livi
(Bk.     11

5,    6),   Tacitus   (Annals,   Bk.I,    iii,iii,   only   the   rumor
art:.in   the   deaths   of   Gaius   and Lucius),   Velleius

and   indirectly   Suetonius   (Au
make   no  mention   of   act:ivities   of   the  `sort:   ascri
as   above,   pp.

ustus,  . 63)  ,
y   Syme,
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Marcus   Agrippa  did   not   approve   c;f   the   elevation   and

promotion  of  Marcellus--     a  point   as  well   attested   as   the

tension  between   the   two  after   the  recovery  of  Augustus.

Velleius,   Dio,   and   Suetonius,   though   they  disagree  on   the

source  of   the   resentment,   do  agree   that  Agrippa's  mission

to   the   eastern   provinces   in   23  BC  -I-.esulted   in  part   from  the

tension  between  Agrippa  and  Marcellus   followir,g   the   incident
`of   the   ring.2     Yet   surely  Agrippa   d]..d   not   suffer   from  such

a   commission.      If   anything,    it   was  much   to-his   honor-for,

as   C.H.V.    Sutherland   has   shown,   Agr-ippa   was   sent   out,

with   a  grarit  of   far-reaching
supervise   and   co-ordi

imDeri
mate   the   a ml

urn,    to
nistration

of   the  great   complex   of  Asial-ic   pi.ovinces.    .    .

Quite   probably,   Augustus'   purpose   in   sending  Agrippa   fi-om

Rome  was   two-fold:      the   primary  reason  being   administrative

and  diplomatic,   but  with.the  added   attraction  of  preventing
I,+

any  possible   rivalry  between   the   nephew  and   deput:y  of

Lve|1eius,   Bk.
71,    Syme,.The   Roman
and  ReinholFr F§ll8

11'   xciii.
Revolution
ff

And   See,   Maranon,    pp.    70-
p.    342,    Seager,.  pp.    20ff ,

2Velleius,   Bk.    11,   xciii,   Dio,   Bk.   Lilt,    32,    1ff ,   and
Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    XIV,

p.    378'
Suetonius,   Augustus,    66.      Also,
1iii,   and   oh--I-his  -Passage,
and   n.    7.      And   see-Reinhold,-pp.

3Sutherland,   p.    57.      And   see   Syme,

p.    342.

Syme,    Tacit:us,    Vol

The   Roman   Revolution,
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Augustus--     all   the  more   fort:unate   that   the   solution   should

be   of   double-edged   advantage.

Fortunately,   the  possibility  of  problems   arising   from

the   tension  between  Marcellus   and  Agrippa  did   not   endure

•  long.      An   eventual   source   of   gossip   implicating   Livia,

Marcellus   became   ill   in   the   autumn   of   23   BC   and   soon   died.2

In  his   memory,   Augustus   named   a   theater.3     The   nephew   also

received   the  .rather   dubious  honor   of  being   the   f irst   to  be

buried   I..n   his   uncle's   lnausoleum.

LDio,    Bk.    L|II,    32,    1,    stat€^&s   that   Augustus   hoped   to

diminish   any   opportunity   for   intensif ied   I-ivalry  and   used
this   commission   to   separat:e   them.      That   Agrippa   was   on   a
secret   diplomatic   mission  has   been   raised:      Dio,   Bk.   LIII,

£*?e,,Ei:nfiis:::[`,soEOEg::5;:ytopih:76ii:;tlinci5i3g'P.
C 1 a s s i c a ]..~TiTETRoman Ph i-1o1op\y.       Vol.Ill    (1908),

'  .pp.    342ff 'Revolution
83=8ZTffioTE?-.16-i.-€d  thE!  of f ic ial

Obse

2Dio,    Bk.    LIII,    30,    4,    Livy,

uens.      The   Loeb   Classical   Li
C.    Schlesinger

pp.    145ff ,    Syme,
and   Reinhold,   pp.    80   and

importance   of   the  mission

Surmaries,   Fra
bETa¥

ments,    and
Translate

(Cambi-Edge:      Harvard   Uni
Press,1959).       Summaries,    cxl.      And   see,   Maran
Momigliano,    p.      3   ,    an     Henry   S.   Jones,    p.    143

?:2n:;:::iR;t#::I;#.:::i:I::;:¥fig##:#,
Press,1967).       Bk.    VIII,    xxiv,    65.      And   See,    John   Ward-
Perkins,   Roman   Architecture.
1977).      PFTII-6     and   pl.   79

4Dio,    Bk.    LIII,    30,    4.

the   Augustan   Age,"
Chapter   XVII,    p.    578:mbr-id8e

(New   York:      Harry   N.    Abrams,

Eugenie   Strong,   "The   Art   of
Ancient History.      Vol.    X,
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Meyer   ReinholdL  has   suggested   t=hat   the   additional

uneasiness   that   arose  between  Augustus   and   Agrippa   over   the

promotion   of  Marcellus   disappeared   completely  with   the

death   of   t=he   nephew.      Cert=ainly,    this   would   appear   to   be

true.      The  marriage  of  Agrippa   and   Julia,2   and  Agrippa's

•association   in   the   tribunicia  potestas,3  would   attest   to   that

fact.      But,   to  return   to   the  question  at  hand,   can  evidence

be   found   to   support   the   claim  that  Agrippa's   vexation  was

suf f iciently  strong  that  he  secretly   forced   the  p±nL±_eLp±

to  abandon  his   dynastic  plans?

As   seen  previously,   it  cannot  be  said   that  4grippa

attempted   to   L)lock   the   planried   adoption  of  Marcellus,   simply

because   the   evidence  will  not   even  allow   that  Augustus   ever

intended   to  do   such   a   thing.4     Furthermore,   the   sources5

malce   no  mention,   nor   even  a   clear   hint   for-that  mattel-,   of

LReinhold,   p.    86,   citing  Dio,   Bk.    LIII,   30,   4-6,   and
Pliny, Natural History,    Bk.    XIX,    xxiv.

2Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    6,    4-5.      And   see   Reinhold,    pp.    86ff ,

and   Syme,    The   Roman   Revolut:ion pp.    4
3Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    12,    4-5.       And

Hammond.    The   Au\,\-```,+.+, ,1\\  ,        *

Re vo 1 u t i ofi P
ustan Pr i nc ipate '

the   "fancy",   a3   Syme,   Th

pp.    99ff ,
Syme ' The   Roman

4As   above,    pp.    15-16.

5The   soulc;s   (Dio,   Velleius,   Suetonius,   and   Tacitus)
essentially  report   the  purported   feel.ings  of  Agrippa  and

Revolution,   p.    34.2,   of
As   a   ove,    p.    17   and   nn.    I

e   Roman   Revolut
Agrippa's   mission-t:o   tHE-East
and   2,    and   below,    p.    20,   n.    1.
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such   an   attempted   coup  d'etat.      It   is   only  reported   that

Agrippa  was   upset  by   t:he  rise  of  Marcellus,   not   that   it

actually  moved.him  to  action   against   the   young  heir.

As   Syme  has   stated,2   a  political   suspect,   if   that   term  may

be   used   for   one   thought   to  be   in  opposition   to  of f icial

Lvelleius,   Bk.    11,   xciii,   for   example,   reports   that

people  believed   Agrippa  would   oppose  Marcellus   if  he   tried
`to   succeed   Augustus.      He   also   says   that   rumor   had   it   that
Agrippa  had   withdrawn   to  Asia  because   of  his   secret   animosity
for   Marcellus.      Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.   XIV,   .1iii,   has   Seneca
state   that  Agrippa  was   all6i7Ed`-to  retire   in  the  privacy  of
Mytilene.      Suetonius,   Augustus,    66,.states   that   Agrippa
resigned   all   of I ices   and   retired   to  Mytilene   because   ti+_T   was
mad   over   the   promotic>n   of   Marcellus.      Twice   (Bk.    LIII;    t`0,
1-2,    and   31,1-3),   Dio   records   t'nat   everyone   was   taker       >r
Surprise
though   Dio
that   i>refererice

preferred   Agrip`pa   over   Mat-cell
ovides   the  most:.  plausible   reason
LIII,    31,    4ff).       Furthermore,    Ditp   .  ;=ates

in   Bk.    LIII,    32,    1,    that   Augustus   sent

deputy   of   the
23   BC,   on   learning   that  Marcellus   felt   un fr

1 rl n
occl]r   by

to   Syr]' ..,,-.    in
endly   towt.tid   the

ceDs   so   that   no   outl)Teak   of   rivalry  might
gether.      Thei-e   is,   finally,   only

Dio's   fictional   advice   .f  Maecenas:      "You   have  made   him   so

{E£:tLES:t6Te5Tu::db:::in:h¥o:,:ys::_I:,:I:£wD::  E:ds5::€±:ugly
used   the   voice   of  Maecenas   to   express  his   own   political
views,.   see   Millar,   pp.    102ff ,    though   Syme,

^ ,\ ^        1                                                                                  \
The   Roman   Revolution,

p.   389,   has   cit:ed   this   passage).      The   pointTToWever , is   tlat
nowhere   in   these   sources   is   it   stated   that  Agrippa  actually
moved   to   obstruct   the   promotion   of  Marcellus.     At   worst,   it
is   only   scat:ed   that   people   expected   Agrippa   to  oppose   the
nephew   if   he   attempted   to   succeed,   but   not   beforehand.      See,
Reinhold,   pp.    78-86,   who   knows   nothing   of   the   sort   of   coup
d'etat   Syme  was   later   to  describe   and   agrees   with  Dio,   above,
that   the  discord   was   primarily   felt   by  Marcellus.

2Syme,    The   Roman   Revolution
Reinhold,    p.    8-3

p.    342.,    in   agreement=   with
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policy,    is   not   given   an   important   commission,   much   less   the

cormand   of   armies.      Yet   in   23   BC,   Agrippa   was   given   both.1

The   position  of  Agrippa  had   never   suffered.     While  on   the

one  hand,   there  does   not   appear.  to  have  been  honorific

coinage  minted   for   Marcellus,   6n   the   other,   C.H.V.   Suthe-i-land

has   pointed   out   that   the   aes   coinage   of   Nemausus   continued
"to   show  as   its   regular   obverse   type   the  associated  heads

of   Augustus   and   Agrippa."2     Wha'c,    theri,   was   the   ci-isis   of

23 -BC?

The   illness   of   Augus.tus   in   23   BC  had  made   the  matter
-

of   the   succession   an   immediate   problc!m.      I-lad   t.ime   and

circumstances   a].lowed,   there  might   not   have  been  a  crisis.

But  Auguf tus  had   become   concerned   with   the   appearance   of

his   political  position,   a  concern  macle  more  acute  by   the

P1`imus   TL.ial.      The   very  considerations   that  compelled   the

Lvelleius,   Bk.    11,   xciii,   Dio,   Bk.   LIII,   32,1ff ,
Suetonius,   Au
1iii.      And   on

ustus,    66,    and   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    XIV,
me,.  The   Roman   Revolution,

Reinhold,   pp.   78ff ,   and   SutfiEFIEEaTp
ese.,    Sy

57
p.    342'

2Sutherland,    p.   .56.      And   see   Reinhold,   pp.    99-100,
for   a  discussion  of   the  coins   struck   during   the  co-regency,
continuing   the   association  of  Augustus   and   Agrj.ppa.

3In   the   sense   that,    if  Dio,   Bk.   LIII,   31,   4ff ,    is
followed,   Augustus  may  have   eventually  gained  more   faith
in   the   youth.      Or   if   Velleius,   Bk.11,   xciii,    is   followed,
the  objection  of  Agrippa,   as   discussed  by   Syme,

-,A
p.   342,   might  have  been   satisfiedRevolution

The   Roman
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pEjp££p±  to   release  his  hold   on   the  consulate  must  have .
been   present   when  he,   for   all   appearances   on  his   deathbed,

felt   required   to   show  his   preference   for   a   successor.

Given   this,    it   would  have  been  both   ludicrous   and   irrespon-

sible   for   Augustus   to  have  preferred  Marcellus,   at   age   19,

over  .the   veteran  Agrippa.      There   was.no   need   for   compulsion.

Agrippa   had   both   the   experience   and   the   promot:ion   needed

`for   the   succession.3     Marcellus,   `t'hose   preference  would

have  stood  opposite  the  political  considerations  of  the

time,   had  neither.4     Thei.e   is,   finally,   the   following  report

of   Cassius   Dio,   characterized   by.  each   of   the   elements   under

and   B:fsL::I:V3€:nffEy  c&nLTE::i:geD5:6,B§±.L::t:   3:,5:_4,

Roman

2As

Rev p.    219,   placing  his   birth   in   43   BC.
p.    536.      or,   .age   .29...as.SyT€._E±±
rid   LJ,    F

3For   the  effectiveness  of   the  promotion,   see,   for
exampl.e,    Dio,   Bk.    LIII,    31,   4   (Agrippa   was   exceedingly
beloved   by   them) Also   see,   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,    iii,
and   the   testimony   to  his achievements   by   Velleius, Bk.     11

::::;I , I:nadsiti2I::   :::tR£:::3:g; sp3;a2:-Z::n:nat:i:nes-
timable   loss   for   Augustus   and,   p.    127,   the  Empire.

4As   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.I,    iii,   opposed   t:o  Velleius,
Bk.    11,    xciii.      Antj---I-h-a-i   it   was   in   contradict:ion   to   t:he
political  conside.rations   of   the   time,   Seager,   p.   20:      "The
claims  of  constitutional  propriety  and   party  loyalty  had
been  respect:ed,   those  of   the   intended  dynasty  set   aside,
at   least   for   the  moment."
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discussion.

Thus   it   would   appear   that   he   wa.c5   not   yet
confident   of   the   youth's   judgment,   and
that  he   e.ither   wished   the  people   to   regain
their   liberty  or   for  Agrippa   to  receive
the   leadership   from   them.      For   he   well   kne`w
that   Agrippa   was   exceedingly   be:!.oved   by
them  and   he   preferred   not   to   seem   to  be

::F:::i:gs:::s:#E::;.Bower  to  him  on

The   crisis   of   23   BC,   therefore,   did   not   find  Agrippa,

Livia,   and   the   leading  men  of   the  government   compelling

Augustus   t=o   abandon  his   dynastic   plans.      Rather,    the

crisis   consisted   of   t=he   reforms   exa.cted   by   t:he   necessities

of   I:he  Augustan   principate's   republican   veil   and   enacted   by

the  j2Ej:±LCLj=j2±  upon   the   awareness   of   the   need   to   bi-ing   into   line

t:he   appearance   of  his   authority   and  his   succession  policy.
ri'he   crisis   was   more   than   an   accommodation   of   republican

sentiment,    however,    for+  t:he.  =p,I_i_p_c_E:__pg   of   Rome   had   seen   at   the

time  of  his   severe   illness   that   the   incomplete   state  of   the

grooming   of  his   nephew  precluded  Marcellus'   succession  at

that   point   and  necessitated   tile   favor   shown  M.   Agrippa.

LDio,   Bk.    LIII,    31,   4.      And   for.   the   way   in   which   this
fits   into   the  perspective  of  Dio  on   the  Augustan  principate,
Millar,    pp.    83-102.

2Reinhold,   pp.    78-79,   and   above,   pp.    21-22.
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The   death   of  Marcellus   presented   Augustus   with   three

conditions   to  be  satisf ied   if  he  were   to  secure  an  heir

of   his   own   blood.      These   were:1      (1)   the   only   way   to

continue   the  bloodline  was   through   the  grandsons   born   to

Julia,   and   yet   she  was   now  without   a   hlusband   or   sons;    (2)

Augustus   could   not   expect   to   live   to   se;   a  grandson  reach

majority,   thus   there  was   a   need   for   a   trustwoi-thy  deputy

`and  guardian;   and   (3)   there  were   still   the   claims   of   t:he

Caesarian   par't:y   Co  be   considered.      The   solution  Ailgustus

found   in   21   BC  was   both   ingenious   and,   following  Ronald

Syme's   account,   quite   necessary.
-

There  was   little   to  be  done   to  elevate  A8rippa   to   the

status   of   successor   follow]..ng  Mar.c.ellus'   death.      At   one

time  responsible   for   the   training  of  Octavian's   fleet,3

Agrippa   had   p?:oven  hirilself   to  be   a   capablt3.   and   loyal

1For   the   role  of  Julia,   Syme,   The  Roman  Revolution,   pp.
a-diTVo  .   X,377-378   and   415-416,    and   Real-Ency

Maranon,   p.   73,   has  pointEElothe  role  o Agrippa   in   count:er-
acting   the   threat  of   premature  death.      Seager,   p.   19,   has
summarized   the   claims   of   the   party..      Smith,   p.   5,   has   stated
that   the  death   of  Marcellus   forced   the  princeps   to   reorganize
his   succession  plans.

2syme ,
73.

The  Roman   Revolution, p.    389,    and   Maranon,    p.

3|)io,    Bk.    XLV|II,    49,    2ff .      And   see   Syme,

Revolution p.    231,    and   Carter,   p.    145
The   Roman
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deputy.1     He   held   the   consulship   three   times   (37,   28,   and

27   BC),2   and   took   for   his   second   wife   the   elder   Marcella.,3

one   of   Marcellus'   two   sisters   and   the   niece   of   Augustus.

Closely   associated  with   the  victories   of  Augustus   and

celebrated   in   the   imperial  coinage,   Agrippa  was   already

-perceived   by  many   to  be   the   second   man   of   Rome.

Though   his   obscure  bii-t'n  might   preclude   the   chance
`of   serving   as   heir   in  his   own   right.,5  Marcus   Vipsanius

LNowhere   is   I:his   bet:ter   seen   than   in   the   evidence   of
Dio,    for   example,    Bk.    XLVIII,    49,    4,    and   Bk.    LIV,    11,    6,    that
Agrippa  declined   the  celebration  of  his   triumphs   for   the
enhancement   of   Augustus'   own   prestige.      Reinhold,   pp.    92-93
and   115-116,   has   noted   the   importance   of   the   precedent=   set
by  Agrippa,    i.e.   that   the  generals   of   the  p±j±icLfp_i  were   to
report   their   victories   to  Augustus,   not   to   the   senate,   and
that   they  weL-e   not   to   accept   the   triumphal  honors.

2|)io,    Bk.    XLVIII,    49,    4,    Blc.    LIII,    1,    1ff ,    and   the

consulai-list   for   Bk.    LIII,   p.    193.      And,    Syme,
Revo lu t i on , p..    527.

The   Roman

3.Dio,    Bk.    LIII,    1,   .2,    and   Plutarch,   4pj=pj±][,    1xxxvii,    2.
And   see   Reinhold,   p.    70.

4Reinhold,   p.   63,   points   out   that   beginning   in   29   BC,
Agrippa's   portrait   appears   side  by   side  with   that   of   Octavian's
on   coins   struck   at   Nemausiis   in   Gaul.    -And,    Sutherland,    pp.
55-58,    for   Agrippa's   position.

5As   Syme, The   Roman   Revolution
would    not   have    Si=61oa ----i-t=.--" Also,   Reinhold

p.    345,    "The   mobiles1        11-          __  ,pp.  1-1TffiT
103-104.      Reinhold,   p.    61,    says   that   Agrippa   was   raised   to
patrician   ranlc   by  Octavian   in   29   by
passed in   30:      See,   Res   Gestae   Divi
LII,   42,    5

virtue   of   the   Lex   Saenia
August=i,    8,    and   Dio,    Bk.
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AgrippaL  could   perform  the  role  of  guardian-regent   for   the

grandsons   on  which   Augustus   placed   all  his   dynast:ic   aspir-

ations.2     Thus,   when  Agrippa  was   recalled   first   to   Sicily

and   then   to   Rome   in   21   BC   following   a   dispute   o'ver   the

consular   elections   of   that  year,3     Augustus  had  him  divorce

Marcella   and  marry   the  widowed   Julia.4     Dio   scat:es   that   this

was   done   "as   he  wisried   to   invest   him  with   a   dignity   above

the  ordinary,    in  order   that  he  might  govern   the  people  more

easily .... "5     Augustus'   fait=h   in   the  marriage   of   Julia

LThat..Agrippa   chose   to   suppress   the   obscure  .g
'Vipsanius",-see   Reinhold,   pp.-6-8,    and   Syme

Re v o 1 u I I.. o n ,

Syme '
the

p.    112   arid    129,    n.    3

e n t i 1 i c. i ,J in
The   Roman

2That   he  was   t(>   serve   as   guardian-regent  may-be,   as
The   Roman   Revolution

co-r egency ,
p.   389,   n.   2,   has   stated   about

estion  of teminology."     But   that
was   to   serve  primarily  as   the  guardian  of   the   futur
of   Gaius   and   Lucius,    though   he   was   not  made   the   equal   of
Augustus   or   seen   as   heir   in.his   own   right,   Syme,   The   Roman

pp.   345   and,.  for   the   position   to   whicHli-b-eFi-ij-s
416,   and   Reinhold,   pp.    loo   and   102,   arguing   that

Revo lu t i on ,
succeeded ,
Agrippa   would   have   succeeded   if   the   grandsons   had   not   reached

I and   that   the   accession  of  Gaius   and   Lucius  was   the
aim  of   Augustus.

3Dio;    Bk.    LIV,    6,    1-3.      Reinhold,    p.    85,    and   Syme,   The

Roman  Revolution, p.    371.
4Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    6,    5.      Her   hand   was   offered   to   Agrippa

when  he  met   Augustus   in   Sicily:      Reirihold,   pp.    86   and   87,
that  Agrippa   accepted   t:he  marriage  because   it   brought  not
only   co-regency,   'Dut   the  hope   of   a  dynasty   for   himsel.f   as
well.      And,    Maranon,    pp.    72-73.

5Dio,   Bk.    LIV,    6,   4.      The   intention   was   dynastic,   as
Syme , The   Roman   RevoRevolution,   pp.

ri   y    -or   ReinholdCessabirt  notTe
415-.416,    and   Maranon,    p.    73,
'    pp.'.85-86.
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and   Agrippa   was   soon   rewarded.      The   first  male   grandson,

Gaius,    was   born   in   2o   Bc.1

Augustus   then   proceeded   t:o  widen   the   association   of

Agrippa   in   the   imperial   authorit:y.      In   18   BC,   M.   Agrippa

received   individual  grants   of   Proconsular   imperium  and

tribunician  potestas,   each for   a  period  of   five  years.

It   was   the   first   time,   according   to  IIenry   S.   Jones,

that   Augustus   had   clearly  demonstrated   the  means   by  which

the   continuance  of   the   government  might   be   assured   in   the

event   of  his   death.      The  move  was   designed   to   insure   that

the   successor   would   already  holc]   sufficient   authority   and-

LD|.6,    Bk.    LIV,    8,    5,    and   Suetonius,    Au

And   see,   Reinhold,    pp.    87-88.,   and
2Dio,    8|"    LIV,    12,    2-5.      The

ustus,    64.
Maranon,    p.

was   a   renewal   of   the   grant   of   23   BC
Reinhold,   pp.    167ff ,   has   argued   that=
proconsular
23   BC   and

erium  over   all  the
that   in  i

erium   in   18

ppa   was   given   a
imperial  provinces   in

it  was   enlarged   to  cover   t:he   senatorial
provinces   east   of   the   Ionian  `Sea.      The   potestas   was   a   first
for   Agrippa   and  marked   the  beginning  of   the   co-regency,   as
Reinhold,
pp.    337   a
pp.    118-

33:.anal:;,5;uti::1:::,S3Te;7¥n±gE:a

to  Julia  and   the  grants  of erium

Revo lu t i on ,
M.    Jones,

3Henry   S.   Jones,   p.    146.      True,   in   the   sense   that   it
was   the   f irst   time   that:  most  of   the   essential  elements   of
t:he   succession.   formula  were   present,    i.e.   Agrippa's   marriage

1-1 and   potestas.      Adoption
at   Agrippa   had   beenhad   not   occurred It   also  meant   t

promot:ed   t=o   the   supreme   power,    as   Hammond,   |E±  Augustan
Principate,   p.   69.
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power   to  ward   off   any  overt   opposit:ion   to  his   accession.

Thus   in   the   same   year   that=   Augustus   extended   his   own

term  as  pE±j|=j=p±  for   five  years,2  he  proclaimed  his

successor   thi.ough  Agrippa's   previous  marriage   to  Julia

and,   even  more   importantly,   the  partial   association   in

the   imperial  powers.      It   should  be  noted,   too,   that   in

18   BC   Augu.c`,tus,    in   the  mannei-of   Tarquin,3   purged   the

senate.4     Whether   or   not   the   accusations   of   corispiracy

among   the   senators  were   ti.ue,5   the  revisal  of   the   senate

roll   in   that   year,   the   same  year   Augustus   introduced  his

Lwhich,    as   Syme   has   stated,   The   Roman   Revol
415,    was   the   ease   in   14   AD.      The   Eii5Ti;Tit-I-6~n-o-f~Ag--Tii5Tp-a
18   BC   and   l-hat   of   Tiberius   in   14  AD  were   essentially   t
same.      Both   I,eld   the   approximate   powers   of   August.us   in   23
BC,    though   not   wit:h   the   degree   o
The  Roman   Revolution

f   auctorit:as.      See,    Syme,
p.    389,    and A.H.M.    Jones,    p. 119

2Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    12,    4-5.       And   see,    A.H.M.    Jones,    p

115,    Last,    p.    164,
and   Practice

and   F.E.   Adcock,    Roman   Political   Iderr!.g,
pp.   75ff.   .Finally,   MilTE¥T

Aubre;L£:y5eE:c_g#
H i s I o i-

Harmo
of   Rome.      Trans].ated   by

naTw6ftF:     Penguin  Books,
Ltd.,1975).      Bk.I,    35.      Tarquin   revised   the   senate   roll,
according   to   Livy,   to   insure   that   it   consisted   of  men  who
would   support  his   policies.

4Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    13,    I,    through   15,    8.

5Dio,   Bk.   LIV,    15,   1,    is   unsure   since   it   "is   not

possible,   of   course,   for   those  on   the  outside   to  have
certain   knowledge   of   such  matters .... "     Reinhold,   p.
103,   has   given  credit   to  the  report.
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new  moral   legislation,1  might  have  bt3en  another  means   of

insuring   the   succession.

The  marriage   of  Agrippa   and   Julia,   having  produced

one   future   heir,   bore  Augustus   a   secc>.nd   grandson,   Lucius,

in   17   BC.3     No   sooner   had   Agrippa   announced   the   birth   of

Lucius   than  Augustus,   by  touching   the   scale   three   times

1Dio'    Bk.

pp.    443ff .      And
LIV,    16,    1ff .      See   Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution,
also,   W.W.   Buckland,   A  Mina

Piivate   Law.       (Oxford:      Cambridge   unite
FTFFETdliTon,   1925.     For   the  Lax
p-.    65,    and   for the   Lex  Julia
See   pp.    6,    180,   and~1-94
Introduction   to
University   Pres
n.4.

2syme,   The
Buclcland,    p.ngT

s¥9#
Julia

de  maritan
Finally, H.F.

I s i.ty
of   Roman

pETESETng5 7 )
de   adulteriis,   see

dig  ae ---- ordiiTHus ,
T616iJi CZ

of   Roman   Law.       (Oxford
Hist5: -i5a=rical

FIr5E-i;aiETan,   1932.      p.   365   and

Roman  Revolution,
Also   see

pp.    370   and   444,    and
6,    and

commentary-,   p.   47,   that   thElegT£TaEi6HThas   not  very  popular
E£±  gLe:±E±£  P±±Zi  Augusti ,

While   the   purge   of   18  might
with   the  moral   legislation,
revisal  of   the  roll  and  ,the
the   senate   (Syme,   The   Roman
s.een   as   a  means   of-EEi

2)    and   Syme,    The   Roman

have   been   pi-imarily  concerned
it   is   not   impossible   that   t.ne
introduction  of  new  blood   into
Revolution

ning   support   for
p.    370)   was   also

the  succession  policy
The   revision   of   13   BC   is   immediat:ely   followed   in  Dio   by   the
enlargement   of   Agrippa's   powers   (Bk.   LIV,   26,   3,    through   28,

p.,   373,   has   shown   that
bid   for.support   for

Revolut±9_9-:
on  occasion,   specif icallyAugustus   did,

his   succession  policy.
3In   the   consulship  of   Gaius   Fur-nius   and   Gaius   Silanus,

Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    18,    1.      And   see   Maranon,    p.    73,    and   Reinhold,
pp.    101-102.
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with   a  bronze  coin   in   the   presence  of   the  City  praetor,1

.    .    .    immediately   adopted   him   together   with
his   bi.other   Gaius,   not   waiting   for   them   to
become  me.n,   but   appoint:ing   them   then   and
there   successors   to  his  office,   in  order

#::2fewer   plots  might  be   formed  against

By   17   BC,   Augustus   had   ingeniously   satisf ied   the

conditions   raised   by   the  death   of  Marcellus.      He  had

`reconciled   the   interests   of   party  a.nd   dynasty  by  making

Agrippa  his   son-in-law.3     He  had   future  heirs   of  his   own

bloc,`d   in  his   adopted   sons   Gaius   and   I-ucius   Caesar.      And,

finally,    the  pii_p£±p±  had. pL-ovided   for   a   trusted  gua.1-dian
-

aes  e:s¥:E:::¥s , s£EL:_613;
formal   ceremony  Pj=E

2Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    18,    1-2.      And   see   Velleius,    Bk.    11,

xcvi.       Thus   by   _eg_o__p_t_i__9.,    Gaius   and   Lucius   were   transferred
from   the   DP-± .0Otestas

f
of  Agrippa  as   paterfamilias   to   the

Augustus,   gaining   the   r.ight   of   inheritanc
succession   as   filiifamil]'.as.      For   ado
etc.,    see:      W.W.    Buckland   and
and   Common   Law.       (Oxford:      Cambridge

--==i:=:J=

p± pote±,
D.    MCNair,    Roman   Law

no3 6 )
jfEvi-5€d   by  Fir.   Lawson,1952.      pp.-38ff ;   Buckland,   A  Manual
of   Roman   Private   Law

early   tradition,
The   Roman

University  Press

pp.   60ff;-and  Jolowicz,   pp.112TT16r
and   242-268.      In   general,    see:      Syme,
p.    416,   Reinhold,    pp.    101-103,    Hammond,

p.    70,   Maranon,   p.    73,    and   for   thePrincipate
Rev91Tti9n.

coinage  celebrating   the   adoption,   minced   at   Rome   in   the   name
of   C.   Marius,    Sutherland,   p.    58   and   pl.    V.

3Seager,    pp.    21-22,    and   Syme,
346-348   and   389.

The   Roman  Revolution, PP.
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for   I:he  young  heirs,   as   a  deterent   against   the  dangers   of

his   death   during   t=heir  minority,   in   the   person  of  Marcus

Ag1.iPPa.

Surrounded   by   the   luxuries   of   t=he   imperial   household

and   celebrated   in  coinage   from  the  Roman  mint,1   the   sons

of  Augustus   were   presented   from  birth   to   the   Empire   as

the  heirs   of   the  Augustan  mantle.2     As   in   the   case   of

Marcellus,3   they   experienced   an   accelerated   advancement

and  public   introduction,   restrained  only  by  the  caution

of   the   princepLE.4     FOE   example,    in   13   BC,    the   year   in   which

the   construction  of   the  Ai-a  Pcicis   was   decreed by   the   senate,5

with  ::g:s:::9P:1:;:g|::a:h;oE::;:  m3::,w£:s:nB:;:0=i€£:Ce
Letters   SC   on   Augustan   AES   Coinag
Vol.    62    (1972),    p.121.       And

e,"   Journal   of   Roman   SL-uclies
EEiaHiFT8for   the   coinage

Gaius   and   Luci.us,    Sutherland,    pp.    60,    68-69,    and   73-75   on
the   importance   of   the   continuation   of   the   C...  and   L.   CAESARES
series.   aftel.   4   AD.

2Dio,    B.k.    LIV,    18,1-2,    and   Suetonius,   Augustus,    64.

Sutherland,   p.    60.
3See   above,   pp.    8-10.

4Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    27,    1,    and   Bk.    LV,    9,    3-4,    and   5.       Syme,

The   Roman   Revolution,
Erful

p.   417,   has   noted   Augustus'   "secret
Tacitus,   Annals,,Bk.I,    iii,   as   cit:ed   here

by   Syme,    is   stil.1   testimony-TEi5--ATEgustus'    cautiousness
5Res   Gestae   Divi

T] ,  7 or]£-=T6=,-==7Tfria5a
p.    389.

nffii 12.      John   Ward-Perkins,   pp.
d  Syme,.  ± Roman   Revolution,
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consul  Tiberius   Nero,1   in   fulfillment   of  a  vow   for   the

return   of   Augustus,2  made   arrangements   for   t=he   celebrat:ion

of   the   dedicat:ion  of   a   theater   to   the  memory  of  Marcellus.3

In   finalizing   the  plans   for   the   festival,   Tiberius  made   the

none-t.oo-subtle  mistake  of   seating  Gaius   next   to   the  princeps.

During   the  course  of   the   festival,   the  patrician  boys,

including   Gaius,   performed   the   equestrian Lusus   Troiae.5      The

seating  of   Gaius,   however,   resulted.  in   rounds   of   applause

and   eulogies   from   the   public,   and   Augustus,   believing   s`.ich

a  demonstration   to  be   pi.emature,   re.buked   both   Tj.berius   and

the  people.6

The   year   13   BC   found   Augustus   doing   almost   everything

p.ossible   to   secure   the   elevated  position  of  Marcus  Agrippa.

LDio,    Bk.    LI

ATIT-.iF.--J6-riEs -.~--(
9£  Augustus   a

25;.1.      Documents   Illustratin the  Rei

London
Victor   E I eifer

Oxford   University   Pi-ess,1955).      First
edit:ion,    1949.      p.    37.       Syme, The   Roman   Revolution

Germa:;:o:n3k5p::X:   3!;,1bk.R::#:ni;?  i:ole:#:e3:u::sG::1,
Germany.      And   Seager,   p.    24.

John:::g:p::k±::y,p3:,6±:6;n:nEL#a=o#L:e4::fi:i:±::.21.
4Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    27,1-2.      Seager,    p.    24.

5

ancient  military  exercise,   Syme,   |b±.
6Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    27,    1-2.

Dio,   Bk.    LIV,   26,    I-2.      For   Augustus'   revival   of   this
p.    445.Roman  Revolution,
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Not:   only   did   Augustus   purge   the   senate   once   again,

recalling   the   purge  of   18  BC,   but  he   also  had   the   senate

renew   the   tribdncian  potestas   and   enlarge   the   imperium

of  Agrippa.     Dio  reports   that,

Meanwhile  he   increased   the   power   of
Agrippa,   who  had   returned   from  Syria,   by
giving  him  the   tribunician  power   again   for
another   five  years,   and  he   sent  him  out   to
Pannonia,   which   was   eager   for   war,   entrusting

:::s¥E:h]E::;t::d:::::i;t3o::::s:±:2off±CfaLs
As   was   the   case   in   18   BC,   Augustus   proclaimed   his   successor

and  made   safe  Agrippa's   position   as   guardian-regent   thi.ough

an   association   in   the   imperial   pc.`!.,/ers.

eorme::::; , Bg :   5Ey, t2:i  3ae  ELe±:E±€£±g¥rg::g::S±±;c2:a]:t,`d
though   Dio   sets   it   in   13   BC.  .

2Dio,    Blc.    LIV,    28.,    1.      Though   Dio   does   not   record   that
Agrippa's   gr ant   of   im
Italy   its-elf ,   Reinh

erium   at   this   time   tgas   ef fee.tive   wit=hin
'    pp.    1 24-125.,    and   167ff ,    says   that

after    13   BC,    Agrippa's   =±_mper_±±±E±  was   maius   like   that   of
ustus   and   c6veiad   all   the  provincEEi-A.H.M.   Jones,   pp.

f ,    is  more   to   the   point   when  he   states,   pp.    118-119,
that   t.,'hile   the   I..in

omerium   an
erium   of   Au

y,   and   t
ustus  had   been   effective  within
e  provinces,   since   at   least   19

e   imperium  of  .Agrippa  was   still   not:   the   equal  of   that
held   by   AugustHS.      And,   Hammond,  .!E£  Augustan   Principate,    pp...
31   and   34ff .

suthe:I:::?ns:   :I;:  Augustan  Principate,   p.p.   65-84,   and  see
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With   the   new  grants   of   imperium   and   potest:as,   Agrippa
•       1      Bytheleft   Italy   to   set   up  his   command   in   Pannonia.

following   year,.   his   exertions   had   proven   too  much   for   him.

Returning   to  Campania,   Agrippa   fell   ill   and   died   in  March

of   12   BC.2     He   was   buried   in   the   Mausoleum  of   Augustus,3

having  left  mogr  of  his  property  to  the  pE±.4    The

bequest   would   1]ave   been   no   paltry   sum.      Though   beginning
`with   lit:tie   personal   wealth,   Marcus   Agrippa  had   come   to

own   the   entire  peninsula  of  Gallipoli.5

The   cleat:h   of   AgTippa   resurr?cted   the   pi-oblem  of   the

succession,   but   in   a   new   form.      Augustus   now  had   heii`s   of

his   own   blood   in  Gaius   arid   Luciu,r„   but   no  guardian   to   save

LDio,    Bk.    LIV,    28,    I_-2.       In   the   consul.ship   of   Marcus

Valerius   and   Publius   Sulpicius,   Agrippa   set   out   on   the
campaign   though   it   was   winter.      Reinhold,   p.    125.

2.Dio,    Bk.    I.IV,    28,    3-4;    Velleius,    Bk`.11,    xcvi;    Livy,

Summaries,    cxxxviii;   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.I,    iii,    and   8](.
Ill,   1vi.      For   the  chronology  Eiildrifr  excellent   discussion
of   Agrippa's   death,    see   Reinhold,    pp.125-127.      Also,    see

The   Roman   RevoluEiop_,    p.    391.       The
o,    8    .    LIV,    28,    3.       That

stivals  held
o_,     Died  the  lauadri

Maranon,    p.    73,    and   Syme,
princeps   deliver
the   prc;ininent:  men   did   not   wish   to   attend   the   fe
in   Agrippa's   honor,   Dio,   Bk.    LIV,    29,    6.      And   on   this,    see
Reinhold,    p.    104.

Bk.   L:5?o#  !:1.iE:3  R:!n:g:dinp,-h:29:mpus  Martius,   Dio,
4For   the   will   of   Agrippa,   Dio,   Bk.    LIV,    29,   4-5.      Ahd,

Reinhold,    pp.    128-131.      On   Agripp.a's  .beq.uest   to   Agrippa
Postumus,    Jameson,    pp.    295-296.

5Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    29,    5.       Syme,

381,    and   Reinhold,    p.109.
The   Roman   Revolution, P.
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their   interests   in   the  event  of  his   death.I     Though   it  was

not   until   6   BC   that  Augustus   seriously   attempt:ed   to   fill

the  position   left  vacant  by   the  cleat:h   of  Agrippa,   he  did

take   the   f irst   step   in   12  BC  by  having  his   stepson  Tiberius

Nero,2   divorce  his   wife  Vipsania,   and  marry   the   twice-

widowed   Julia.3     The  marriage,   however,   did   not   bring

immediate   1-eward   fo-L-Tiberius.      Indeed,   Tibet-ius   did   not

really  become   associated  with   the   impel-ial  powers   until

6  BC  with  a  grant  of  tribunician  E9E±.4    Even  then,

it  would   s6em,   the  primary  purpose  of   the  g,rant  was   not

to  bolster   the  position  of  Tiberius.     Dio  1-eports   that,

The   next   year,    in  which   Gaius   Antistius
and   Lael]..us   Balbus   wet-e   cc)nsuls,   Augustus   was

Lseager,    p.    25,    Syme,The   Roman
Maranon,   i.   74-,   and   ShotteriTTjulianSEL:,p;n392ic
Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.    1117-1118.

I+

2Dio,   Bk.   XLVI.II,   3-4,   and,   as   the   elder   brother   of
Drusus,    4.4,    3-5;    Velleius,   Bk.    11,1xxv;    Tacitus,   Annals,

3:itE:   :ii3'   ::g  fi::sg:r3;:t34-33:   6-7'   Maranon,   p5TngTf '
3Suetonius,   Tiberius,   7.      For   the  divorce   and  marriage

to   Julia:      Dio,   8   .    LIV,    31,    2;    Suetonius,
and   Tiberius,    7;    and   Velleius,   Bk.    11,   xcv.i
p.    £3,   ilaranon,   PP.

4
74-75,    and   Marsh,.  p.    37

•.`u-=::::.:-JS

In   the   sense  of  Corbett,   p.   91,   t:hat:   the
grant  of   6   BC   is   the  best

63-64'
ee   Seager,

0 I: e s t a s
testimony   to   t:he   of f icia

nation   of   Tiberius.      However,   Corbett,   p..   89,   overlooks   the
fact   that   it   had   been   six  years   since   the  death  of  Agrippa.
For   more,    see   below,   Chapter   11.
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vexed   when   he   saw   that   Gaius   and   Lucius   were
by   no  means   inclined   of   their   own   choice
to   emulate   his   own   conduct,   as   became   young

¥::e`rvt±:LW£::s::ing  real.ed   as  members   of   the

The   two   young  men   indulged   in   too  great   luxury   and   were

even   inclined   to   insolence--     L.ucius  had   once   entered   the

theater   unattended.2     It   was   even   proposed   that   Gaius   bei

elected   consul,3   though  he  was   only   fourteen  years   old,

`arid,   as   Dio   points   out,   not   even   of  militai.y   age.4     The

p±±j2£j=|q  refu.sed   this  honor,5   though  Henry   S.   Jones  had

stated   that   the  refusal   seemed   insincere  and,   futhermore,

that   the   demonstration  was   probably   preaL.ranged,   with   the
-

int:ent   of   leading   to   the   conferment   c`f   "e}€ceptional"

privileges   upon   Gaius   and   Lucius.6     In   fact,   this   was

exactly   the   result,   at   least:.in   the  case  of  Gaius,   for  he

received   a.   priesthood,.  and   the  right   to  attend   senate

meetings,.  behold   spectacles,   and   be. present   at   banquets

]Dio,    Bk.    LV,    9,    I.      And   see   Maranon,    pp.      44-45   and   76.

2Dio,    Bk.    LV,    9,    1-2.

3Dio,    Bk.    LV,    9,    2.       And   Syme,

417,   and   Corbett,   p.    91.
The   Roman   Rev-olut]..on, P.

4Dio,    Blt.    LV,    9,    2.       Smith,    pp.    6-8.

5Dio,    Bk.    LV,    9,    2-4.

6Henry   S.   Jones,   p.    154.
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with   the   senat.e.1     Ronald   Syme  has   noted   the   public   disap-

pl-oval   with   which   Augustus   refused   the   elect:ion   of   Gaius--

and   his   secret   exultation.2     J.H.   Corbett  has   rather

cynically   lef t   the  mind-reading   to   Syme  and  his  mentor

Tacitus,   preferring  to  attempt   to   inflate  the   fortunes  of

Tiberius.3     As   seen   previously,   Heni.y   S.   Jones   would   rathe]:

see   t:he   incident   as   little  more   than   a   stageshow--     a   claim

that   goes   beyorid   the   scope   of   the   evidence.4     T1.ie  matter

has  .yet.  to  be   satisfactoi-ily  explained.

What   is   i-he   importance,   then,   of  Augustus'   refusal

of   t.he   premature   election   of  Gaius   in   6   BC?     Dio  has   two

points   i.:o   stress   in  his   repo-i-t,   first   through   the  voice

of   Augustus,   and   second,   on  his   own   account.5     It   would

LDio,    Bk.    LV,    9,   4.      Marsh,   p.    37,   has   pointed   out   that
GaJ..us   and   Lucius   were   too  .young   to   be   considered   successors.
Thus   Levick,   p.   231,   has   stated   that   the   two  were   only
qualified   to  be  distinguished   in  charasmatic   ways,   i.e.
adoption   and   c'elebration   in   the  coinage  as   Sutherland,   pp.
57ff.

2syme, The   Roman  Revolution, p.    /+17.
3Corbett,   pp.   9lff .

4Henry   S.   Jones,   p.   154.      It   is   true,   as   seen   in   the
above,   that   the   incident  was   followed  by   the  grant  of
privileges   to   Gaiu.s,   but   Dio,   Bk.    LV,    9,    1ff ,   makes   no
mention  of   prearrangement
iii,   of  any  help.

Nor   is   Tacit:us,   Annals,   Bk.    I,

5Dio,    Bk.    LV,    9,    2-3.      And   see.Millar,   pp.    83ff,    for
the  political  views  of  Dio.
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never   do   for   Gaius   to   be   elected   consul   in   6   BC.      Why?

For   the   reason   that   it  would   not   bcl   proper   for   someone

under   the   age  of   20   to  hold   the   consulship,   and   because

Gaius   was   not   even   of  military   age.1     But   why   should

these   consid'erations   prove   to  be   such   an  obstacle?

Malcellus   .and   T]..bet.iu.f.:   hacl   ecic.h   been   granted   a

special   dispensation   in   24   BC.      Mare.ellus   was   to  be

elected   consul   ten  year-s   before   the  minimum  age   and

Tiber±us   was   given   a   f ive-year   advaricement'  of   each   of

the  magistracies.2     Marcellus   and   Tiberius,   however,

had   all-eady   assumed   t'ne  EggL±  ±z±Lr±|i£,3   and   together   they

had   gained   the   necessai-y  iriilit:ary   experience,   accompanyil'`ig

Augustus   to   Spa].n   in   25   BC.4     Even   at   this,   the   elevation

of  Mat.cellus   had   caused   something  of   a `scanda].   and   compli-

cated   the   events   of   23   B`C.     .How,    then,   could   Augustus

1Dio,    Bk.    LV,    9,    2-3.

2Dio,   Bk.    L||I,   28,   3.      For   Tiberius,    Seager,   P.
on.    D.    65.    and   Marsh.    D.35.      Marcellus   would   haveMaranon,    p.    65,    and   Marsh,    p.35

the   consulship   at   age   23,   Syme, The   Roman   Revolut:ion,
a.ge          ,    Dio,    Bk.    LIV,

15'
held

p.    343.
PatTiberius   actually  bald   the  bonsuTHi

25,1,    Ehrenberg   and   Jones,   p.   37,   and   Seagel-,   p.   24.
3Particularly,   Henry   S.   Jones,   p.    135.      For   Tiberius   and

the   date,   Seager,   p.   15.

who  s:;:r2g±B8:i:£6u:Eob±:k;c::::Ly2£:n:±onsns±g::i:: , i:. 2±: ,
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allow  a  boy  of   such   obvious   youth   to  be   elected   to   the

consulship  without   even   the  assumption  of   the  feg±

virilis?1

But   there  was  more.     Dio's   report   refers   to   the

first   consulship  of   Octavian,   which  he  held   in  43   BC

at   l~hc3   end   of   hi.a   nineteenth   year.2     Had   Gaius   been   givcri

the   same   advancement   in   6   BC   that   he   was   allowed   in   the

following   year,   he  would  have  been   consul   -i.n   1   BC,   though

bat-ely   20   years   old.3     The  parallel  must  have  been   st:riking.

The   answer   would   appe.al-to   be   obvious.      Octavian  had

mar.cl'ied   on   Ronl,a   with   eight

and   art   embassy   of   soldiers

now,   August:us,    in  his   turn,

Such   a  parallel  could  only

had   come   to   power   by   an  act

p..   32,    an      Syma~,

1egioI`i-s   to   gain   tl.ie   consulship,

had   given  him   the   prize.4     Would,

h.and   it   to  his   adopted   son?

recall   the   fact   the.t  Augustus

of   usurpation   and   expose   too

foLLot:€::u;eg::3::,a§£Tmfv:h8,#±a::±E€±±Ee¥:::[B€Te[[,
xcix.      And   on   this,   Marsh,    p.   40.

2Suffectus,   Dio,   Bk.   XLVI,   44ff .      Ehrenberg   and   Jones,
The   Roman   Revolution,

age   for   t:he   consulship   (42),   Syme,
653ff.

pp.    187ff .

14 ,  a:go:oE:n:g:??.c;g::;!:56:  BfidEi:-rffioE
usti

s e n a I 0 I-
Tacit:us,    Vol.    11, PP.

ial

4Dio,   Bk.   XLVI,   39ff   and,    for   the   embassy,   43,    1   through
44,   3.      And   see   Syme,   |b£Roman   Revolution, pp.    185-186.
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clearly   t:he   true   foundation  of   the  Augustan  principate.1

No,   August:us   could   not   allow   that,

.    .    .   compelling   circumstances   might=   arise,
as   had   once   occurred   in  his   own   case,   such
as   to   require   t=hat   a  man   less   than   twenty
years   old   should   become   consul.2

There   is,   therefore,   no  reason   to   indulge   in  mental  parlor

games.      As   seen   £'r.om   t:he   above,    the   refusal   of   Augustus

to.permit   the   electio.n   of   Gaius   in   6   BC   was   quite   sincere,

and   while   1.`ie  may  have   been   pleased   at   Gaius'   popular

support,   the.i-e   is  no  justification   for   the  claim  that   the

whole   demonstratio.Li   was   pi-earranged.

In   6   BC,   Tiberius   was   permitt=ed   a   grant   of   tribunic-i.an
.3

Eat:es_I_e_i  along   tijith   a   commission   to  Armenia,      suitable  honors

for   the   successor   to   the  ro].e  of  Agrippa.      Perhaps   the  grant

was   a  cc)nsolation   to  constitutional  propriety   following

twin  ::i:a:¥moef, hE¥r
Roman v o 1 u t i o I.I
ule--     the   Peop

pp.   414   and,   for   the
1-e   and   the   Army--      523

Marsh,   p.    16,   on   the  Augustan.  principate:      "It   was   in   fact
a  complex   and   delicately  adjusted   system,   where   the  realities

#:i:o:a:efE!1i!±gif!:is3:i:!i::::?r3:e6;:g::  :i:t;:::;:as?nd
2Dio,    Bk.    LV,    9,    3.

3Dio,    Bk.    I.V,    9,    4-5,    Velleius,    Bk.    11,    xcix,    and   Tacit=us,

i;:€±:'H:ko:a ,.life A£::;t::a§::ic:3;t::  ;?d72:. a::t#:::£?d;.
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the  call   for   an  early  consulship   for   Gaius--     the  matter   is

unclear.1     Protection   for   the   young  heirs  might  have  been

the   impet=us.      .The   designation   of   Tiberius   as   t:he   immediate

successor,   through  association   in   the   tribunician  potestas,

might  relieve   the  pressure   thought   to  be  corrupting   the

princes.-     In   the  end,   it  would  matter   little.     While   the

guardian   was   busy   in   the   I)rovincc:s,   the   promotion   of   the

2

`adopted   sons   of   Augustus   would   continue.

Tiberius,   however,   would   have   none   of   it.      In   6   BC,

despite   the   entreaties  of  Livia  and   the  complaints   of   the

-

to  T±::::tsB:;  :V±e3;s4£;,wt::gEe£:::§t::ehg;:3tt:fbi:#£ffus
and   Lucius   to   their   senses.      Velleius,   Bk.    11,   xcix,   does   not
connect   the  grant  with   the   adopted   sons,   but   only   attempts   to
prove,    in   a   sense,    that   the  inan   ``Jas   moi.a   than   equal   t:he   honor

The   Roman   P\evo].ution,
hardlyrfea-fi-I-----t-h-e
Syme

succession
p.   416,   has   noted   that   the  gi-ant

Corbett,   p..90,   has   stated   that
the   grant  was   an   instance  of   real   f.avor   fi-om  Augustus,   and   not
i,¥:Ee:i::a:I:dofs:::::±ggLE::,Pr5Tc££;,b:g;::::.tosE:::e:6cepted

3::i:i:g?1aE#o:;vi:;:g:Fib:ii::i  K::I:e::::I::tizo5::1::  6
BC,"   Latomus
grant   was   in

Vol.    31   (1972),   pp.    782-786,    states   that   the
the  making   since   9   BC,   and   that   the  misbehavior

of   Gaius   and   Lucius   in   6   BC   was   th.e   effect:,   not   the   cause,   of.
Tiberius'   elevation.

2Dio,    Bk..LV,    9,1ff.      A   protective`measure,    Syme,   The

Roman   Revolution,

74-75

p.    416,    and   Corbett,.   p.    90
3Syme,   |hL±EOLm±±Re           t:         ,   pp.   416-417,   and   Seager,   p.

29.     And   seelEtEEFIEn   ,   p.        .      F6i   the  resentment   of--Tibeiius
at  holding  a  position  of   secondary   importance,   Maranon,   pp.
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princeps   before   the  senate,1  Tiberius   refused  his  mission,

though  not   the  EgEEi±,   and   left   for  Rhodes.2     His  public

explanation   was   that   he   was   weary   and   needed   a   rest   from

his   labors.3     There  might  have  been  more   to   it   than   that4--

the   aging  princeps  became  quite  angry  at  his   stepson's

off icial  retirements--     but   it  was  clear   that  Tiberius

would   not   bear   the   I.ale   of   Mat-cus   Ag-i.ippa.

[Suetonius,  EjkrLi|s.,   10.     Syme,
p..    417.

2suetonius ,

P`oman   Revoluti

The   Roma.n   Revolution

iberius,    10-11,   Dio,   Bk.    LV,    9,    5ff ,    and
Velleius,    Bk.11,    xcix.      And   see.Mar.sh,    p.    37,--

p.    427On
and   Syme,    The

3Sueton-ius,    TiL`,e-L-ii`Lq,10,    arjcl   Velleius,    Bk.11,    xci}L

Accepte,d  by  Corbeft-r.i;i-tj-1.
4The   va]..iety  of   interpretations   offered  by   the  primary

sources   is   outdone  only  by   their  modern  countei.parts.      Dio,
Bk.    LV,    9,    5-9,    Suetonius,   Tiberius,10ff ,    and   Velleius,    Bk
11,   xcix.      For   modern   opini6fiTTSTaa-~Corbett,   p.    91,   Levick,"Tiberius'   Ret]..rement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.    779ff ,    Syme,
The   Roman   Revolution
FFT 37¥8~ '   Shotter, T!g;I::3-::3,Ag:::::n6aHLs'ftf::  #::h'
Sumner,    pp.   .430-431,    and   Seager,    p.    31.

5Suetonius,   Tiber.ius,
Gaius'    youth,   Augustiis   was

10..      Marsh,   p.    38,    that   because   of
forced   to  rely   upon   the  nobilit:y

to  a  greater   extent,   as   seen   in   the   i`ise  of   the  number   of
consules   suf fecti Ehrenberg   and   Jones,   p.    38,   and   Syme,

Revo lu t ion , pp.    373   and   419-420
6Foi-   the   pos.ition  of   Agrippa,   see   above,   pp.   26-31.      For

±j2P,    PP.    416ff .      Also   above,The   Roman   Revolut
n.    4.       And    See   HEEE-y
Tiberius,    Syme

S.Jones,   pp--.-154=155
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The   absence  of   their   guardian  did   not  hinder   the

elevations   of   Gaius   and   Lucius.1     In   5   BC,   Gaius   was   placed

by   the   princep.s   among   the   youths   of  military   age,   on  which

occasion   the   Equestrian  Order   presented  him  with   the

honored   shield   and   spear,   hailing   the  elder   son  of  Augustus

as JELnJ± iuventutis . Fur-thermore,    Gaius   was   designat:ed

I:o  be   consul   f i\Je   years   hence.      Perhaps   the   approval   of   the

`people  ±p4  the   senate  was   sufficient   propriety.3     The   same

LSumner,    pp.    430-431,   Marsh,    p.    40,    Sutherland,   pp.    70-
71,    and   Syme,

2Res
impoi-taseffi
Gestae   Divi

e v o 1 u 'c i o n
London:       Ho

The   P`oman   Revolution, p.    417.

i+:-¥

Divi   Aup,usti,    14,    Dio,    Bk.    LV,    9,    9.       On   the

st
p:::::i:::y?-#e=g? iuventutis,    See   P`ef=

5fyFeTrFhTRoman
17,    Fit.th,    p.    325,    and   John   BUG-han

dder   and   Stoughton,    Ltd.,1947)
ustus

First  edition,
1937.      Buchan,   p.    187,    as   a   designat].on   as   the   successor   of
Augus tus .

3Res   Gest=ae

to  be  EH

and   Syme

Pj.}Zi  AtJg.usti,    14.      At   least   the   senate   seems
in   the   agitation  of   6  BC.      Perhaps

pp.    339   and   37Qff .       Perhaps

missing   element
a   parallel  might:   be  drawn,   or   was   drawn,   with   the  offer   of
t:he   dictatorship   to  Augustus   in   22   BC,   the  question  being,
again,   a  matter   of   constitutional  propriety.      See  Dio,   Bk.   LIV,
1.  .Lff.   ES±.£±_S±g  QjJzi  4ug¥Sti,   5,   and   commentary,   pp.   44-45,

TihrRT6fii:JnThEi7olution,
the  eager ness   of   Augustus   to   promote   the young  heirs  made   only
a  semblance  of  constitutional  propriety  seem  necessary   to  the

E::±¥:=P:6uLge:Lc:::dt::mpr:¥e::p::sS.:gu::u:  ::::a::±±:t:::  to

£#::;yfuL::a::I:::3 , bg5o£=±±+ £=E±=:.   tg::b:::ge9[a£::;::d
University   Press,1961).      First   edition,1927.      Bk.    XV,    7,    3,
and   cited   by   Syme, The   Roman
written   in   -1  AD.      AI=6, Sumn

Revolution,.  p.   418   and   n.    2,   as
er,   pp.           -431.      And   that   the

E::::;?s"?#::::g , tR:t::::e::  ::ii#:!e:s'i:e:eE8?"a:|o;;!:
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honors   were   accorded   to   Lucius   in   2   BC,1   the   year   in  which

the   off ice   of   the   duov]..ri   aedis   dedicandae   was   revived   so

that   the  brothers  might   take  part   in   the  consecration  of

the   t=emples   of  Mars   Ultor.2     These   events   were   further

honored   by  Augustus'   tenure   of  .the   consulship  on  each

occasion   and   were   celeb-I ated   in  golc]   and   silver-   coinage

from   Lugdunum   ]..p,   2   BC.3      In   suc'ii   fashion,    the   sons   of

`Augustus   became   the   procla.imed   he-irs   of   Rome'S  E±±£±  j2±LtE|aL±.

•     In   4   BC,   Gaius   began   to   t:ake   a   more   active   role   in   the

bus]..ness   of   Rome.      At   Augustus'   request,lie   participatec.I   in

the   Ci.own   Coimcil   Chat   had   the   tap..`;k   of   settling   the   dispute

LDio,    81"    LV,    9,    ].0.      That   I:ucius   was   thereby   designated
consul   fo-I-   4   AD,   Res   Gestae   Divi   Au
p.    55.       And   see   SJEriTe-, The   Roman
three  year   gap  was  mai.EEEifiEaTo
I.each   the   sat.ne   stages   in   the"Drusus   C.aesar   and-the   Ad

usti 14,    and   commentai`y,
LE!    P.    417.       That   thevolutio

that   the   brothers   would
the;   same   age,    Leviclc,cursus   at

AD   4,"   p.    229.Options   0
2Dio,    Bk.    LV,    10,    6.      Hnery   S.    Jones,    pp.    155-156.      And

for   t=he   dedication   of   the   temple   of  Mars,   see   C.J.   Simpson,"The  Date   of   the  Dedication  of   the  Temple   of  Mars   Ultor,"
Journal   of   Roman   Studies Vol.    67    (1977),    pp.    91-94

3For   the   consulships,   Augustu;'   12th   and   13th,   see  Dio,
Bk.    LV,    9,    9   and   10,    8.      Also   Ehrenberg   and   Jones,    p.    38.
See   Sutherland,   p.    71,.   and   pl.   v,    19,    for   t:he   coinage.

4The   title  granted   Augustus   in   2   BC.      For   this,   Res
GestaeuFT8Pi!zi_Augusti,    35,   and   commentary,   p.    80.      Suet6iiTus,

And   Syme, The   Roman   Revolution, pp.    411,    482,
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between  Ant].pas   and  Archelaus   over.  the   right   to   rule  Judea.

This   was   followed,    in   1   BC,   by   the   celebrated  mission  of

Gaius   to   the   East,   a  journey   that  brought  him  not   only  a

wife,   but   a  grant   of   special  proconsular   imperium.2     Lucius

was   also  gaining  experience   in   the   field.     Dio  reports   that,
"He,  .t:oo,   was   being   trained   to   rule   by   being  despatched   on

missiot-is   ilo   many   places .... "3      I.n   2   AD,   however,    Lucius

`became   ill   and   died   at  Massilia  while   on  his   way   to   Spain.4

Gaius   remained   on  his   diplomatic  missiori   to   the   East

fi-om   1   BC   to   3   AD.5     Having  met   with   no   great   success,   Dio

reports   that   Gaius   was   u].timately  wounded   in   the.  seige   of

Artagii-a   in   Ai-men]..a.6      rrhough   Gaius   wa.s   seriously   wounded,

Libra:;:SeE:::;L=€:::±±gyAE:;gg±f[;¥ts.Th:c::3:£g:::s±fi::vard
University   Press,1969).      First   edition,1963.      Bk.   XVII,
228ff.      And   see:      Henry.S.   Jones,   p.155;   on   the   use   of   the
consilium,    i.e.
Revo lu t i on ,
PP.

the   'privy   council',   see   Syme,
pp.    406ff ,    and   Hamlnond,    The

123   a-nd   164ff .

The   Roman
Augustan  Principate,

2Dio,    Bk.    LV,    10,17ff ,   land   Velleius,   Bk.    11,    ciff .

STd72:eMg¥::6n#.±g¥:±sE=¥o:u5:on:   E:a  f{2:#o;. szgterLand ,
3Dio,   Bk.    LV,10a,    9.      Levick,    "Tiberius'   Retirement

to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   p.    794.
4Dio,    Bk.    LV,    10a,    10,    and   Velleius,   Bk.    11,    ciii.      Syme,

The   Roman   Revol`ution, p.    430,   Marsh,    p.    40,    and   Seager,   .p.    36.
•5See   above,   n.    1.

p.  42:?i:i  :#;  :¥if:::n::.wi::tt£:ek:::e6fEfar=£¥::
Revo 1 u t: i on ,
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his   troops   captured  Art:agira,   an  occasion  celebrated  by

Gaius'   assumption  of   the   title  of rator

Gaius   did   not   recover   from  his   wounds.2     Growing

continually  weaker,   he  begged   Augustus   to   allow  .him   to

retire   to   some   place   in  Syria  and   I.esign   from  his   public

duties.3     Augiistus   informed   the   senate   of   Gaius'   pligh`[

and   pleaded   wit:h  his   adopted   son   to  return   to   Italy,

once   there   to  do  a,g  he  pleased.4     Dio   states   that,   in

4  AD,   Gaius   resignecl   all  responsibilities   and   "took   a

trading   vessel   to   Lycia,   where   at   Ljmyra,   he   passed   away."5

The   adopted   Sc`ns   and   heirs   of   Augustus   were   dead   and.   tl'-je

dynast:ic   plans   of   the  Ej=±p££p±  complet-ely   shattered.6

LDio,    Bk.    LV,    10a,    7.      And   see   T.D.    Barnes,    "The

Victories   of  Augustus,"
64   (1974),    pp.    23   and   :6.

Syme '

Syme ,

Journal   of   Roman   Studies.   .   Vol.

2Dio,    Bk.    LV,    10a,    8.

The   R()man   Revolution
3Dio,    Bk.    LV,    10a,    8,

The   Roman  Revolution

And   see   Maranon,   p.    76,    and
'    p.    430.

and   Velleius,   Bk.    11,   cii.      And
'    p.    430.

4Above,    nn.    2   and   3.

5Dio,    Bk.    LV,    10a,    9,

see  Maranon,    p.    76,    Smit:h,

6Marsh,    p.   40,    Seager,
S.    Jones,    p.    157,   and   Syme,

and   Vellaius,   Bk.    11,   cii.      And
p.    8,   and   Sutherland,   p.    72.

p.    36,    Summer,    p.    431,    Henry
The   Roman   Revolution, p.    431.
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On  more   than   one   occasion   since   25   BC,   Augustus   had

attempted   to   provide   for   a   succ:essor   to  his   position.

Yet   by   4   AD,   a.11   those   intended   for   the   succession--     his

nephew  Marcellus,   Marcus   Agrippq,   and   his   adopted   sons

Lucius   and   Gaius   Caesar--     were   dead.      Death  might   not

have  been   the   expected  opponent.      It  was   the  ultimate

v i c I a -f .

In   the   a.ettlement  of  27  BC,   4j±±[  had  become  PEiE±5

in  2  BC,  Efl j2±
of  auctoritas.

triae.2     Such   were   the   sotjrces   and   rewards

The  politcal  position  of  Augustus,   however,

was   still  of i.icially  a  product:   of  immediat-,e  crisis--     the
'office'   was   not  constitutionally  guaranteed.4     In   theory,

the  Principate  might  disappear   al.together   upon   t=he  death

Lspecifically,
each   of   these  yeai`s,
succession.

2syme,
F.E.    Adcock,
81.

24.,    23-21,18,17,    5,.and   2   BC.       In
arrangements   were  made   to   secure   the

The   Roman
nPo 1itica     I   eas-and   Practice

ReyJo|u+_iou,   pp.    322,    519,   and   524.
pp.    74-

3Above,    n.    2.      And   see   Carter.,   pp.    237ff .

4Seager,    p.    18,   Homo,    p.
Political   Ideas  and  Practice
noti provisional  ch

23/I,    F.E.    Adcock,    Roman
pp.    84-85,   `Garzett

aracter   of   the   Augustan   principat=e,
Smith,   pp.   4-5,   Ivlarsh,   p.   30,   pointing   to   the   fact   that   the
conditions   which   had   made   an   emperor   necessary   were   permanent,
and   Syme,
Au
an

The   Roman   Revolut:ion,
stan  principate  was   not   ar
delegation

p.   516,   noting   that   the
bitrary,   but   derived   from  consent
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of  Augustus   if   the   senate   so  decided.1     Cassius   Dio  might

somewhat   cynically   report   the   formali{=y   of   renewing   the

power-s   of   Augu.stus.2     The-fe   were   those   aL-the   time,   however

few,   who  might   recall   a  more   defiant   spirit.3

Hereditary  monarcchy  had   no   place   within  Rome's   repub-

lican   political   tL-adition.--     Augustus   could   not:   openly

appoint   a   successor.4     And  yet   for   nearly   thirty  years,

Augustus   sought   a  means   by  which   he  might   do   just   that,

ar.id   more.      Augustus   planned   for   a   dynasty.5     By   4   AD,    the

}%::.:1:}F#m§:#§T;i¥#+:i.g§¥i_¥+gi:zn#p~:-5#C;#6,PP.
2Mi||ar,    p.    97,    on   Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    12,   4-5.

3Suc,h   as   Asinilus   Pollio.       See   Syme,    The   Roman   Revo]`utior?,

pp.   5ff ,   320,   482-486,   and   512.     Also,   Bo3i;6rT=HT5pT4~4T1~f-fT

234,  :a:¥:]t::  # E°ffi,
Re vo 1 u t i on ,
and   Garzetti,   p.    8.

pp.    415   and   513,    Homo,    p.

;p?i8;#?i:dE:::i!#::::::fc::!a:::::s::::::::::i::g::t,
AD   4,"   p.    230   and   n.1.      Corbett,    p.    90,    n.15,    asks   why
Lucius   and   Gaius   were   adopted   if   blood   was   so   important.
Leivck,   p.    230,   gives   the   answer--     the   sons   of   Augustus   had
a  better   chance  of   succeeding   than  did   the   sons   of  Agrippa.

£§::::t|:?I::tsLri:;r93b.AZE::i:;. d££h8:e:£:  8;::::;C#:s°:::ays
uppermost   in   the  mind   of   Augustus,   Seager,   pp.    18-36,   F.E.
Adcock,  Roman   Po.1itical   Ideas   and   Practice,
Maranon,    pp. ff.

pp.    89-90,   and
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tools  were   at  hand   to   insure   the  dream.      The  proconsular

imperium  not   only  provided   for   the   loyalty  of   the   armies,

though   this  was   perhaps   its  main  purpose,   but   like   the

tribunician  potestas,   it  was   a  potent   source  of auctor i tas .

The   two  combined  would   insure   that   the  heir   already  had

suf f icient   power   at  h]..s   accession   to  ward   of  any  real

opposition   to  his   succession.     Marriage   to  Julia  promised
`  the  continuation  of   the  Julian  blood,   and   its   ultimate

supremacy,   though   an  outsider  might   necessarily  be   drawn

into   the   plans.2     Adoption  confirmed   that   future  by  binding

t=he  heir   to   the  house,   and   auctoritas,

ion  the  tribuncian P±tL±
See    Hammond ,    |±j±   4±¥_g_lj_a____t=_3_±i:r=for  the .jpp£±fEE  6-fE

of   A_ugustus.3      Each

and  proconsular   im
Principate'

428,   andTT6EThgrippa's  pote-stas,Tit
pp.    65-84

er 1 urn ,
See
P.

na,   pp.   FTana   63
aius,    Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution,

hell
2Reinhold,    p.    87,   .and   Syme,

378   and   416.
The   Roman   Revolut:ion,

and   the   Adopt:ions   of   AD   4,"   i.    227,   and   Syme,

PP.

point:¥e::¥  g6rg::::,p3:   551;ndw::1:5:i::grs;Egg,o¥n:::::ctLy
stressing   the   importance  of  adoption  at   the  expense  of   the
dynastic.interpretation,   though  asserting  that. adoption  as
an   important   tool.     For   reasons   uncertain,   however,   Corbett,
p.   91,   de-emohasizes   the   importance  of   adoption  prior   to   6
BC,   though   not   af t:er   that  year--     perhaps   to  bolster   his
conclusion   that   Tiberius  had  an  equal  chance  as  heir   as   Gaius
and   Lucius.      Finally,   Homo,   p.    234,   Levick,   "Drusus   Caesar

The   Roman
Revolu t ion , p.    346
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tool  had   its   republican   foundation,   despit:e   the   fact   that

their   combination  might   test  anyone's   sense  of  political

propriety,   par,ticularly  when  honors  were  granted   an   untried

youth .1

Uncertain   from  the  beginning,   thirty  years  of  experi-

mentation   and   development,   parallell]..ng   the   development   of

Augustus'   own   political   position,   had   produced   the   formula

tQ   solve   the   pi-oblem  of   success]..on.2     The   elevations   of

LFor   the   too   "obvious   parade   of   Marcel].us",   A.H.M.
Jones,    p.114.      And   as   Sumner,   p.    431,   has   said   of   Gaius,

:!E:£t:EaiEeh:!d:::::usa:::I.:o|g;:::I:is:iEe;:dhgp-gi:t:-
aFTd-Fame?"     F.E.   Adcock,   Roman   Political   Ideas   and   Practice,
p.    90,   who   notes   that.the
predilection   for  members   o

rince
his

hada
-Tr_uly

n
olJn  Julian   family .... "

Also,    Carter,    I).    243,   and   Jameson,   p.    288.

p.   22;Te¥:g6n:Pr#:#:  g:::::i:;do:hfu3::E:::#sp3:  £Z8±,„
149.      On  how   the   long  rivalry  betwean   the   Julians   and   the
Claudians   was   basically  over   the   succession,   Shotter,"Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession  of   Tiberilis,"   pp.
1117-1123.      For   the   posit:ion   that   the   accession   of   Tiberius
can  only   be   understood   through   an   examination  of   the   devel-
opment   of   Augustus'   .policy  .on   the   succession,   Corbett,   p.
87.      That   the   succession  plans   show   forethought,   Jameson,
p.   288.      On   the   implement:ation   of   the   formula,    25   BC   to   14
AD,    Hammond,    The   Au
period   17   BC  t6T1

ustan EElnLfjp±LE£,   PP.   69-73.   For   the
Jones,   pp.    151-158AD,    Henry   S
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Gaius   and   Liicius   surpassed   bot:h   in.  scope   and   detail   those

of   the   earlier   candidates.      Though  Mat-cellus   could   claim

an  accelerated   introduction,   his   advancement  was   neither

as   accelerated   nor   as  well  publicized   as   those  of  Gaius

and   Lucius.1     Marcellus   was   to  have  been   consul   at   23,

Gaius   and   Lucius   at   21.      Neither   Mar`cellus   nor   Agrippa

for-   that:   mat:[=el.   coiild   claim   to   have   been   so   f irmly   bound

• to.  i:he   house   of   the  j2j:=jp£±j2±  through   theil-   marriage   to

Julia.2     And   while  Agrippa  had   been  more   closely  associated

with   the   imperial   powers,   surely   Gaius   and   Lucius   were

int:ended   for   an   equal,   if  not   gr.eater,   asLc,iociation.

LMarcellus   was   never   granted   the   promotion   in   the   coinage
that   Gaius   and   Lucius   enjoyed.      And   while   the   nephew   of   the
rince sdid join  Augustus   in  military   campaigns,   he   was   never

a   proconsu
the  extent  of

1ar   imperium
Gaius.       See   Syme,

or   paraded   in   t'ne   pi.ovinces   to
The   Roman  Revolution"Moreover   it  was   advisable   to  di5FI p.    428,

eir   appal-ent   to
provinces   and   armies   which   had   seen   no  member   of   the   syndicate

3:s§°¥::I::n;e:i:C:egg::?Pa  the  Viceregent  departed   from  the
2The  greater   claim,   of  course,   coming   from  the   adoptio

of   17   BC.      And   in   the   sense   o.f   Corbett,   p.   90,    that   in   the
Republic   little  or   no  distinction  was.  made  between  adopted
and   natural   sons.

3Agrippa  had,   of   course,   held   the   consulship   and  had
been  granted   imperium
consular   des

maius   and
ignations   and grants

tribunician  potestas.     The0:oEL¥=iE_:f::Sing
Lucius   at   such   an   early  age  point
the   sons   of   Auglustus.      See,   Sumner,   p.   418,   n.    1,    that   Lucius
may   have   been   granted   an   imperium   in   2   AD.
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Whoever   the   successor   might   be,   a   certain  minimum

degree  of   constitutional  propriety  h.id   to  be  observed.1

A  youth   of   21   pr   23  might  hold   t:he   consulship,   but   not

without   the   approval  of   the   senate,   nor   without  having

stood   at   the  head  of  Rome's   legions.      Even  at   that,   a

Claudian  might   revolt.2     A  man   of  Agi.ippa's   stat=ure  might

be   advancecl   to  `the   supreme   power   and  married   to   trie

`daughter   of   the  EEj±)L±  t:o  soothe  his  ambition,3  but  not

unless  his   new  authority  reflected   the  same  propi-iety,

ahd   recalled   the   same   precedents,   as   t=hat   of  Augustus.

It   could   not  have  been   completely  by  ace.ident   that  Roman

to  Rh:§::g::,6Pfc:9.p.A;;£:   ::¥£:Et£,,,T;3:I:;:;7¥e:::eE:::h,
p.    45.

2|n   particular,   Henry   S.   Jones,   pp.154-155,

BP.423:f,   Maranon,    pp.   7.4ff,    and   Syme,
The   Roman

•3Maranon,    pp.    71-73.      And   see   Reinhold,   pp.    79   and   87.

4The - of  Agrippa,   while  .like   that   of  Augustus,
was  nonetheless   a   lesser
119.      Agrippa   was   granted#ei.ium,    A.H.M.    Jones,

e  potestas   in
pp.    I-18-

18   and   13   BC   at
the   time   when   Augustus   began   st-i-a-Ss-i-rig   it   as   the   basis   of
his   authority   for   public  consumption,
Princi

Agrippa

Hammond,    The   Au
pp.    79-ff ,    and   Cartel-,    p.  .241.      And   T6F

u s t: a n

's   association,    see   Sutherland     pp.    57   and   63.      And
on  Augustus'   elevat=ion   of   a   colleague   an
see  Hammond,   |±£  August:an   Principate,

heir,  .ip  ge.neral,
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republican   forms   still  possessed  a   large  degree  of  substance

and  vitality  at   the   time  of   the  accession  of  Tiberius.

In   4   AD,    the   bodies   of   Gaius   and  .Lucius   were   returned

to  Rome   for   burial.2     Dio  reports   that,

.    .    .    the  golden   targes   and   spears   vihich   they
received   from  the  knights   on  enteririg   the   class
of  y-ouths   of  military   age   were   set   up   in   the
senate-house . 3

W`ithin   four   months   of   the   death   of   Gaius,   Tiber.ius   I\Tei-o

was   adopted   by   Augustus.

*\**±€*.!€.!<`*-i-\**-!<*.*:.€..I-\.:^\

LAt   least   to  the  extent   that   the;e   forms  had   to  be
observed.      For   this   see   F.E.   Adcock,   Roman   Political   Ideas
and   Pract:ice p.    91,    on   Tiberius' scrupulous   regard   for
constitutional   proprieties,   Marsh,   pp;   45,   47,   and   50,

8:EZ:::ii'p?P44::-[7l   and   Shotteri   "Tiberius   and  Asinius
2|)io,    Bk.    LV,    12,   .1.

3Dio,    Bk.    LV,    12,    1.

4Dio,    Bk.    LV,    13,1a-3,   Tacitus,
Velleius,   Bk.11,   ciii-civ,   and   Suetonius,   Au

Annals,    Bk.I,_,_                    _ _,_

and   Tiberius,15.      And   see   Sutherland,   p..7
Jones,   p.    17.

iii
ustus,    65,
an Henry   S
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Chapter   11

The   Claudian  Accession

Political  marriage  had   enjoyed   a   long  tradit:ion   in

republican  Rome.1     Cert:ainly,   the   adopted   son  of  Julius

Caesar.was   not   immune   to   its   appeal.      However   genuine  his

1:eelings   for   t:he   former   wife   of   Ti.    Claudius   l\iei-o,    I:i.Ie

marriage   of   Octa\7ian  and   Livia  brought   definite  political

rewai-ds.2     Livia  might   have   been   pregnant   for   a   second   time,

but   the   fact   that   the   Claudi]..   were   an   anc]..ent   patrician  house

fa]=   outweighed   any   such   considerations   for   the   young   upstart.3

}\Tor   were   the   advantages   o.lie-sided.      Livia   had   attached   the

fortunes   of  her   family   to  a   rising   star.4     Her-sons  might

inherit   Rome.5     Wit:h   the  political   fortunes   of   the  Julians

Lsyme,   The   Roman   Revolution,   pp.    12ff .      Lily   Ross
Taylor
LOs   Ange:d# ffit#fttroTt;a#Eo

of   Caesar,.   .   (Ber
rnia   Press,1

keley   and
949).    pp.  .33ff

and   39.
2For   the  marriage,   Velleiu.s,   Bk.    11,    1xxix   and   xciv.      Also

Syme,    The   Roman   Revolution,   pp.    228-229,,    Seager,   pp.    10-11,   and
MaranofTpiTzi;-

3paL`ticulai-1y,    Syme, The   Roman   Revolution, p.    229.

228_2:ga:::]°:4o?P.   .28-30,   and   Syme,
The   Roman   Revolution, PP.

5That   Livia   irorked   for   her   sons,   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk..I,

Sis:   £:g,s¥:::::n;.pz;.87ff ,   Syme,
The   Roman   Re-volultion P.
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and   Claudians   thus   united,   it  would   be   impossible   to

consider   the  dynastic  policy  of  Augustus   and  clarify

the  problem  of   succession  without:   discussing   the   position

of   the   sons   of   Livia.

The   two   young  Claudii   were  granted   the  honor   of

enter]..rig   upon   the  magistracies   f ive  years   before   the

normal   age--     Tiberius   in   24   BC,   Drusus   in   19.2     Tiberius

became  g±ia£±±eE   in   23   BC.3     Drusus   entered   upon   the   same

office   five  years   later.4     Tiberius   at:t:a]..ned   the   praetorship

in   16   BC   ar}d   first   servecl   as   consul   in   13   (h].s   second

elect:ioi.I   to   the   consulship   came   s]..x   yeai`s   later).5     The

younger   of   the   stepsons   of  August:us   held   the   pi-aetoi`ship

Lshotter , "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession   of
Tiberius,"   pp.    1117-1123.      And   see   Suetonius,   Tiberius,    5,
and   Velleius,   Bk.    11,   xc\..   Also,   Seager,   pp.7ff

2For   Tiberius,   above,   p.   38   and   n.    2.      For   Drusus,   see
Dic),    Bk.    LIV,    10,    4.      Also,    Seager,    p.    18,    and   Hammond,    The
Augusta`n   Principate,   p.    70.

3Dio,   .Bk.    LIII,    28,    4,    and   Ve

Seager,   p.    15,   and   8.   Levick,    "The
Career,"  Classical Quarterly.      Vol.

11,    xciv.      And,
of  Tiberius'

pp.    478-486.
4Dio,   Bk.    LIV,    10,   4,   and   Tacitus.,   Annals,   Bk.    Ill,   xxix.

And   see   Sumner,    pp.    422-425  .and   435.

5For   the   pi.aetorship,   Dio,   Bk.   LIV,   19,   6.      Though   granted

praetorian   ranlt   in   19,   Dio,   Bk.   LIV,    10,   4.      For   the   consul-
ships,    Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    25,    1,    and   Bk.    LV,    8,    1.      Also,    see
Ehrenberg   and   Jones,   pp.  `37   and   38,   and   Se'ager,   pp.    23,   24,.and
28.
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in   11   BC,   his   first   and   only   consulship   coming   in   9.1     The

princeps   might   win   their   five-year   advancement:.

honorum   was thei.rs   by   family  privilege.

The   cursus

Nor   were   Tiberius   and  Drusus   to  be   excluded   from   the

conduct   of   Rome's   foreign  policy.      In   20.BC,   Tiberius,   as

ifeife  Of  tt-3e nceT)s,    led   an army   to  Armenia   and   a   bloodless

vict:ory   that   placed   Tigranes   on   the  Armenian   throne.3     In

15   j3C,   Tiberius   and   I)rusus   were   sent   to   subdue   Rhaetia   and

Vinde.1icia,    the   beginning  of   a   long  period   to  be   spent   by   the

brothers   at   Rome's   frontiers.4     Robin  Seager  has   noted   that

12   BC  was   a   particu].ar].y   for-tunate~year   for   the  brothers,   with

victories   in   Pannonia   and   Germany.5     In   the   following  year,

Also,1EE:;nE1:igL::a  3:ie3,tB?o#  3:;g:i'a::  25:   :X6  !Lm:;r'
p.    435.

2Seager,    pp.    15-16.      Syme, The   Roman   Revolution
340-341,   riade   the  point   tha-I,   asTTrecth eirs   o     t   e   C-1audii

PP.

Nerones,   Tiberius   and  Drusus   would  have   enjoyed   brilliant
careers   even  had   they  not  been   the   stepsons   of  Augustus.

3Res   Gestae   Div
and Seager,   pp. 17 i 18

i  Augusti,    27,.D.io,    Bk.    I.IV,    9,    4-6,

4Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    22-23,    Suetonius,

pp.    23-24,    and   Syme, The   Roman   Revolut
Tiberius

P.
9.      Seager,

390.

5Seager,   p.    26   and   n.   2,   citing   Sutherland,   pp.    65ff ,
as   proof   of   the   ungenerous   attitude   of  Augustus.     Also,   Dio,
Bk.    LIV,    31-32.
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the  brothers   saw  more   fighting  along.Rome's   northern

frontier,   with   campaigns   against   the  Chatti,   Dacians,

Pannonians,   and  Dalmatians   that   would   occupy   their   time

well   into   9   BC.1      In   that   year,   Drusus   succumbed   to  wounds

resulting   from  a   fall  from  his  horse,   dying  shortly  after

his   bi.other`.q   arrival   at   camp.2     Tiberius   then   succeeded

Dr{.:su,T.   at:    thii   head   of   the   ai.mies   along   t=he   P`'hine   and,    i.,'itti

only  b-f ief   respite   at   Rome,   was   occupied   with   these  duties

until   6   Bc.3

Ronaid   Syme  has   pointed   to   the   extensive  nature   of

Augus.tus'   matrimonial   designs.4     Gel.tainly   the   stepsons

of  Augustus   coiJld   not   be   omittcid   fi.om  his   plans.      Tiberius

LDio,    Bk.    LIV,    33,    1-5,    34,    3-7,    36,    2-4,    and   Bk.    LV,

!±:_etEEi:_gELU_2_i_sf_i_'   `i8?  g::  :::i:i::iy?k;. I;! , x::ii5uEEgnius '
¥'±'5lE=-Iua==3.ffiii5=Se;:;rT-.apt-.£.6.=2.;?*£idrsyi=;

p.    391Revolut i.on ,
The   Roman

2Dio,    Bk.    LV,1-2,    5,   Velleius,    Bk.11,    xcvii,    Suetonius,

5`:b§§±=s;nz.Lee::k:e:i::;r¥Ls27;`e:¥¥:rie¥tffi[afd::±z=::±E±EE:„
pp.    783ff .

3Dio,   Bk.    LV,    6ff ,   Velleius,   Bk.    11,   xcvii,    and   Seagel-,

pp.    28ff .
4Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution

42lff ,   and,   TasiTUT.gTvdi:
has   not:ed   the   importance   of  Augustus

189,    229,    238,    345,    378,
Corbett,   too,   pp.   87ff ,
designs,   though   in

disagreement:   with   Syme   on   a   nilmber   of   points.      That   Augustus'
use   of  marriage   and   his   dynastic   policy.  did   not   put   an  end   to
rivalry  within  his   immediat:e   family.circle,   see  Shotter,"Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession  of   Tiberius,"   pp.
1117ff.
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took   for   his   first  wife  Vipsania,   the  daughter   of  Marcus

Agrippa.I     With   the   death   of   Agrippa   in   12   BC,   and   upon

the   orders   of   Augustus,   Tiberius   divorced   Vipsania,   who

fell   to  Asinius  .Callus,   and  married   Julia.2     Drusus,   for

his   part,   wed   the  younger  Antonia,   daughter   of  Octavia

by  her   second  marriage   to  M.   Antonius,3     thus   establishing

t:he   1]..ne   that   was   to   eml=toc!y   the   hopes   of   t:he   Ju].lan

inheritance   during   the  reign  of  Tiberius.4

What   position,   t=hen,   did   the  Claudii   hold   in   the

des]..gris   of  Augustus   for   the   succession?     It  has   been

suggested   elsewhere   that   Tiberius   and   Drusus   ``7ere   a

seconcl   geneL-ation.pair   of   successors,    intended   for   a   dual

succession   to   the   power   and   authority.  of  August:us   upon

Lsuetonius , Tiberius
Rs±ZQl±l±iQn,    pp.    257,   n.1

7.      And   see   Syme,   The   Roman
and  345,   Seager,   pFTIFTfia

18,   dating   the  marriage   a.bout   20-19   BC,   and  Maranon,   pp.
36-37.

2For   the  marriage   of   Callus   and   Vipsania,   Dio,   Bk.   LVII,
2,   7,   and   on   this,   Maranon,   p.   39.      For   the  marriage   of  Julia
and   Tiberius    (11   BC),   Dio,   Bk.    LIV,    35,   4,    and   Seager,    p.    25.

3For   Drusus,   the   younger  Antonia,   and   their   son,   the
opular   Germanicus,   Suetonius,   Gaius

p.  378Tayme, The   Roman   Revolution, i:i:iii;= 1.      And   see
on'    p.    68.

4Through   their   son  Germanicus   and   Agrippina,   the
daughter   of   Julia.      See   Syme The   Roman   Revolution.,
Seager,   pp.   36   and   65,   Shbtteri-TJulians , .  Claudians ,

p.    422,
and   the

Accession   of   Tiberius,"   p.    1123,   and   Maranon,   pp.    78-80   and
83ff.
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his   death,   primary  among   the   young  heirs   of   the   princeps.1

•  Shelagh   Jameson   too  has   adopted   the   scheme  of   a  dual

succession,   thoulgh   the  writer's   concern   is   with   t=he   final

pairs--     Tiberius-Agrippa   Postumus   and   Germanicus-Drusus

1|.2     J.H.   Corbett,   however,   has   held   that   Tiberius   was

the   intended   sue.cessor   of  Augustus   as   early   as   12   BC.3

Thus   far,   this   discussion  has   centered   on   the  Julian

inh.eritance,   and   with   good   1-eason.      The   roles   of  Marcellus

and  Agrippa   are   fairly  clear   in   the  sources,   whatever

puzzlement   their   relationship  might  hold   for  modern  writer-a.

Ho`ijever   incomplete   his   elevation   tTfTiid   promotion,   however

untimely  his  deal-h,   there   is   little   t:hat  diminishes   from  the

fact   that  Mat-cellus,   the   son  of  Octa{7ia,   was   the   first

LLevick,   "Tiberius'   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.
783-784.

2Jameson,   pp.   287ff.      In  relation   to   this   see   Summer,

ZB.4f±3::.a297=EY£CkJ    "Drusus   Caesar   and   the   Adoptions   of
3Corbett,   pp.   89.ff .      An.d   see   Shotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,

and   the   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.1117-1118,   Seager,   pp.    24-

?§:   :Zge:e=h=TE:guBe¥SLu:i::' s:i  £:!6wa£:c¥::a::3'Gg!is7±:
precedence .

4See   above,   PP
for   example,    Syme,

8-27.      For  modern   interpretations,   see
The   Roman  RevolutionKevolut:Ion,    p

an     Reinholdpp.    69ff ,   Maranon,   pp 70-71
p.    34ff ,    Hammond,

pp.    78-83.
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intended   political  heir   of  Augustus.1     The   significance  o.f

the   name   of   the   rider   of   the  right   trace-horse  must:  have

been   sufficient:1y  clear   at   the   time.2     The   elevation  of

Marcellus   implied   the  Julian  dynastic   principle.3     Debate

may   continue   over   the   rise   of  Agrippa   in   23   BC,   but   the

adoption   of   his   ,cons   Lucius   and   Gaius   can   only   serve   to

reaf f irm   the   iniportance  of   the  dynastic   inclinations   of

the  EEiEi±.4     To  place  too  great:  an   importance  upon  the

Julian   inheri{=ance,   however,   obscures   t:he   flexibility  of

Augustus'    succession   policy.5     Agrippa,    it   must   be   remenhoercd,

I-Above,    pp.    8-10   and   12.

2particularly,   Suetonius,
21ff .      Vel

Tiberius,    7,    and   Dio,   Bk.    LI,
1eius,   Bk.11,   xcii,   reports   that   it   waspublicly

thought   that   Mar-cellus   wolJld   succeed   Augustus~-      no   doubt=
because   of   such   spectacles.      Maranon  has   accepted   this   event

a:i:h:±gT  3:  EE:f::;:::s:::  #::c:::::;t£;n:3.byAfi:::::::sfo
own   efforts   to   court   popi;1arity.

3syme, The   Roman   Revolution,
69,   have  poirfed to  the  f act  that

p.    491,    and   Maranon,    p.
Marcellus   was   not   of   pure

Julian   blood,   but   with   Claudia'n   ancestry.      Maranon,   too,   has
correctly   stated   that   though  Marcellus  was   only  part  Julian,"socially   and   in   sentiment  he  represented   the  Julian  race."
lie   was,    foremost,   the   son   of   Octavia.

4Above,    pp.    1.1-23   and   29-31.

5This   is   basically  Corbett's   point,   p.   90.      The   same   js
true   of   Levick,   ."Drusus   Caesar   arid   t:he   Adoptions   of   AD   4,"
pp.    230ff .
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actually   stood   to   succeed   t:he   princeps,   and  he  was   not,

of   course,   of   the  Julian  blood.1     The   final  purpose  of

Augustus   may   have   been   to   place   one   of  his   own  blood

at   the  head   of   Rome.      There  were   any   n.umber   of  means   to

that   end,   and   they  did   not=   necessarily  exclude   the   use

of   the   Claudians. /

To   ascei-Cain   the   position  of   the   sons   of   Livia   within

the   succession  hierarchy  prior   to  6  BC   it   is  necessary  to

de.al  with   two   specific  matters.      First,   were   the  honors

accorded   the  I)rothers   suff iciently  distinctive  to  qualify

them   as   t=rue   successol.a   t=o   the   political   legacy   of   August=us?

Second,   is   there  even  justification   f.or   asserting  that   the

two  men   were   prime   candidates   in  an  Augustan   scheme   for   a

dual   succession?     If   either  of   these  questions   can  be

answered   posit:ively,   it 'ivill  be  necessary   to  revise  what

has   thus   far  been  called  the  Julian  dynastic  principle.2

The   assessment   of   the   careers   of'Tiberius   and  Drusus

can  not   be  made   in   isolat=ion.      As   seen   in   the   pi-eceding

chapter,   others   were  about  who  warran.ted   and   received   a

]-On   the   origin   of   Agrippa,   see   Reinhold,   pp.   1-11,
and   Syme,

2
The   Roman  Revolution,

on  the  Julian
discJssed   prac

p.    129   and   n.    3.

The  Julian   inheritance,   i.e.,   the  present   emphasisr-,-nastic   principle,   above,   pp.   59-60,   as
ce,   above,   Chapter.   I
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good  measure   of   reward   at:   the   imperial  hand.     Marcellus

could  boast   a   ten-year   advancement   and  marriage   to   the

daughter   of   the  princeps.1     Agrippa  might  quietly  enjoy

not   only  marriage   to  Rome's   first  daughter   and   celebration

in   the   coinage,   but   an  associati.on   in   the   imperial  powers

that  made   him   second   only   to  Augustus.2     The   advancement

of  Agrippa's   sons   simply   tested   all  propriety.3

•      Reward   did   not   end,   however,   within   the   imperial

household.      Sons   of   consular   families   and   new  men   who

had   aligned   themselves   in   support   of   t:he   New  State  might

benefit   from   the   patronage   of   Augi±`3tus,   and   I:hat   of   his

wife   Livia.4     A   father's   opposition  need  not  hinder   the

advancement   of  his   son.      Callus,   the   son  of   Pollio,5  might

LAbove,    pp.    9-10.   .

2Above,    pp.    25-28,    33,    and   52,    n.   4.

3Above,    pp.    36-43   and   52..    And   see   Syme,   The

RevolutioE2,   p.373,   who   stresses   that   because   oflru
I,      ,     I

Roman
=f--fa-granETynastic   policy,   he  was   compelled   to   "bid--for   the

support  of   the

The
iiEii
EEEs

nobiles . "
40n   the   use   of   imperial   patronage,   see:      F.B.   Marsh,

EL#.a:¥:EL;#;
369-386;    Hammond,    The
for  a  particular

ri

and   by   the   same   author,
(Londori:      Oxford   University

The   Roman   Revolution,

u5=ofl!g:isE3Ea::i5FEE:I:g ;  a: -;arr ie3hgn
in  the   field  of  praetorian  elections,   see
ctions   Under   Tiberius,"   pp.   .321-326.

PP.

5For   the  opposition  of  Pollio,   an  Antonian  prior   to
40   BC,    Velleius,    Bk.11,1xxvi.      Her'e   following   Syme,    The
Roman   Revolution,    pp.    6,    211,   and   234..      The  matter   of  fiiir

ggTg:::,np3. t::2:Z;; , p::::gs!::  B::list:s5::::!:a;e:pportunism.
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not   stand   at:   the   head   of   great   armies.      He   did,   however,   .

reach   the   consulate   in   8  BC  and   serve   as   proconsul  of

Asia   at   a   particular.1y  delicate   time.1     Even   lullus,   the

son   of  M.   Antonius,    found   a   share   in   a  marriage   t:o  no

less   than   a   niece  of  Augustus   and   a   tenure  as   consul   in

10   BC.2      Indeed,   Octavian  had   once   become   the   patron   of

tota  Italia. Under-Augustus,   political   advancements,

promotions,   mil]..tary   commands,   and   beneficial  mar-fiages

wer.e   the   natural   currency   for   the  maintenance  of   that

I e la t i on sh i p .

If  honors   and   of f ices   of   the   type  mentioned   in   the

above  were   chat-acteristic  of   the  careers   of   the  principes

with   which   Augustus   surrounded  himself ,    it   should   be   no

LR.K.    Sherk,  "C.   Asinius   Callus   and   His   Governorship
of   Asia,"   Gr.eek,   Roman,
(1966) '

a±  Byzantine Studies.      Vol.    7
who   cites   the   Ephesian   inscr iption  and

the   letter   of  August:us   to   the  Cnidians   as   proof  of   the
date   5/4   BC   for   Gallus'   proconsulate.      Accepted   by   Shotter,"Tiberius   and   Asinius   Callus,"   p.   445,   but:,   earlier,   Syme,
The   Roman   Revo].ution
37Z p.    395,    n.    3.      But   whether   6/5   or

BC,   the   point   is   that  Callus  had  Tiberius   as a  "neighbor"
while   the   latter   was   at  Rhodes,   as   Shotter,   "Tiberius   and
Asinius   Callus,"   p.   445.      For   the   consulship,   Ehrenberg  and
Jones,    p.    37,    and   Dio,    Bk.    LV,    5,    1.

For  t::1:::::I:h±g±£E¥a  £¥¥¥:::ts3£a3::sV8:1::ufi;x3Ets:I;e:.
Ehrenberg   and   Jotnes,   p.    37.

3Res

pp.   28Zff.

„The

Gestae   Divi

4syme,

Augusti,    25.      Syme, The   Roman   Revolution
Hammond,   |E±  Augustan   Principate,   pp.    103-104.

The   Roman   Revolution,
Sincerit=y   of Augus tug ,

Principate,   pp.    117-120

pp.    379-382.       Hammond,
pp.    145-146,    and   The   Augustan
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surprise   that   the   stepsons   of  Augustus   enjoyed   similar

privileges.      Rather,   we   should   be   aware   of   t=he   point

implied   by   the   statement   of   Ronald   Syme,   that  many  young

aristocrats   received   the  consulate  "at   the  earliest  age

possible,    if   not   with   dispensations .... "1     The   issue

of   concern,   then,   in  an  assessment   of   the   careers   of

Tiberius   and   Drusus   should  not  be   the  particular  honor

i`n  and  of   itself ,   but   t:he.  relative  degree  of  distinc-

t:iveness   of   that   privilege.

Ronald   Syme  has   identif ied   a  group  of   no   less   than
•  ten  E±:jpfjj2£E  that  belonged   to  the   inner   circle  of  the

aging  j2E±Efj=r2±  during   the   last   two  de.cades   before   the
•beginning   of   the  Christian  era.3     0f   these,   three  were

novi   homines, specifically,   M.   Lollius,   Quirinius,   and

Vinicius.4     0f   the   remai.ider,   no   less   than   five  were   in

1syme' The   Roman   Revolution, p.     373..

„Drus:gn5::::rs¥:a, t£:oX:6p:±o:;  3¥dAB.4:3,p;: an
"Tiberius'    Retirement   t=o   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.    779ff ,    and
Corbett,   pp.   87ff ,   have   taken   a  much  more   narrow   perspective
Consequently,   their   discussions   tend  .to  have   less   to  offer
than,   for   example,   Shotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the
Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.    1117ff ,   or   even,   by  the   same
author,    "Tiberius   and   Asinius   Callus,"   pp..   444ff .

3syme, The   Roman   Revolution, p.    401.
4Above,   n.   3,   and   see   Shotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and

the   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   p.    111.8   and   n.   4.
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some   fashion  relat:ed   to   the   imperial   family.1     Iullus

Antonius   belonged   to   this   group.      Eve'n  more   remarkable,

as   Ronald   Syme   has   noted,2  was   the  marriage   of   Domitius

Ahenobarbus   and.the   elder   Antonia,   the   sister   of  Drusus'

wife.      Tiberius  might  be  partner  .to  a  marriage   that

promised   the  continuation  of   the.Julian  blood.     His

brother  might   claim  similar   distinction.      Both  Ahenobai-bus

and  Antonius   could   rival   their   claim,   the   former   with  a

m`ar.riage   that,   in   the  matt:er   of   imperial   favor,   nearly

equalled   the  dispensation  of  Drusus.

Consulates,   military  commands,   career   acceleratiorjs,

dynastically   inspired  marriages--  ~all  might  point   to  a

candidacy   for   the   succession,   with  only  the  names   to  be

provided.4     If   these  are  the  criteria  of  assessment,

378

[Syme,   The

2syme,    The
Roman   Revolution,

Roman   Revolution,

pp..  401   and   421.

p.   421,   and   see   too,   p.
For   the  marriage,   Plutarch,   4pEny_,.±x¥¥vii,   3.     L.

11Domitius   Ahenobarbus   served   as   consul   in   16   BC,   as   Dio,
Bk.    LIV,19,1.      And   see   Ehrenberg   and.Jones,    p.    37,   with
P.   Cornelius   Scipio, a.nd   suf f.ectus   L.   Tarius   Rufus

3As   Syme,    The   Roman
by   the   same   autEi5F,i-`j-His-.t

--,

Revo 1 u I i on , pp.    421   and   422,    and
phy,   the   Case  of

(`19`74)`,    p.    485
ory  or   Biogra

Tiberius   Caesar,".  Historia.      Vol.   23
4These  are,   apparently,   the  criteria  used  by  Levick,

"Tiberius'   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.   780ff,   and
Corbett:,   pp.    89ff .
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however,   othe.r   names,   along  with   those   of   Tiberius   and

Drusus,   might   fit   the  bill.     The  young  aristocrats   of

the  consilium principisL  might   not   enjoy  an   accelerat:ion

to   the   consulate.      They  could,   on   the  other  hand,   obtain

a  highly  prized   proconsulate  before   the  normal   five-year

interval.2     Asinius   Callus,   Domitius   Ahenobarbus,   and   P.

Fabius   Maximus   wc`re   recipients   of   this   for-in  of   imperial

fat,tor,3   their   careers  being  examples   of  Augustan  patronage

wor.ked   t`7ithin   the   senatorial   sphere,   as  were   those  of   the

Lsherk,   p.    57,   has   noted   that   Asinius   Callus   was   a

::mE::g{:o#:rTH_§tEE::=:u¥g#A¥[,`±::dG::L€¥f£±±.:~._2E£Ef_I.j2~iif,
:#€g::u€:t,e,:lit,I  £3::;c::„n3::I:::  3Eaf`::::ts::d¥:::[dvg¥T{.248
(1958),   p.1,   that   "History     iscl6ge

a:::i::8.,the
Revolu t i on ,

fasces
s   no   sign  of any  senator

against   the  will   and   wish   of   Caesar
And   on   the   consilium   ]..tself ,    Syme,    The   Ron.TILn
pp.    373   andlH16---4TZ5T  and   Hammond,

Principate,   pp.   165-169 Eke   4ng__¥_s €=3=p_

2For   this   five-year.requirement,   a   law  of   Pompey,   as
revived   by   Augustus,   Dio,   Bk.    LIII,    1.4,    2,    and   Suetonius,

ustus,    36.`      And   on   this   see   Hammond,    The
Also   see   Syme, The   Roman  RevoluEi6

Princi

conservat:ively,   G.H.    Stevenson',
Cambridge Ancient History:

3For   the   three,   Syme,
Volume

e   Imperial  Administr a t: i on ' "
X.       Chap.    VII,    pp.    213-214

The   Roman   Revolution,
by  the  same  author,   "Historyrir Biography,    the

p.    395,    and
Case   of  Tiberius

Caesar,"   p.    485,   Henry   S.   Jones,   "Sanatus   Populusque   Romanus,"ffi Ancient History: Volume   XTrThe   Governors-of   theChap.    VI,    p.    178,    Sherk,
citing   K.M.T.    Atkins On,

EEg;5?:ep,f325:a.sE:t:::,R:i#e::u:ug:3tx:i:iE:s53ri3s,yo5:   7
and   Real-Enc adie,    Vols.    I,    1585-1586,    and   V,    1343-
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two   Claudii   within   the   imperial   provincia.1     Nor   were

great  military  commands  beyond   the  re,ich   of   the   principes,

as   the   careers   of  Ahenobarbus,   Sex.   Appuleius,   Vinicius,

and  Maximus   will   attest.2

It   is  not   the   intention  here  to  seriously  suggest

•-.   candidacy   to   the   succession   for   Ahenobarbus,   or   any  of

the   aforementioned  j2LIin_c_±p__e_s_.      Surely   the   deat=h   of   Iullus
•Antonius   in   2   BC  demonstrates   what  might   befall   one   of   the

in.Her   circle   who  dared   step   too   close   to   the   succession.

Yet   the   careers   of   Tiberius   and   Drusus   and   those  of   t:he

favored   at`istocrats   do  not   compare  badly.      Service  as   an

impe.rial   advisor,4   dynastic  marl-iages±,   accelerated   careers,

1syme' The   Roman   Revolution, p.    395.
2When   Tiberius   `t7enl. from   Illyricum  to   the  Rhine   af ter

Drusus'    death    (Dio,   Bk.    LV,    6,    2-6),   he   was   followed   by
Sex.   Appuleius   and,    then,   Ah
Tiberius   along   the  Rhine
Rome.   .  The   importance   of

nobarbus.      Ahenobarbus   succeeded
1attel-'s   absence   from

Vinicius,    and   Maximus,
among  ot:hers,   has   been   established   for   the  years   of  Tiberius'
exile:      se.e   Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution,"Tiber ius ` Retirement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,

pp.    399ff ,   and   Levick,"   p.    807.    For.    L.

Ahenobarbus,    see   Dio,   Bk.    LV,    10a,    2-3,   and   Tacitus,   Annals,
Bk.    I,    1xiii,    and   Bk.    IV,   xliv.      For   Vinicius,   Vellei
ci   and   civ,   and   Re.al-Enc
Vol.    9a'   pt

adie,
1,    112-116

uS, Bk.     11,
Su-pplement,   second   series,

For   Sex.   Appuleius,   see   the  Real-
=E_p_cy_clop_eiiL£,    Vol.11,    258T259.      And-See   Seager,`   p.  .78TiEa
Holmes,    Vol.    11,    p.    91.

3Dio,    Bk.    LV,    10,    15.       And   see   Syme,

gpict'?6;:?7793?d858Yi::a  ;Ti?erius '

The   Roman
Retirement   to

Revolut i on ,

4Such   as   t=hat   of   Asinius   Callus,   Sherk,   pp.   57-62,   and
Shofter,    "Tiberius   and   Asinius   Callus.,"   p.   444.
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and   grants   of   imperium:1     if  Tiberius   had   become   the  heir

of   Augustus   as   early   as   12   BC2   and   the   cleat:h   of   Agrippa,

with   Drusus   as   his   co-heir   or   deput:y,   what   should   be   said

of   a  man   like   L.   Domitius   Ahenobarbus.who   succeeded   to   the

command   of   the  Rhine,   particular.1y  after   the  death  of

Drusus   in   9   BC?

The   point   involved   is   one   of  methodology.      1.Jhat   just:I..-

f ication  ca.n   there  be   for   applying   two  separate  sets  of

interpretive  criteria   for  essent=ially  siinilar  historical

I)henomena?      Tiberius   and   Drusus   were   not   alone   among   the

young  j2drc_ij2e±  of  Augustus   to  Tet`®3ive  military   commands.3

Nor   did   they   alone   enjoy   careers   basec.1,    first,   on   famJ..1y

privilege,   and   second,   on   imperial   favor.4     As  heirs   of   the

LSutherland,   p.   65,   has   noted   that   after   the  death   of

gg::gE:;n:i::::::  :g3a:::E  :::t::t3e;:n3r:#::y  i:E::i =;p
26-28,   for   th
inaugurated   af te
Drusus,   and   the
Roman

aigns.     And   for   the   agressive   frontier
6   BC,   and   how   it   involved   Tiberius,

rinci
±JEL£'   pp.   2

es,    see  Marsh,,  TheFounding  g£  ife

Rhode:A:nc3rB::,i ,p3:   g33_7g:y±::;c::±E:5::::sFe:i::::::e::
td   the   status   of   successor   to  at   least   9  BC.

3particularly,   Marsh,   ±±±  Founding  e±  ±±j±

p.    246.
4particularly,   Syme,The   Roman  Revolution,

Roman =Eap-±E£,

pp.    369ff .
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princeps,   special  publication  and   recognition  of   their

status  might=   be   expected,   particularly   following   the

year   12   BC.      Robin   Seager   and   C.H.V.    Sutherland   have

noted   t:hat   this   was   not   the  case:     nothing   in   the  coinage

to   approximate   the   promotion  of  M.   Agrippa.1     This   is

to  be.expected.      Drusus   was   not   allowed   the   luxury  of   the

imperatorial   title   until  his   death.2     T.D.   BaTnes  has   even

;uggested   that   Tiberius   received   t=he  honor   only  when  his

br6ther's   death   compelled  Augustus   to  grant   it.3     Drusus

never   shared   the  distinction  of   the   tribunician  potesta3L,

while  Tiberius   had   to  wait   until  .6   BC   for   the   one  honor

1se
Levick' :?:::rp 26,    n.    2,    and   Suthei-land,    pp.    65-69

iberius'   Retirement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   p.    785,
has   attempted   to   answer   this   by   saying   that   (1)   Augustus
would   not   omit   Tiberius   from  the   coinage   simply  out   of
dislike,   and   (2)   Tiberius   himself   was   probably  responsible
for  his   own   lack  of   imperial  recognition,   inferred   from
Velleius,   Bk.11,   ciii.    .Along  with   Levick's   failure   to
account   for   the  pro-Tiberian  bias   of   Velleius   (Seager,   pp.
266-269),   there   is   little   that  holds  up  here.     First,   there
is   only   a   small   degree   of   appreciat:ion   of   t:he   coinage   of
the   grandsons   of   Augustus.      Second,   Levick,   p.    785,   argues
against   the   wrong   interpretation.      It=   would   appear  more
reasonable   that  Tiberius   and  Drusus   did   not   receive   pro-
motion   in   the   coinage  as   the   political  heirs   of  Augustus
simply   because   they  had   not   been  designated   as   his   heirs.
If  Tiberius   so  objected   to  this   form  o
nition,   how   are  we   t:o   account   for   the
(Sutherland,    pp..  75-76)?

2see   below,.   n.    3.

onal  recog-
nage   af ter   10   AD

t±tLe33:rg::;nE;u3:.asD5¥:TSB£TdLS:S2:o§:6Te::dgfyez.;te
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that:,   perhaps  more   than  any  other,   was   capable  of  marking

him   for   the   succession.1     Rumor   and   si)eculation  might

attempt   to  make.  one  of   the  Claudii   the  actual   son  of   the

princeps.2     Neither   will   suffice   to  qualify   t:he   sons   of

Livia   as   the   chosen  heirs   of  Augustus   prior   to   6   BC.

The  marriage   of   one   such   as   L.   Domitius   Ahenobarbus

could   approach   that   of  Drusus   as   a  measure   of   imperial
•favor.      It   could   not,   however,   carry   the   full  political

weight   of   the  marriage  of  Tiberius   and   Julia.3     Julia  was,

after   all,   the  daughter   of   the  princeps   and   the  mother  of

his   adopted   sons,   the  hope   of   the   Julian   inheritance.     With

her   hand  might   come   the   power   of   Rome.

The  marriage  of  Tiberius   and  J.ulia   leaves   little  doubt

that   in   12   BC   Tiberius   did   actually   succeed,   in   some   sense,
'®

LFor   t:he   ti-ibunician
see   above,   pp.    27   and   nn. 2-0:::-I-;:

in   t=he   case   of   Agrippa,
and   33   and   n.    5.      For

:§:  g:az=5?f  #bs:::::u::r:±S::S£:£m::g:  ££E'A:::s:::'   Bk.
Principate,   pp.    66-67.

2That   Drusus  may  have   been   the   son   of   Augustus,   see
Maranon,    pp.    32-34.      Seager,   p.    10,    lends   no   credence   to
the   idea.      Syme, The   Roman   Revolution
chosen  the  traditl6EaTTIiTe

3syme,  ire Roman   Revolution
general,   Seager,   p.   25

p.   340,   had   earlier

p.   421.      On   the  matter,    in
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to   t=he.position   of   Agrippa.      Debate   arises,   however,   when

this   basic   statement   is   subjected   to  more  precise   inter-

pretation.1     It   is  possible  to  be  certain  of   some  points.

Lucius   and   Gaius   needed   a  guardian.     Tiberius   fulfilled

that   role   until   6  BC.2     Augustus   required   the   services   of

a  deputy   in   the  conduct  of  his   frontier   policy.3     In  the

years   after   the   death   of   AgL-ippa,   Tiberius   arid   DTusus
`became   two   of  Rome's   leading  generals.4     The   imperial

daughter   could   not   be   left  without   a'husband,   susceptible

to  any   sufficiently  daring  enterprise.5     Tiberius'   sense

-LCoritrast,    for   example,   ShotLer,   "Julians,   Claudians,
and   t-he   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   p.    1118,   and   "Tiberius
i.E€b:::::TSR::i::a;:tpfo4££6d::rE:;t: ,BEP,.,  S3:f78#C#;rsh,
E£ EalgE 2± Tiberius,

2|mp|ied   by   Sueton
p.   37,.   and   Sutherland,   pp.    64ff

ius,   Tiberius,   10
and   29,   and   Levick,   "Tiber
BC'„   p.    790.

Seager,    pp.    25
tirement  .to Rhodes   in   6

3Dio,   Bk.   Llv,   3iff .     Marsh,  ±be  E9rding  g£ ±be
F=P_i[_e_,    pp.    243ff .

Roman

4Velleius,   Bk.    11,   xcv-xcix.      S;ager,   pp.    24-29,   and
Marsh,   The   Founding  :g£
pp.   64-FT

the  .Roman Exp±±±i   P.   36.      Sutherland,

5Suetonius,   Tiberius,    7,   and   Dio,   Bk.    LIV,    31,    1.      Such
as   the   potentially     angerous   events   of   2  BC:      Syme,   The

pp.   416   and   425-427,    and   Levi±k,    "TIBerius'
es   in   6   BC,"   pp.   799ff .      In  general,   see

Roman  Revolution,
Retirement   to  Rhod
Seager,   pp.    25ff .
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of   duty  might   be   prevailed   upon,1   supplemented,   no  doubt,`

by  Livia's   encouragement   and  Julia's   initial  eagerness

for   the  match.2`    It  would  be  quite   interesting   to  discover

Vipsania's   silent   opinion.

In  order   to  claim  that:   Tiberius   succeeded   to   the   f ull

role   and   position   of  Agrippa   in   12   BC,   evidence   should   be

expected   of   the   assumption  of   similarly   exceptional.  honors,

powers,   and   duties.      Indeed,   Tiberius   did   assiime   Agrippa'.€

Pannonian   command.4     There   was,   however,   no   sweeping   grant

o£.   author-icy   in   12   or   11  BC   to  match   the   grants   of   18   and

LA   sense   of   duty   implied   in   Sueton]..us'    accoimt   (Tibci.ojus,

Zir::o:ib;;iu:;-:8?ts::::I:f5:czj?nsE::t::?s:Ei:;ri::a:::5¥__
Asinius   Callus,"   p.   445,   and   Syme,
416-417.

The   Roman   Revolution PP.

2For   Livia's   encouragement:,   Maranon,   p.    74,    Sho€ter,
"Julians,   Claudians,   and.the  Accession  of   Tiberius,"   pp.
1117-1118,    Seager,    p.    25,    and,    in   general,`   Syme,    The   Roman

RE:gp::i:i:ic:::it§:§:§2§::i:;:o::i:i:E::I:1
married   to  Agrippa   and   that  he,   at   fit.st,   returned  her   love.
On   this,   Maranon,    p.    38.

3History  makes   no  record   of   Vipsania's   opinion  of   the
divorce,   only   that   she  was   duly  married   t:o  Asinius   Callus.
See   Dio,    Bk.    LVII;    2,    7,   and   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,    xii.
And   on  her   character,   see  Maranon,   pp.-3-6i-f=

4Dio,    Bk.    LIV,    31,    2,    and   Velleius,   Bk.    11,    xcvi.      Also

Res   Gest:ae   Divi Augusti,    30.      And   see   Seager,    p.    25.
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13   BC.1     Tiberius  had   served   as   consul   in   the  previous

year,   but:   his  marriage   failed   to  bring   the  prized   asso-

ciation   in   the  .tribunician  power.      If  he  had  actually

become   the   successor   of   the  princeps,.there  was`1ittle

public ,promotion  of  his   new  status.

The   sous   of   Livia  had  proven   themf.elves   in   the   field,

and  had   taken   their   f irst   steps   through   the cu-rsus   honorum,

before   12   BC   and   at   a   time  when  Agrippa  was   clearly   the

second   man   of   Rome.      Quite   nat=urally,   Augustus   had   allowed

the  brothers   the  honors  due   their   station  as   f irst   among

the  principes.  and,   with   only   the  marriage  of  Tiberius   to

serve   as   even   a  possible  basis   for   debate,   it  may  be   said

that   they  continued   in  this  role  until  at   least  9  BC  and

the  death   of   Drusus.2     With  his   demise,   Tiberius   carried

5:fg:;8;::::L8:;i::.R:::€::;:::L§!:::i5#3::::i;s::i::::i:;:us
Caesar,"   p.   483,   places   the   first  pe?k  of  Tiberius'   career   in
6   BC,    not.in   12,   as   Corbett,   p.    89.

point:3y::, t#d!s!:!e=:v::u:i:3:  3;g3::;  ::ss:::E::ge::g:ntly
are   involved,   just   as  he  has   noted   that,   p.   431,   the   principes
were   the   rivals   of  Tiberius.      It   should  be  remembered   too   that
even   Velleius,   Bk.    11,   xcix,   connects   the   rise  of   Tiberius   to
the   position   of   the   second  man  of  Rome,   i.e.   the  .position  once
held  by  Agrippa,   not  with   the  marriage   to  Julia,   nor   the  death
of   Drusus,   but   with   t:he  grant   of   potestas   in   6   BC.      And   see
Seager,   p.    268.
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the  responsibilit:y  alone,   as   the  guardian  of  the   imperial

grandsons   and   as  Augustus'   first   deputy   in   the   conduct   of

a   frontier   poll.cy  that  required   the  talents  and  services

of  many   of   Rome's   elite.1     But,   as   Ronald   Syme  has   said   of

the  grant   of   potestas   in  6  BC,2   even   this  did  not  mean   the

Succes s 1 on .

It   is   well   enough   to   say   that   Tiberius   ai.id   Drusus   did

not   succeed   l-Q   the   full   role   of  Agrippa  before   9  BC,   but

what   of   Tiberius   and   the   four   years   between   the   cleat:h   of

Di`usus   and   the   journey   to  Rhodes?     B.M.    Levick   has   preseil`ted

a   for.midable   argument   linking  T]..b<;`.rius'   second   consulship

and.  the   g-rant   of   6   BC.

Tiberius  had  been.  consul  only   6  years  before,   in
13,   and   it   is   hard   to   see  what   need  he  had   of   a
second   term,   unless   it   was   to  mark   and   inaugurate
his   new  position   in   the   state.3

In   such   fashion,   the   elevation  of  Tiberius.  as  Aligustus'   true

partner   in   power   would   be   a   direct:   result   of  Drusus'   cleat:h

LAbove,    pp.    67-68   and   71

Founding  g£
2syme ,

the   Roman

The   Roman
p.    90.   -In   tET= parti

Empi--re-,    pp.

cEe::1::::n(oE.tf:6
however,    Syme   appears   to   be   on   the  weake
EE£  Augustan   Principa[e,   pp.   66-67   and

Marsh,   The

ainst  Corbett,
potestas) ,

See   Harmond,

3Levick,   "Tiberius'   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   p.   784.
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and   could   be   pinpointed   to   the   elections   of   8  BC.      There.

is,   however,   another   possible   interpretation.     Dio  records

that   in   8   BC  Augustus   introduced   a   law  to  curb  electoral

corruption,   a  result  of  charges  of  bribery  against   the

magistrates   and   consuls  of   that   year.1     What  better  way   to

demonstrate  Augustus'   concern  and   gain   support   for   the   law

than   l-a  have  his   own   stepson,   the  t`usband   of   the  First

t}it:izen's   daughter,   stand   for.   the  consular   elections   of

that   same   year?2

Tthat,    then,   ai-e   we   left=   `.Jith   but   the   grant   of  j2B£££Lt_±±

g  sign   of   a   shift   in  Augustus'of   6  BC  as   the   f irst  concret

perception   of   the   role  of  Tiber-ius?     Unt=il   that   year,

whatever  may  or  may  not  have  been   in   the   planning,3     the

evidence   speaks   of   a  more   li]nited   role   than   t:hat   of  Agrippa.

]Dio,   Bk.    LV,    5,    1-.4.      Asinius   Callus   was   among   those

a:i:t±::88gi::g,#°5.PZ2£:CutedJ   See   Shotter,   "Tiberius   and
2Dio,   Bk.   LV,   5,   4,   atte;ts   l-o   t:he   popularity   of   the

law.      That   Augustus  might   take   advantage of   the  auctoritas
of   the   imperial  household   through   the   use  of   the  consu

:::c:::n:o::u::in::s;I:::d2  :8:  eg::7L£±. bzv:h;, e;:c:i:::berg
and   Jones,    "The   F.asti,"   p.   39;   and.Marsh,   TTh±£  Founding  g±

_Emp_i_I_e_.,    pp.     249    and    251f fthe   Roman
3As   Levick`,   "Tiberius'   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"

p.    785,    and   above,   pp.    74-75.
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Augustus   looked   to  Gaius   and   Lucius   for   the   succession.

It  must  have   been   suf f icient   for   the   time  being   that

Tiberius   could   serve  as  guardian   and   lieutenant.     At

any   rate,    it   seems   uncert:aim   that,   prior   t:o   6   BC,   the

possibility   that  Tiberius  might   succeed  before   the

adopted   sons   of   the   princeps   was   ever   publicly  or   even

officially   addressed.1     To   say  really  anything   else   demands

`the   very   same  mind-reading   skill   that   J.H.   Corbett   so

critically   disdained   in  Ronald   Syme   and   his   'mentor',

T.acitus.2     However   poignant   Corbett's   criticism  of   the   two

historians  may  be,   there   is   no  reason   to  write  another
"Secret   History   of   Eddypus"   in   their   stead.3

Having   ascertained   the   position  of   t:he   two  Claudii

in   the   succession   plans   of   Augustus   prior   t=o   6   BC,    it

1 In   the   sense  of   the   lack   of  coinage,   the   absence  of
grant:s   of   authority  equal   to   those  of  Agrippa,   and   the
fact   that   the  grant  of  potestas   is   the  f irst  reliable   indi-

£3:;:T  :::t63=g;:tug   saw  T±berfus   as, his   immediate  heir.
2corbett,   p.   91.

3The  reference  here   is   to   t:he  unpubl.ished  historical
satire  written  by  Mark   Twain   of   the   same   title.      John   S.
Tuckey,    ed.   Mark   Twain`s   Fables   of   Man.       (Berkeley   and   Los

egg:5::;hegn5;EE::::tgM:EEEEEE:3EnEEE:sie::::2.L.T:::in."The   Secret   History   of   Eddypus,"   pp.    315-385.
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would   seem  rather   superfluous   to  discuss   the   cont=ention

that   Tiberius   and   Drusus   were   int:ended   for   a  dual

succession   upon   the   death   of   Augustus.      G.V.   Sumner   has,

aft:er   all,   dealt  quite  a  blow  t=o   the.theory  of   the  dual

succession   in   the   case   of   Germa.nicus   and   Drusus   the

Younger-.1     Thei-e   is,    in   fact,   no  real   reason   for   an

argument.      The   theory   that   supports   the   'pairing'   of
`Tiberius   and   Drusus   rests   upon   two  basic   assumptions:

(1)   that   Tiberius   and   Drusus   were,   indeed,   marked   out

for   the   succession,   and   (2),   that   they  enjoyed  parallel

careers,   equal   in   all  respects,   i-hough  allowi.ng   for   the-
difference   of   ag.e.      The   first   assumption  has   been   seen

to  be   false,   or   at   least  uncertain.     With   the  second,

there   is   no   argument.     As  brothers,   and   first   among   the

LSuriner,    pp.   413-435.      And   as   accepted   by   Shotter,
"Julians,   Claudians,   and   t=he  Accession  of   Tiberius,"   p.
1119   and   n.    5.

in   the  discussion  of   Levick,   "Tiberius'

g:::::in:::i::eRE;d::ei:afeB:L':h3::   73::3:g'c::g;ri:n5  the
Adoptions   of   AD   4,"   p.   231.      The   theory,    in  general,   as
accepted   in   the  discussion   and   arguments   of  Jameson,   pp.
287ff.
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principes   of  Augustus,   it  was  only-fitting  that   they   should

enjoy  basically  parallel  and  essent:ially  similar  honors,

advancements,   and   careers.

Whether   a   protective  measure   for   the   interests   of   the

•  grandsons,   a  matter   of  constitutional  propriet:y,   a   sign

of   real   favor   from  the   imperial  hand,2  or   an  act   that,

indeed,   combined   all   these   elements,   the  grant=   of   potestas

t=o   Tiberius   Nero   in   6   BC  was   the   first:   true   indication   that

the  Claudian   act:ually   stood   to   succeed   the  princeps.      The

precedent   for   such  an   interpretation   is  clear--     Agrippa's

position   within   the   succession  hierarchy  by   t:he   time   of

the  grants   of   13   BC   is   unmistakable.      The   association  of

6  BC,    therefore,   though  more   sweeping  grants   were   to   follow,3

undoubtably  meant   that   Tiberius  had   f inally  progressed   to

LEven   Levick,    "Drusus   Caesar   and   the'  Adoptions   of   AD
4,"   pp.   235-.236,   has   accepted   that   their   parallel   advancement
was  only   fitting   for  brothers.

2Particularly,   Corbett,   p.   90,   and   Seager,   p.   25.

see:   3B:::i?!:aity' 15?e|g:3?t:n3fB!. aES|]323?. 1-Z?rT:::::;,
Annals,   Bk.I,    iii;   Suetonius,   Tiberius,16   and   21;   and

elu s,    Bk.11,.   ciii   and   cxxi.      An      see   Seager,   pp.    36-37
and   47,    Syme,    The   Roman   Revo

pp.         -3,    C6rbett:,    pp.    92-94,
I+I_±io+I,    pp.    431-433,    Hammond,

E:.£¥::::,
of   AD   4'"   pp.

Princi

and   Smith,   pp.

Levic k,    "Drusus   Caesar   and   the   Adoptions
Marsh,    |E£   =R_g__±gp_  ej Tiberius '    pp.    4`1ff ,
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the   former   status   of  Marcus  Agrippa.1     Tiberius  might

succeed,   should   the  health  of   the  aging  princeps   suddenly

fail.2     Regardless  of   that  prospect,   the  Julian  inheritance

would   ultimately   triumph,   as   it   would   have  had   Agrippa

succeeded   in   the   preceding  decade.

The   crowds   clamor-ed   for   Gaiius,   and   the   Claudian,

perhaps   believing  he  could   read   the   future  all   too  clearly,

revolted.3     Rome   could  have   its   young  Augustus.      The   adopted

s.ons   were   coming   of   age.      'I'he   usefulness   6f   Tiberius   would

soon  be   coming   to   an   erid.4     He  might   keep   the   tribunician

[Both   Sueton-ius,   Tiberius,    10,  .and   Velleius,   Bk.    11,
agree  that   the  p Ion from  which   Tiberius   retired   in

was   that   of   the   second  man  of  Rome,   i.e.    the   position
Agr]..ppa.      Suetonius   even  goes   so   far,   though  mistakenly,
comparing   the  retirement  of  Tiberius   with   the  journey
Ag1-ippa   to  Mytilene   (see.  above,   pp.17-18).      And   see

Seager,   p.   29,   and   Shot-ter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the
Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.    1117-1118,   whose   summation   of
the  platter   is,   to  this  writer's  mind,   essentially  correct.

•2As   it   did,    indeed,   at   the  beginning  of   Tiberius`   voyage
to   Rhodes.      See   Suetonius,   Tiberius,.11.

3Par.ticularly,   Levick,   "Tiberius'   Retirement   to  Rhodes
in   6  BC,"   pp.   786ff ,    for   an   interesting,   though   possibly
not  error-free,   interpretation.

4see
pp.    417-4

Both   Syme, The   Roman  Revolution,"Juliahs,   CHdians an     t   e  Accession

:::;::::;::i::::n:;1;ib:;;:::::::::::::i:c!i::;::g;::33::g:gent
was  merely   temporary,    i.e.   until   Gai.us   a.nd   Lucius   were   of   age.
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potestas   (   a   plea   from  Augustus   for   the   sake  of  political

appearance   or   an  awareness   of   t:he  value   it   still  might

hold   for   the   Claudian?),1     but   Tiberius   rejected   the  mission

to   the   East. .   Perhaps  he  believed   that,   in  regard   to   the

succession   at   least,   the  move   should   prove   to  be  no

outstanding  obstacle   for   the  £±Llip±eLp£.     Whether   Tiberius

absented  himself   to  Rhodes   or   stood   at   the  head   of   legions

`in   Armenia,    the   advancement   of   Gaius   and   Lucius   could

forge   ahead   a.s   planned.2     Only   the   untimely  retirement   of

a   valuable  general  might   anger   Augustus   because   of   the

increased   reliance   upon   the  new  and   ancient  nobility   that

such   a   loss   entailed.3     A  successful   frontier   policy  and

the   implemen.tation  of   an  overt   dynastic   program  made   the

prominence   of  men   such   as   L..  Domitius   Ahenobarbus   both

necessary   and,   for   the  most  par.t,   inescapable.4

]For   a  discussion  of   the  retention  of   the  potestas,
below,    pp.    83-87.

Retir:::::etopRh:3::. inlg  E8:,:i;;?a;66:::  :::i::th::i:::ius,
pp.    68-72.

3For   this   interpretation,   possibly   implied   in  Augustus'
complaints   of  betrayal   and   of  being   forsaken,   as   Suetonius,
Tiberius,10,   see  Marsh,   The   Founding  g£  £±£  E9q±P_EEpiELE)

Of  Tibrfu= PP.
97:38.     f '  and  by  t=he  SamETuffi6ETE±-±£E

.4See   Syme,    The
and   Marsh,    The   F6EE;

Roman   Revolution
f   t   e   Roman

pp.    373   and   419-420,
Empire,    pp.    246ff .
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There   is   little  reason  to  discuss  at   length   the

possible  reasons   for  Tiberius'   political  retirement   in

6  BC.      The   literature  on   the   topic   is   sufficiently

abundant,   while   recent   scholarship  has   geen  generally`

unable   to  go   far   beyond   the  conclusions   of  earlier   consid-

erations.1     It   should  be  noted,   however,   that   there   is

no  compelling  reason   to  restrict  a   treatment  of   the
`topic   to   the  discussion  of   a   single  causal   factor   and

th.ereby   exclude   ot:her   contributing   influences.      IIuman

nature   seldom  admits   to   such   simplicity.      There   is

really  nothing  to  disprove  the  claim  that  Tiberius   left

()ut   of   a   sense   of  humiliation   at   the   promotion  of   Gaius

and   Lucius--     what   amounted   to   an  unacceptable   af front

to  his  4±gE±±=±±.2     Nor   is   there   anything   in   this   inter-

pretation   to   cont:1-adict   the  position   that  Tiberius  was

LLevick,    "Tiberius'   Retirement   .to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"

pp.    789-790,   only   repeats   the   conclusion   that   Syme,   The
Roman Revolution,   .pp.   417-418.,   had   reached  much   earl-ie--I-,

an   a   front   to  his   pride  and   sense   of  respectability,
as   Smith,   p.    7.      And   for   the   spectrum,    see:      Seager,   pp.
30-31;   Shotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession  of
Tiberius,"   p.1118;   Corbett,   p.    91;   and   Maranon,   pp.    205-
209.

2For   t:his   argument,   as   above,   n.    1,   Levick,   "Tib;rius'
Retirement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.    789-790,    and   Syme,    The
Roman   Revolution,|,Histo
483.

ry  or   Biogr
pp.    417-418,    and,    by   t:he   same   authorT;

aphy,   the   Case   of   Tiberius   Caesar,"   p.
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well   aware   of   how   the  grandsons'   ele\7ation  could   finally

affect  his   own   status,   thus   retiring  with   a  desire   t:o

remove   himself .  from  an   increasingly   compromising   and

potentially  dangerous   situation.1     The  disclosure  of

Tiberius'   will,   prior   to  his   departure,   suggests.  such

a  perspective.2     It   is   equally  probable   that   the  deputy

of  the  p±2±  was,   indeed,   weary  from  his  many  labors.3

`His  military   service  had  been   virtually   continuous   since

15   BC.      The   responsibilities   incurred   upon  becoming

t.he   second   man   of   Rome   only   added   t6   the   burden   of   Livia's

son.4     Thus   the   retirement   of  Tiberius  might   well  have

been   the   I_.esult   of   a   combf.nation   of   all   these   factors.

LFor   something  of   the  sort   that  Tiberius  might  have
foreseen,    Siletonius,   Tiberius,    12-13
Seagei.,    p.    31

For   this   position,

2Dio,   Bk.    LV,   9,   8'.      And   for   an   interpretation   of
this,   Levick,   "Tiberius'   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"
p.    790.

this  :§u:t::::S;o:±±S=i:=;.10.     Corbftt.   P.   91,   has  accepted
4Whi|e   it   is   true  that   the  grant  of

f irst   concrete   evidence   that:   Tiberius   had.
otestas   is   the

ySu cceeded
to   the   full   position  of  Agrippa,   as  .above,   pp.   70-76   and
78-79,   Tiberius   began   to   take  on  additional  responsibilities
as   early  as   the  marriage   to  Julia  and   the  election   tp   the
consulship   in   8   BC.      Though   not   agreeing  with   t`he   final

a:::::::::, t:sR::::sa::V:,B8?,.,  3ST7;6o:,36tev!:g,s:::berius I
Shotter,    "Tiberius   and   Asinius   Callus,"  .p.   445.
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It   would   have   taken   such   a  weight   to.  weaken   the   renowned

loyalty   and   submission  of   the   stepson  of  Augustus.

Two   specif ic  matters  deserve   further   attention.     The

first  concerns   the  conditions,   and  nature,   of  the  political

•retirement   of   Tiberius   from   6   B.C   to   4   AD.2     The   second,

overlapping   the   first,   centers  around   the  question  of   the

status   of   Tibei`ius   during   t:hese  years.      A  discussion   of

fc)ur   events  will  be  part:icularly  helpful   in  this  regard:

(1).the   retention  of  Tiberius'   tribunician  potestas,    (2)

the   trial   and   condemnation  of  Julia,    (3)   the   initial   request=

of   Tiberius   t:o  return   to  Rome,   and   (4)   t=he  mission   of   Gaius

to  the  East.     Taken   together,   these  events   point   to  major,

albeit   temporary,   alteration   in  the`succession  policy  of

Augustus.

1Taci

!28;:d
s,   Annals,   Bk.    Ill,    1vi This   approach   is
the   discussion   of  Maranon,   pp.

nd   see   Syme,   The
57 , -and   HaFs

Roman   Revolutior`
h,  E± Erfu 9±

ih   Suetonius,   Tiberius,   14-16,   and

38-39   and
pp.    416-

Tiberius ,

2In   that   when  Tiberius   f inally  returned   to  Rome   in
2  AD,   he   remained   a   private  citizen   until  4  AD,   as   seen

Vellei.us,   Bk.    11,   ciii
Syme,   The Roman   Revolution, pp.    430-431
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The   retention  of   the  potestas   in  6  BC   is   often  cited,

but   seldom   interpreted.1     The   problem,   however,   would

appear   to   be   unavoidable.      Why   should   anyone   so   determined

to  withdraw  completely   from  public  responsibilities   and

succession  politics   continue   to  be  associated   in   the

foremost   of   the   imperial  powers?     It  may  be   argued,   of

course,    t:hat   since  Tiberius   only  once  made   use   of   the

`potestas   during  his   stay   at   Rhodes,   the   possession   of   the

tr.ibunicia potestas  must  have  been  of   little  consequence

to  him.2     It   should,   therefore,   have   lit:tie  bearing   in  an

assessment   of   his   stat=us   for   the   years   6/2   BC.3     An   int:er-

pret:ation  of   this   sort  belies   the   true  nature  and   value

of   the   potestas   during   the  Augustan  principate.     As   seen

previously,   the   tribune's   power  was   an   important   source

of  auctoritas for   both   t:he  p==|_i_n±e_pL±  and   his   junior   aide  and

colleague.      Furthermore,.  an  association   in   the  potestas

could  mean   a   designation  as   the   successor   of  Augustus.      In

[See,    for   example,   Seager,   pp.   31-32,   and   Syme,   The
Roman   Revolut:ion, pp.    416-417   and   427-428

2Suetonius,   Tiberius,   11. And   see   Seager,   pp.    31-32.
3As   Seager,   pp.   31-32,   apparently   decided.
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each   case,   the   value  of   an   associat:ion   in   the   potestas   came

less   from   its   actual  use   than   its  possession[--     and   the

potestas   of   Tiberius   did   not   expire   until   1  BC,   a   year

of  no   little   import.2

It  has  been  suggested   elsewhere   that  part  of   the

impetus   behind  .the  grant   of   6  BC  was   a   desire   to  protect

the   adopted   sons   of   Augustus.      Augustus  might   well  have

believed   that,   even   in  exile,   his   stepson  could  be   of

u.se.      In   t:hat   the   value   of   the  pB£.a.gt=a.i  la-y  essentially

with   its   possession,   the  departure  of  Tiberius   from

Rome  might   not   have   done  much   t:o   disrupt   the   practical

utility  of   the  association.     The  potestas   of  Tiberius

Suggested   that  he  could  yet  be  recalled   to  protect   the
su   cession   if   an   emergency   became   apparent.3     The   adoption

66_671:::t;;:5£:1:;dHs#£::±a# ffin
and   the   potestas   of  Agrippa.

Princi PP
on  auctoritas

2In   essence,   the  expiration  of   the   potestas,   Gaius`
mission   t.o   the   East,   and   Tiberius'   request   to  return.      See
Suetonius,    Tiberius,    11-12.      And   see   Velleius,   Bk.    11,   ci,

¥s¥£#:=inpg.;€:i:!!i,8::i:i:ii:!:03i:3:ii:Feke¥e#n
Dio,    Bk.    LV,

3Something  of   this   sort   almost   occurred.      Suetohius,
Eeports   that  Augustus   fell   ill   shortly  afterI   departure.      Upon   learning  of  his   indisposition,

1.

E±P_erfu_s:    ||,Tiberius

gE::I:ufu:::i:::dc::5:t:::,w::g:::nt5¥ep::::::i  ;:  :::urn
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of   such   a   tactic  might  have   appeared   to  be   a  valuable

safeguard,   at   least,   that   is,   until   the  age  of  Gaius

made   the   provi.sion   unnecessary.1     Consequently,   t:he

retirement   of   Tiberius  might  have  been   something  of   a

compromise,   a  middle-ground   agreement   reached   between

the  complaints   of  Augustus  before   the   senate,   the   pleas

of   L]..via,   and   Tiberius'   threats   of   starvation.2     The   son

`of   Livia   would   have  been   allowed   to   withdraw   from   the

daily  burden  .of   public   life,   but   on  .the   condition,   or

with   the   understanding,   that  he  would   continue  as   the

guardian-regent   in  some   fashion,   if  only   in  appearance,

through   the   formal   associa]..on   in-the   t=ribunician  j29±LeL±j=±LS_.

LThis   condition  was   apparently   sat-isf led   in   1   BC  with
the  grant  of  special
Augustus   not   to   renew

±ELSEO
Particularly,   Sutherland,   p.   72,
of   Julia  .the   Younger," Latomus

2Apparently,    someone   'gave
of  course,   find   it  necessary  to

Gaius   and   the   decision   of
otestas   in  the

a.    Levick
same   year"The  Fall

Vol..    35    (1976),    pp.    301ff

in'   since   Tiberius   did   not:,
f inally  starve  himself  to

cleat:h,    as   Suetonius,   Tiberius,10.      The   designation   of

g::::i:Eii:e:,BC(:;  :i::¥::u:fw::g:3:u:b3:gg:a:su::oof
official   titles   to  enhance  the
and   (2)   that   Livia  might  have  p

ub.lie   status   of   Tiberius,
ayed   a   role   in   6   BC   not

unlike   that  which   she.did   five  years   later   in  securing  an
official,   face-saving,   designation   for  her   son.     For   the
designation   of   1   BC,   Suetonius,   Tiberius,
pp.    33-34 For   these   events,   Levick,

12,   and   Seager,
Tiber ius'   Retirement

to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.    786ff ,   who   fails   to   address   the
matter   of   the
that  Tiberius

otestas   but=   does   ment:ion   the power   and   status
even   while   onboard   ship,    p.    791.      The

reference,   apparently,   would  be   to  the  potestas
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Admitt:edly,   much   of   this  must   be   offered   as   conjecture.  .

Such   an   interpretation,   however,   suggest:ing   that  Tiberius

retained   a  degree  of  public   association  with   the   succession

after   6  BC,   sheds   light  on   the  report   of  Velleius   that,

.    .    .    on  meeting   him   t=hey   lowered   their   fasces
to  him   though   he  was   but   a   private   citizen--•if   such  majesty   could   ever   belong   to   a   private

citizen--   thereby  confessing  that  his   retirement
was  more  worthy  of  honour   than   their   of f icial
position .1

Until   t=he   turn   of   events   of   2   and   1   BC,   Tiberius   was   still

the   stepson  and   son-in-law  of   the  EEjp££]2±,   and  Augustus'

colleague   in   the   tribunician  potestas.2     However   diminished

his  actual   position   in   the  eyes   of  Augustus,   Tiberius'

official   status  meant   that  he  was   not   a  person  to  be  easily

ignored   or   slighted--     even  while   in   seclusion  at  Rhodes.

Lvelleius,   Bk.11,   xcix.      And   see   Seager,    p.    32,   on
Suetonius,   Tiberius,12.,   that  Tiberius   shunned   visitors   as
much   as   possi      e     uring   his   stay   at   Rhodes,    t=hough   Suet:onius'

::p?5:e:!E:?rso::t:::n:E:e:h::ei:::in::i3:1:::htE:ee#:::on
of  his   potest:as,   and   the  denial  of  his   request   to  ret:urn   to
Rome .

2Velleius,   Bk.   11,   xcxi,   points   to   this   fact   by   stressing

;2:  3::i:±8:mff±gEb::::st#:o:fE::tr:E±E£:e::;ntgo:Eezt;n3. i
BC,    as   against   Syme,   TheRoman   Revolution, pp.    426-428

3As   Seager,   p.    32.      Thus,   perhaps,    the   hostility   bet=ween
Tiberius   and   Asinius   Callus,   as   suggested   by   Shotter,   "Tiberius
and   Asinius   Callus,"   p.   445.
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The  ancient   sources   stress   the   immorality  of  Julia's

conduct--     drinking  bouts,   revels   in   the   Forum.i     Modern

scholarship,   however,   has   correctly  emphasized   the

political  overtones  of   the  act:ions  of   the  daughter   of   the

princeps,   and   her   subsequent   punishment.2     With   Tiberius

at  Rhodes,   there  grew  around  Julia  a  political  party  of

sort:s,   ready   to   supplant   the   remaining   son  of   Livia,   and

t=he   Claudian   faction,   as   the   leaders   of   post-Augustan

Rome.3     By  bringing  charges   before   the   senate,   resulting

in  banishment   to  Pandataria   for   Ju.1ia,   de.ath   for   Iullus

Antonius,   and   relegation   for   the  others,   Augustus   in

effect  neutralized   the  potential  threat  of  a   'Julian'

party   that  was   attempting   to  gain  ;  hold  upon  the  course

I
Tiberius
EK

Velleius,   Bk._,II,,.a.,    S*etgpi¥g,   4ugugtu5.,    65,   and
11-,11,   Dio,   Bk,+LV,.10,11-16,   -afid-fa-a-i-tus,.Annals,

I,   1iii
2syme'

33'    -who
earlier
Ma

nf
I

The   Roman   Revolu
rna   e      itt   e   advance   beyond   Syme's

Ei9E.   PP.    425-427,    Seager,   p.
ortunately

5-801,    and
YOun8
Marsh

I,"   pp
The

ShotterTJ

ion,   though   it  might   be   expected  here,
for   the  more   uncommon   approach,   Levick,

i:-;=

to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.  .791-793   and
he   same   author,   "The  Fall  of  Julia   the

f ,   Corbett,   pp.    91-92,.  Jameson,   pp.    302ff ,
of   Tiberius,    p.    40,    Smit=h,    p.    7,    and

STC  au   ians,   and   the  Accession  of  Tiberius,"
pp.    1120-1123.

3|n   particular,   see   Syme,   The  Roman  Revolu
--.    r_--__`--'-`-.  ,     `,`,`-    `-I...`-,

425-427,    Levick,    "Tiberius'   Re ntto   R   o   es    in   6-BC,"
tion,   pp.

pp.  .795-808,   and   Shotter,   "Julians,.  Claudians,   and   the
Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.    1120-1123,   notably   Iullus   Antonius
and   Sempronius   Gracchus.
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of   the   succession   in   the   absence   of   Tiberius.1     Futhermore,

it   is  generally  accepted   that   the  divorce   from  Julia,

init:iated   by   Augustus   in   Tiberius'   name,   seriously   weakened

Tiberius'   connection  with   the   iquperial   family.      After   2   BC,

Tiberius   was   the   stepson  of  August:us,   but   little   else.2     The

son  of   Livia  might  have  retained   an   uncertain  association

with   the   succession   after   6   BC.      The   necessity  of  maintaining

`  this   formality  had   weakened   wit:h   each   grandsons'   birthday.

Thus   the   div6rce   and   condemnation   of   Julia   in   2   BC  marked   the

beginning  of   the   transformation  of  Tiberius'   retirement   into

an   involuntary   exile.3
-

The   initial   -request   of  Tiberius   to  retui-n   to  P`ome,

•reported   by   Suetonius   for   1   BC,4   deserves   act:ention   in   regard

to   the   motives   of   the  p==_i_p_£_e_p±  during   this   period.      Tiberius

Lveileius,    Bk.    11,    c.    Syme,

425-427.      And   see   Levick,   "Tiberit3T
The   Roman   Revolution,

_         .      ,                                    __          -                _1Retiremer`.I   to   Rho
PP.

des   in
6   BC,"   pp.    795ff ,   and   by   the  .same   author,   "The   Fall   of   Julia
the   Younger,"   pp.    301ff .

2Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution,   p.427,   and   Levick,    "Tiberius'
Retirement   t6ih6ai53-in       BC,     p..809.     As   against   Corbett,   p.
92.      Tiberius  held   the   tribunician  potestas,   but   it   was   due   to
expire   in   the  next   ye.ar.

3Suetonius,   Tiberius,   12,   reports   that   Tiberius   remained
in   exile   against     is   wi        following   the  denial  of  his   request=

!ig:::#iit;iij:;i:;d!!;::;::;i:i;r!:i::;!i;::i::#i:!l,
4Suetonius,   Tiberius,    11. And   below,    pp.    90-92.
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made   t:he  re(iuest   out  of  a  desire   to  visit  his   relatives,

while   admitt.ing   t:hat   he  had   only   lef t   "to  avoid   the

suspicion   of   rivalry   with   Gaius   and   Lucius .... "1

Suetonius   also  reports   that  by   the   time  of  Tiberius'

second   request   to   return   to  Rome,   in   I   AD,   Augustus   tiad

resolved   that  his   request:   be  granted   only  upon   the

approval   of   Gaius.2     Whether   or   not   this   condition   affected

`  the   request   of   1   BC,   the   picture   is   clear.      In   the   previous

year,   the   succession  had   survived   a   serious   test.3     Barely

a  year   later,   the  matt:er   of   the   succession  had   been   1`emoved

from  all  hands   save   those   of  Augustus   himself .4     Gaius   was,

at   this   point.,   nineteen  years   old,   consul-elect  .for   1   AD,

and   the   bearer   of   a   special   proconsular   imperium.5     Augustus

LSuetonius,   Tiberius,    11
Levick,   "TiberiusT-

Seager,    pp.    33-34.      And   see
Retirement   to  Rhodes in   6   BC,"   p.    810,

who  correctly  points   to  the   fact  that   this  explanation
had  more   relevance   to   tbe   situation   in   1   BC   than   it   would
have  had   in  6   BC,   i.e.   that   a  denial  of  rivalry  by  Tiberius
might   be   necessary   to   save  his   life.      But   see  Marsh,   The

pp.   37-38,   and   Shotter,   "Julians,   €IEudians!a±:igE of   Tiberius.,
he  Accession  of Tiberius,"   p.1118.

2Suetonius,   Tiberius,    13.      Shotter.,   "Juliar}s,   Claudians
and   the  Accession  o     Ti   erius,"   p.    1118,   might  well   be   right

::.S§Z±3§.that   this  Was   little  more   than  a   formality.      Seager,
3Specifically,   the  disgrace  of  Julia,   above,   pp.   88-89.

"Tibe:I::ic!:t,i,:::e::I:ooih::::ai:h:  !8T#g;;: "794 , 39;6-95g,
and   812.       Seager,    pp.    32-33.      Syme,
42:5-42:I  .

The   Roman   Revolution,

„T±be:i::,M£::¥£e¥tE=:fEh#e=±¥:I:u§6,B.p:9,7;5:7;£V::E,
810-811.

PP.
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had   not=   chosen   a   successor   to   the  guardianship  of  Tiberius,

and,    indeed,   had   arranged   that   there   could   be   none.1     His

refusal   to   allow  Tiberius   to  return   in   1   BC   indicates   that

he  would   not   even  permit   Tiberius  himself   to  resume   the

role.2     The   conclusion  must  be,   the,   that   Augustus   had

discarded   the   idea,   held   since   at   least   18  BC,   that   a

]Corbett,   p.   92,   has   argued   that   the  disgrace   and
divorce   of   Julia  did   litt=1e  damage   to   the   status   of   Tiberius.
The  author   fails,   however,   to  understand   t'ne  original   impetus
behind   the  marriage,   i.e.   to  provide   a  guardian   for   the
grandsons   and   a   chief   deputy   for   the  j2
I:he  model   of   Agrippa,   as   above,   pp.    7

Roman   Revolut

I i n c' e something   on
The   divorce,    in

effect,   wiped   out   this   relationship ,.,... Rattler,   see   Syme,   The
1         .     ,                                         ,   A -            ,-1           -.                    _    ,,,11,1                 ,                                1        ,          ,         ,

ign,   p.   427;   Shotter,   "riberius   and   Asinius
ffi.,L'a:db;'th;I.;;rig-;utfi;;T-I-15=i¥:;.sL,-u6Li:attaians

I  i  1  A         -           ,      1           ,,,-,-,     rf  1

.Grins
and   the   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   p.1118;    Levick,    "The   F`all

that,   in  4  AD,   Julia's
;#::i:ntgeB!,Hn;;:`
rinceps

301,   and   "Tiberius'   Retirement   to
ff ;   Seager,    pp.    32-33   and   38
isgrace  meant:   that   the   de

could   no   longer   be   united   with   the   imp
ut

noting
of   the

#:::i:sTarz:a!:;  33j::.tt::  :a:::::t::;:;  ::1:g::!3:  ::d
contrast   to   the   initiaJ.   abdicatio  of  Agrippa  Postumus,   there
was   little  chance   that  Ju   ia  might  be  recalled,   see  Jameson,
pp.   '302-313.      Adoption  might   have   been   considered   as   an
alternative  method   of   creat=ing  a   new  guardianship,   as   in  4
AD,   though   in   2   BC   it   would   have   blurred   the   sequence   of
generations   mentioned   by   Levick,   "Drusus   Caesar   and   the
Adoptions   of   AD  4,"   pp.    230-231,   by   raising   the   guardian   to
the   same   status   as   Gaius   and   Lucius.      This   could   have  had   the

::f::tb;fM:::::::i:8.t9£.;;:entment  felt  by  Tiberius,   as
2Suetonius,   Tiberius,   11-12.      The   precariousness   of  his

-34,   would   seem   to   imply.  this
98::E:::6n?eag::'s8:.Levick,   "The  Fall  of  Julia   the  YoungerT
p.    301.
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guardian  was   necessary   to   insure   the  Julian   inheritance.1

The   princeps   might   well   pray   that   Gaius   and   Lucius   would

be   the  heirs   to  his   estate.2     The  advancing  age  of  Augustus

made   the   final   elevation  of  his.adop.ted   sons   quite   a   gamble

without   the  protective  hand  of .a  guardian  to  provide   for

their   event=ual   succession.

The   journey   of  Gaius   to   the   East   in   1   BC   is   further

e.vidence   for.the   picture   presently  being  dl.awn.      The

mission   itself  was   of   no   little  consequence.      Ronald   Syme

has   point:ed   out   that,

Moreover   it   was   advisabl.e   i..£'i   display   the   heir
appal-ent   to   provirices   and   a.i`mies   which   has   seen
no  member   of   the   syndicate   of   government   since

€g:i3Eay:::svi::::g:Zt  departed   from  the  East

The   entourage  of  Augustus'   adopted   son   included  at   least

one   staunch   antagonist   of   the   'exile',   M..  Lollius.5     Tiberius'

reception   from  Gaius   at   Samos   was   quite   possibly   as   cool  as

[Above,    pp.    27-31.

2As   seen   in   the   letter   of  Augustus   recorded  by  Aulus
Cellius,   The  Attic Nights,    Bk.    XV,    7,    3

Retir:£::¥etonih:desA::  §e:c?:a§:,r79Z:   :£6  ::€eL::::E. I::£berius'
degree   to  which  Augustus   was   trusting   in   luck   to   live   until
Gaius   was   old   enough   to   take   over   from  him.

4syme,   The
itself ,  Dio,H
Bk.    11'    ci-cii.

Roman   Revolution
1,         ,    t   rough   10a,    10,   and   Velleius,

p.   428.      For   the  mission
LV'

5Velleius,   Bk.    11,   cii,   Suetonibs,   Tiberius,12   and

perhaps   in   a   reference   to   Lollius,   Dio,   8   .   LV,    10,    19.
And   see   Seager,    pp.    34-35,   and   Syme
428-430.

.The   Roman   Revolution, PP.
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Suet=onius   reports--     only  Velleius   attempts   to   save

the  Claudian's   honor,   and   then   unconvincingly.1     The

fact:   of  Tiberius'   diminished   status   after   the  events

of   2   and   1   BC  must   have   become   a  matt:er   of   public

information.      Certainly   the   citizens   of   Nemausus   were

quick   to   show   their   own  contempt   for   the   son  of   Livia.

The  majesty   of   Gaius   in   the   East  must   have  made   for

`  qu.ice   a   sharp  contrast   with   the   shattered  busts   and

s.tatues   of   Tiberius.

By   1   BC,   Tiberius   had   no   political   standing.4     His

potestas   had   expired   in   the   same   year5     His   1.etirement

LCompare   Suetonius,
19,   with   Velleius,   Bk

Tiberius,12,    and   Dio,    Bk.    LV,10,
11,   ci,   who  mistakenly  refers   to

Tiberius   as   the   superior   of  Gaius,   noted   by   Seager,   p.   34.
2By   shat:tering   the   busts   and   stat=ues   of   t:heir   former

governor,   Tiberius,   as   Suetonius,   Tiberius,   13.      And   see

§:a8e56,P.p?45L=?d   Levick,   "Tiberi

809-813.      Also,    Syme,

Retirement   to  Rhodes

3Levick,    "Tiberius'   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.
The   Roman   Revolution, pp.    428-430

4without   potestas  or
and   given   the   weakness   of
was   that   of  a
as   Suetonius,   T
pp.    422-423   a

erium,   div.orced   from  Julia,
audian  party.      His   status

rivatus,   and   thus   no   rival   for   Gaius   or   Lucius,
erius- - _`, `- `  - `- `,  ,

n-0
11.      See   Syme,    The   Roman   Revolution,

c   ,      Ti   erius'Seager,   pp.    33=35, 1
Retirement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.    809-813,   and   Sutherland,
p.    72.

5Suetonius,   Tiberius,11.      Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution,

p.   428,   Levick,   "Ti   erius'   Retirement  t6-Rhodes   in       BC,
pp.    796-797,    Seager,   p.    33,    and   Suttierland,   p.    72.
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had  become   an   involuntary   exile.1     Only   the   pleas   of

Livia   and   a   designation  as   the  ±±g±£j±±  of   Augustus

rescued   Tiberius   from  total   disgrace.2     The   princeps

had   assumed   the  role  of  guardian   for   the  princ6s--

the  essential   foundation  of  Tiberius'   political  status

prior   to  his   retirement.3     The   principes   of   Augustus

had   replaced   Tiberius   in   the   field.4     Dio  himself  might

`  well  have   wondered   at   the   ability   of   Thrasyllus   t=o

predict   the  return  and  political  recovery  of  Tiberius.

For   two  years   following   the   expiration  of  his

pg££:££±±  and   the  denial  of  his  request   to  return  to
Rome,   Tiberius   lived   in   fear   for-hi.s   life,   shunning   all

LAbove,    p.    89   and   ri.    5.      And   see   Seager,    pp.    33-34.

2Suetonius,   Tibet ius , 12.      And   see   Seager,    pp.    33-34.

794,   :::Vi;kth:T::::i:::h:::±Fi:¥:n:a::  8E°S::i:ntfeB§6:ng;I , n
p.    301.

4For   a  hint   of   this,   Dio,   Bk.    LV,10a,   2-3,   despite

::1::::s;I::aiTst:::t"::ep:::::t::r:g  :::tc#;. fiep?:ETr:I '
c).      Modern   scholarship  has   done  much   to.uncover   the
military  activities  of  the
of  Tiberius See,    for   examp

rinci during   the   absence
e,    Syme,    The   Roman

pp.392-405,   418-425,   and   435-436,   and  HaFSFrffle
of   the   Roman _E_E}p±r__e,     pp.     244ff

5Dio,    Bk.    LV,    11,    1-3.       And   see   Suetonius,

14.   .   Also,    Syme, The   Roman   Revolution, p.    418

Revo lu t i on ,

Tiber ius ,
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passers-by  and   even   foregoing  such  basic   pleasures   as

riding,   military  drill,   and  Roman  dress.1     His   position

was   precarious,   at  best,   and  any  request   to  return   to

Rome   was   answered   with   the   explanato.n   that:   the  matter

cou].d   only  be   resolved   with   the   approval  of  Gaius.2     As

long  as  M.   Lollius   had   the   ear   of  Gaius,   there   could   be

little  reason  to  hope   for  a  reprieve.

Suddenly,   and   without   explanation   in   the   sources,

a   sweeping  change  of   fortune.      Lollius   fell   from  grace,

the   result   of   bribery  charges,   and   died   in   2  AD.5     His

successoi-at   the   side  of   Gaius   I.i;'`,s   a  political  opposite,

P..   Sulpicius   Quirinius,   a  man   inclined   to   look  moi-e

LSuetonius,   Tiberius,13.      Levick,   I"riberius'   Ret=irement
to  Rhodes   in   6   BC

2Suetonius,   Tiberius,13.

3suetonius ,
and
Roman   Revolution

Tiberius,12-
BZ28=E36, x5::::; ,   STd3§:ea:gin::vEE£,

Seqger,    p.p.    34-35.

13,   V:lleius,   Bk.    11,   cii,
Tacitus,   Annals,

1-,_
_i_,Tiber PP

Retirement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.   810-811
4As   Levick,    "T.iberius.I   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"

p.   812,   comments   on   the   fall  of   Lollius   and-. the  rise  of
Quirinius,    "That   event   was   a   surface   eddy   caused   by   a  deep
undertow.      We.cannot   fathom   it   here."      S`yme,
Revo 1 u t i on ,

The   Roman
pp.   429-430,   offers   little  more  oHithe   change.

5Velle]..us,   Bk.    11,    cii,   and   Suetonius,   Tiberius,    13.
Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution,   p.    429,    Seager,   p.         ,    and
Shott:eET"Julians,   C  au   ians,   and   the  Accession  of   Tiberius,"
p.    Ill.8.
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favorably   upon   the   interests   of  Tiberius.1     In   that   same

year,   Tiberius   returned   to  Rome,   a   privatus   t=o  be   sure,

but   nonethel.es.s   freed   from  the  uncertain  perils   of

exile.2     The  entire  matter  of  the   fall  of  Lollius,   the

rise  of  Quirinius,   and   the  return  of  the  son  of  Livia   is

unclear,3   while   even   the   suffecti   for   2  AD--     one,   a

member   of   tl.ie   patrician  Cornelii   Scipiones,   and   the   other,

`a   Valerianus--     present   a  confusing,   and   possibly  hostile,4

|For   Qu ir]..nius,   see  Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    Ill,   xlviii
And   see   Syme, The   Roman   P\evolution,"The  Fall-of  `JrlTa the   Younger,

PP. 429-430`,    Levick,
pp.    301,    310,    and   325,

and   "Tiberius'   Retirement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.    807,
and   811-812,   and,    as   consul   ordinarius   in   12   BC,.  see
Ehrenberg    and   Jones,    -E>--.---- 3-7

2Suetonius,   Tiberius,13,   and   Velleius,   Bk.11,   ciii,
Ehrenberg   and

p.   430,    though
in  the  consulship  of   Vinicius   and   Varus,   as
Jones,    p.    39.      Syme, The   Roman   Revolution,
Corbett-,   p.   92,   has   objEcted.      Levick TTibarius'   Retirement:
to  Rhodes   in   6  BC,"   p.   811,   stresses   personal   safety.

3Shotter,   "Julians.,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession  of
Tiberius,"   p.1118,   has   suggested   that   the   fall  of   Lollius
was   connected  with   the  return  of   Tiberius.

4The   consules   suffecti   for   2   AD  were   P.   Cornelius   Cn.

(Lentulus) Scipio an     T.   Quinct:ius   T.    f.   Crispinus   Valerianus,

::  EE:e:3::isa:g  Zo38:,ag.s;:;,  ?h:oE:::iufe;:i3i:o::sp?a:Z6
Quinctius   Crispinus  Valerianus  wErtHEif.aetor   o         BC  and
thus   possibily   sympathetic   to  Julia's   faction,   as   Levick,"Tiberius   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in.6   BC,"   pp.    798,   800,   and
812.      If   the   'Julia  connection'
in   2  AD  might   have  been   a   rather
~I,1,,,1,,.-

assumed,   their   tenure
in  reminder   to  Tiberius

of  his   diminished   status,   as   Levick,   above,   p.   811,   and.of
the  events  of   2  BC  that   led   to  his  current  position.
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pict:ure.     Perhaps   the  best  explanation   for   the  reprieve

of  Tiberius   in   2  AD   is   that   offered   by  Professor   Levick:

It   was   by  Gaius'   permission,   which  made   it

::e::et::=n:i::::¥S  Was  no  longer  a  menace

Consequently,   the   return  of  Tiberius   to  Rome  would  have

been   less   a   demcjristration  of   favc>i`   than   an   acknowledgment

of  his   polit:ical   impot:ence.

Shortly  after   Tiberius'   arrival,   news  reached   the

PfiEiej2`£  of   the  death  of  Lucius   at  riassilia.3     Two  years
later,   the  death  of  Gaius   complet:ely  shattered  Augustus'

plans   for   the  Julian   inheritance.     Necessity  allowed   for

little  choice.     Tiberius,   having  experienced   four  years

df  ret:irement,   nearly  three  years   of  exile,   ,and   two  years

LLevick,    "Tiberius!   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in   6   BC,"

p.    811.•2Velleius,   Bk.11,   appears   to   favor   the   opposite

interpretation,   i.e.   that  Augustus   want:ed   t:o  elevate
Tiberius,    13   and   15,    is

more   to   t.he   point.   Following   Suetonius,   Syme,   The   Roman
Tiberius   immediately.      Suetonius,

pL.430:   ShotterT  "Julians,   Claudiaa3T  aiiaihe.~
Revo lu t i on ,
Accession

i:;:::i€::iE::i::i  :::±§:::::I::I:;;8:§i::E: , 3§!'.'9:ia  88::ral

of   Tiberius,"   p.    1118,   Seager,   p.   35,   and   of   course

3Ehrenberg   and   Jones,   pp.    39   and   51.
Bk.   I,   iii,   reports   the  rumor   of   Livia'§

Tacitus,   Anr`.als,
respons ibi 1 i ty

though   leaving   it   open,   as   Shotter,  ."Julians,   C].audians,   and
the   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   p.    1118.  and  .n.    5.      And   see   Dio,
Bk.    LV,    10a,    10   through   11,    1.
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of  political  obscurity   in  Rome,   was   the   sole  qualified

candidate   for   the   succession.1

Events  moved   rapidly,    the   perse.verance  of  Augustus

forming  yet   another  plan   for   the  provision  of  a  political
•   heir.      Four   months   after   the  death   of   Gaius,   the   princeps

adopted   Tiberius,    invested   him  once  more  with   the   triburiicia

`  P±_g=_£e_S_Ej2±,    and   Sent   him   to   the   Rhine   with   a   proconsular

±B£E±±±±.2     The  matter   of   t:he   Julian   succession,   however,

was   not   to   be   wholly   ignored.      Not   only   did   August:us   adopt

Tiberius   and   the   sole   sur.viving   son.of   Julia   and  Agrippa,

but   he   had   Tiberius   adopt:   GermarH®.c:us,    the   son   of   Drusus

and   the  younger   Antonia.3     Thus   by   the   process   of   adrogatio,

Lvelleius,   Bk.    11,    ciii,    and   Dio,   Bk.    LV,    13,    1a-3.

£3Ef;:e;ngo5::::i,pB:g2:f,cgfg:tt¥p#aE9-R;:IZ#i:i±:f£:esp
that
becaus

Postumus   did   not   become   the   equal   of   Tiberius
the   adoption,   as   against   Jameson,   pp.   287ff .      And

Tiber ius , pp.    40-41

431,   Marsh,    The
-94,   and   SutHEFland,

see  Marsh,   |±±  ES±EP  9£
2Dio,    Bk.    LV,13,1a-3,    Velleius,   Bk.    11,    ciii-civ,

Suetonius,   Tiberius,15-16,   and   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.I,    iii
And,   Hammon   ,   |±.e  Augustan  Principate,   PPT-7I=72,   Seager,
pp.   36ff ,   SymeTihe  Roman  Revolutionie   Roman   Kevolu[10n,    P.

TpillT  Cor  ett,   pp.   93
HEi    rd

of   TiberiuE

3Tacitus,
and   Gaius
Bk

Annals,   Bk.I,    iii,   Suetonius,   Tiberius,15,
LV,    13,    1a-2,    an     Vel   eius,

That:   Tiberius'   adoption   was   condi-
£±|ig!!|±'   1'   Dio,   Bk

11,   civ   and   cxii

::oE::e#::, t::  £€:p::::o3;nge5T::±§%: , L¥:I;§ :  gfa=a±g=

¥kE3w±:„g;i  2¥2Te¥E::;h„:I:£u:  g:£:::a:ng±:::I:::p:;3::ach
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laid   the   foundation   for   an  orderly.  and   secure   transition

of   goverment   f or   post-Augustan  Rome   and   attempted   to

insure   the   final   triumph  of   the  Julian   inheritance.1     The

gamble   of   2   and   1   BC  had   not   paid   off--      indeed,   the

princeps   had   buried   four   heirs.2     In   4  AD,   therefore,

with   caution   tempered   by   fate,3  Augustus   fell  back   upon

the   use   of   a  guardian--     and   for   a   secorid   time,   the   burden
`  fell   to   Tiberius--     and   trusted   that   the  promotions   c>f

Agrippa   Postumus   and,   more   particularly,   Germanicus,   might

someday   produce   a   Julian  heir.4

d±ffe:§::g::,4PAD38,A:3es::cs:3:±3£.w£S,o:±y   2±§:h::¥,

::±L:h:°£d:8E::i:8o?nASL±,P°;;:S22;#Ck.   "Drusus  Caesar
2The   gamble   of   2   and   1   BC  being   that   he   could   live

unt:il   Gaius   and   Lucius   reached   suf f icient   age   and   st:atus
to   assure   their   succession,   above,   pp.   91-92.      The   four
heirs   were,   namely,   Mar.cellus,   Agrippa,   Gaius,   and   Lucius

3seen,   perhaps,
princeps,   Suetonius,#b:::u:?ez3Tg  °f  the  Will  of  the

4Here,   following   the   interpretation  of   Syme,   The

p.   433,    and   Sumner,    pp.    413ff ,   pEFEicu-Roman  Revolution,Trty in  regard   t:o   the   implications   of   the   initial  elevations

8:eg::in::€c:£eaEgo3:¥::S  ::.ADA£, :g;;TsZ25:¥:cfho„3::s::led
to   prove   that   Ge.rmanicus   and   Drusus   11   were   given   equal

(p.    433)status   in   4.      Summer,   however,   is   correct   in   stati
that   the   rapid   acceleration  of  Drusus'   career  mus
be   attributed   to   t=he   "developing   ascendancy"   of uS

1y

Levick,   accepted   by   Jameson,   p.    287,   and   Sumner,   by   Shotter,"Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accessi.on  of   Tiberius,"   p.    1119
and   n.    5.
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Augustus  may  have   thought   Tiberius'   position   to

be  suf f iciently  secure  with   the  adoption  and  grants  of

imperium   and   pot:est:as.      Nearly   t:en  years   of   political

seclusion,   however,   had   taken   their   toll.     The  position

of  Tiberius,   bolstered  by  a  renewed   surge  of   imperial
-favor,   was   nonetheless   shaky.1     The   necessity  of  his

elevation   in   4.AD  and   the   frustration   of  Augustus   at   the

deaths   of   Gaius   and   Lucius   had   not   been   lost   upon   the

rivals   of  Tiberius--     the  principes.

**.*}<-!<*.k*`f<***`:'€+-\`!<

::::i:::i:i:i::i!¥:#;i::hi!:i:,:i:i!!:i;::;i:;i::::I:
failed   to   promote   the  adoption  and   new   status   of   Tiberius•in   the   coinage   and   even  allowed   the   continuation  of   the
C.    and   L.    CAESARES   types   after   4   AD.      Levick,    "Tiberius'
Ret:irement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   p.    785,   dismissed   the  message
of   the  coinage,   though   failing   to  note   that   even   Suetonius
states   th.at   the  promotion  of  Tiberius  became  particularly
evident   af ter   the  disgrace   of   Agrippa   Postumus--     which
agrees   with   Sutherland,   p.   75,   that   Tiberius   only  began
to  receive   promotion   in   the   coinage  ca.    10  AD.      Thus   for
the   first   few  years   of   the  new  dispensation,   Tiberius'
position   was   not   easy,   as   Sutherland,   pp.    72-73.,   and.Syme,
The  Roman  Revolution, pp.   431f f

2For   this   int:erpretation,   to  be  developed   in   the  next
Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution,.pp..431ff,    Shotter,
ClaudTEEsi-SEE  t   e  Accession  of  Tiberius,"   pp.

and   Levick,   "The   Fall   of   Juli.a   the   Younger,"   pp.
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Chapter   Ill

The  Reluctant   Succession

In  4  AD,   Tiberius   Nero  became   the   principal  heir   of

Augustus   Caeasr  by   the  process.  of   a   formal  adrogatio--     for

reasons   of   st=ate,   according   to   Velleius.1     Such   an   association

had   been   sufficient   in   the   past.      The   adoption  of   Gaius   and

Lucius  had   served  well   the  dynastic   interests   of   the  pr_i_p_£=e¥.

Few,    if   any,   could   doubt   or   challen.ge   t:he   position  of  his

adopted   sons   within   the   succession  I,ierarchy.     Tiberius,

however,   could   not   hope   for   the   same   degi`ee   of   securit=y   in
-

the   vague   promise  of   the   elevation  of   4  AD.      In   the   f irst

place,   his   political  resurrectic)n  would  hardly  placate   the

foes  of   the  Rhodes   exile.     Rather,   it  could  only   intensify

existing  rivalries.2     Tiberius  might   cease   to  act  as   the  head

of   the  Claudian   family,   but  he  was.  still  de   facto  head   of

[Velleius,   Bk.    11,   civ.      The   explanation   for   the   adopt:ion

i:3::!'pF,3:::::8:e:::e:n:st:ec2#T:::,o:sA:e:?:I;.Pzig3Z:38'
n.1,    and   Sumner,    pp.    433-434.

2For   this,   in  general,   see  Levick,   "The  Fall  of  Julia
the  Younger,"'pp.   301ff,   Shotter,   "Julidns,   Claudians   and   the   `
Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.1117ff ,   Detweiler,   pp.   289ff ,
Jamesori,    pp.    287ff ,   Maranon
the  Caesarian  party  because
Roman Revo lut i on , pp.    434-438

81,   and,   on   the   changes   in
rise  of  Tiberius,   Syme,   |b£
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the   Claudian   faction.I     Secondly,   the  arrangement   of   4

AD,   despite   the   claims   of   Professor   Levick   that   it

represented   the   final   solution   to   the   succession  problem,2

failed   to  make  a  clear   political   statement.     Did   the

adoption   of  Agrippa   Postumus   put  him  on   an  equal   footing

with   the   son   of   Livia?     And   how  would   the   adoption   of

Gel-manicus   ultimately   affect   the   status   of   Tiberius'   own

son,    Di`usus   11?

The   premise  of   this   third   and   final  chapter,   then,

is   that:   there  were   actually   two   problems   of   succession.

The   first,   as   seen   in  the   initial  criapter  of   this   paper,

]As   seen   in   the   use  of  patronage   that  brought  many
Claudian   siipporters   into  command  positions   in   the   final
years   of   Augustus'   reign.      See,    Seager,    p..46,    Syme   The

f  TT5Erius,Egp±p  Revolution,   pp.   434-438,   Marsh,   |S±  Efjj3j|  9
i;B:::=Zi3=-`-i-£==--i--=i;±'±ii;   I:fi;  ;i:n:a ` i nl i ~a.6  ii5n:=Eia::I-,1              ,                                                                                                                                    11 _Tib
Rei
(19

eturn  of
rius,   and,   by   the   Same   author,   "Roman   Parties   in   the

of   Tiberius,"   American   Historical   Review.      Vol.    31
pp.    234-236 Sueton ius,   Ti   eriu3TT5T  notes   that:

Tiberius-aeased   to   act   as   the  bea     o     t   e   Claudian   family,
but   surely   t:his  must   refer   to   the   normal   consequences   of   the
adrogatio,    i.e.   that   Tiberiu's   ceased   to  be   a=I-h---his   oiiv-n   right as   he  became   a   fili.usfamilia
P_et:I_i_e   potestas   of   Augustus,    and

ater f ami 1 ias
Sun

see   Buc 'PP.
er   the

74-77

2Levick,    "Drusus   Caesar   and   the   Adoptions   of   AD   4,"

!bi2?'.angog:::::;   :3:  ;f3:::e6o:E:t:?1:3Yi;gif 'L:x:ck:rsh,

EE EEEE
0
p.40

of   Tiberius
'   Shotter

pp.    40-41;    Jameson,    p.    287,   Maranon,
Julians,   Claudians,   and   the   Accession

Tiberius,"   pp.1118-1119,   and  Marsh,   |E±  EfjgEof   Ti.berius,
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was   the   discovery   and   implementat:ion  of   an   adequate   formula

for   the   succession,   i.e.   the  bond   formed   with   the   princeps

t:hrough  marriage  or   adoption  and   an  association   in   the

imperial   powers.      The   solution   to   the   first  pr6blem  was

effectively  developed  during   the  careers   of  Mar6ellus,   M.

Agrippa,   and   Gaius   and   Lucius.1     But   any   difficulties

encountered   he`re  must   have  been   as   formal   as   real.      Who

`  could   oppose   an   imperial  marriage  or   obstruct   an  association

in   the   powers   of   the  pEjp.££]2±  for   a   colleague  of  Augustus'

bwn   choice,   particularly  when   the  heir~apparent  had   such

obvious   Julian   ties?2     0n   the  other   hand,   the   elevation  of

Tiberius   in   4   AD  presented   Augustus   v.'ith   an   entirely   new

set   of   problems.3     How  strong  could.  the  political  base

really  be  of   a  man  whose  recent   retirement   and   exile  had

made  him  t:he   object   of   insidious   ridicule   and   personal
'+

•    [Summarized   by   Levick,    "Drusus   Caesar   and   the   Adoptions
of   AD   4,"   p.    227.

20nly   in   two   cases  might   obstruction  be   suspected,   i.e.
in   23   BC.  with   Marcellus,    and   in   6   BC   wit:h   Gaius,    and   in   both
instances,   it  would   appear   that   the  obstruction  came   from  the
princeps   himself .      F.E.   Adcock,   Roman   Political   Ideas   and
Practice,   p.   83,   on  t:he  deferencEiTt  e  senate,iEa-HEEfifiond,

tan Principate,   pp.   65ff ,   bn   the   increasingly   formal
The   Roman   Revolution,

337ff ,   on   dynastic  marriage.      OFTTh
e   senate.      See   Syme,

ties,   Marsh,   E±  E£±EE  9£Tiberius,
e   importanc`e  .of   Ju
pp..   31-32.

PP.
1ian

3The   premature   advancement   of  Marcellus  might   provide
a   pr.ecedent   of   sorts,   as   above,   pp..    10f.f .
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threats?1     How   could   such   a  man   ever   become   the   undisput:ed

heir   to   the   power   and   position  of  August=us,   part:icularly

when   circumstances   underlined   the   necessity  of   the  move?2

To   the   extent   that  Augustu.s  must   bear   some  responsi-

bility   for   the  predicament   of  Tiberius  `in  exile,   the

problem   of   the   succession   after   4   AD   was   or}e   of   Augustus'

own   creation,   resulting   from  his   insistence   upon   the  Julian

inheritance..    In  4  AD,   Tiberius   was   the   sole  qualified

candidate   for   the   succession,   and   yet   it:   is  quite   likely

that   political  realities  made  a  statement   to  that  ef feet

impossible.3     FOP   example,    if   the   thesis   of   C.H.V.    Sutherlandin

is   followed,4   it  would  be   fairly  reasonable   to   expect   to   find

•some  mention  of   the   new   successi'on  hierarchy   in   the   coinage

Lsee   the   corments   of   Levick,   "Tiberius'   Ret:irement   to
Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   pp.    809-813,   and   "The   Fall   of   Julia   the
Younger,"   p.    302,    for   those   who   wished   to   displace   him.      And
for  .the  delicate  relationship  between   the  Julians   and   the
Claudians,   see   Shotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession
of   Tiberius,"   p.1119.

2Dio,    Bk.    LV,    13,    1aff .      Seager,    p.    36,    among   others,
has   noted   that   Augtistus   had   no   choice   in   4   AD.      Corbett:,
pp.    92-93,   attempt:ed   to  play   dovin   the   necessity   involved.

3See   below,   pp.    104-107.

4Sutherland,   p.   55,   states   that   "In   the  coinage  we   see,
from  period   to  period,   the  clear   expression  of   the  official
attitude   t:owards   the   problem  of   succession:      its   explicit
statements,   its   omissions,   its   variations   of   emphasis,   are
all  equally  significant."
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of   4   and   5   AD.      However,    as   bot:h   Sutherland   and   Robin

Seager   have   noted,1  no  coin  of   any   single   imperial   type

was   issued   to.commemorat:e   or   promote   the   adoption   of

Tiberius   or  his   association   in   the   imperial  powers   in

4  AD.      Professor   Levick  has   argued   that   the   absence  of

coinage  may  be   ascribed   to  Tiberius'   own   objections   to

what  he  must   have   seen   as   too  ost-entatious   a   form  of

promotion.2     But  while  probably  cori-ect   in  asserting   that

t.he   absence   should   not   be   explained   by  resoi-ting   I:o  Augustus'

disl]..ke   of   'I'iberius,   Levick's   discussion  of   the  Julian  oppo-

sition   in  and   after   4  AD  suggests   quite  another   perspective.3

First,    it  muLCT,t   be   remembered   that   not   only   was   there   not

an   issue   to   honor   Tiberius,   but   that   t:he   C.   and   L.   CAESARES

series   appears   to  have  been  continued   after   4  AD.4     Second,

LSutherland,   p.    73,   and   Seager,   p.    38   and   n.    1.
•2Levick,    "Tiberius'   Retirement.  to   P`hodes   in   6   BC,''   p.

785,   as   against   Sut:herland,   p,   68f   and   73f .

toRb:£8:i::t6A:8T':t;:'78i:1:::;s::X:C#is":::::i:::sR:::::ment
of  maturity.     And   for   the  discussion  of   the  Julian  opposition,

#!: ::i:::i:::::i::i::!;::;2:;::;B:;38:::::::; ;:iI::I!i:,
Claudians,    and   the   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.    1118-1123.

E:5e#:s:oE:::#:t,i,a:in::  5:::ig:I:X  :i:ai:Igin::  #3e:::g?"of
pp.    233ff .

I   4Sutherland,   pp.    73-75.
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it  might  be  well  to  note   the   interpretation  of fered

by  D.C.A.    Shotter   of   the   adoption   of   Agrippa   Postumus,

i.e.   that   it  was  primarily  an  act  ol:  consolidation   to

soothe   the   rivalry  between   the  Julians   and   Claudians.

In  that   all   three  events   are  connected  with   the.  matter   of

the   succession,   is   it  not   possible   that   the  phenomena  have

a   common   explanation,   or   at   least  may  be   understood   by

apt)ealing   to   a  common  motive?     The   very   faction   that   had

once  been   favored  by  Augustus   for   the   support  of   the
•Julian   sue.cession,   at   the   expense   6f  Tiber]..us   and   the

Claudians   between   6   BC   and   4   AD,   stood   as   a   potential

loyal   opposition   to   the   new  dispensation   of   4   AD--     an

opposition   that   either  had   t:o  be   s6othed   (through   such
•.conciliatory  gestures   as   the   lack  of   promotion   for   Nero,

the   continuation  of   a   coin   type   that:   commemorated   the

Julian   inheritance,   ar]`d   the  adoption  of  a  Julian  heir)

or  -neutralized.2     Perhaps   Augustus   had  hoped   that   the

Lshotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession  of
Tiberius,"   pp.    1118-1119.      Also,   Maranon,    pp.    78-80.

ustus   du.ring   6   BC-4   AD,

LE:v:1:t±::;8:;,„73;.b;8LP5:B:I::¥,„E:g::±ts,

For   the   f avor   shown  by   Au
The   Roman   Revolut:ion.    D."The  FHSyme ,

ofJu
Retirement   to   Rhodes   in   6   BC,"   particularly   p..   797  .and   the
comment  "In   2   BC  Augustus  had   nearly   reached   the   solution
of  his   dynastic   problem;   t:hat   solution.rested   partly  on
the   situation  brought  about  by  Ju
and.he   had   no   wish   to   disturb   it:.

and  her   friends   in  6,
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lack   of   clef inition   in   the   statement   of   4   AD  would  make

t:he   latter   alternative   unnecessary.     Consequently,   the

succession   arrangement,   witnessed  by   the   absence  of

Tiberian  coin   types,   the  continuation  of   the  C.   and   L.

CAESARES   issues,    and   the   adopt.ions   of   Agrippa   Postumus

and   Germanicus,I   could   not   become   a   solidly   pro-Claudian

statement.      In   the   first   place,   Augustus'   our  preference

made  a   provision   for-   the  Julian   inheritance  an   essential

part   of   that  message.2.    In   the   second,   as   Professor   Levicl{

has   demonstrat:ed,   there  were  members   of   the  Julian   factior,

who  might   not   stand   for   anything   less.3
-

If   the   interpretation  being  of feted  here   is   the  correct
•one--i.e.   that   the.lack  of  political  definition   in   the

succession   arrangement   of   4  AD  and   Nero's   low   promot:ional

Caligula,    7,    in   5   AD,    as

1

LJrilian,    in   the   sense   that   Germanicus   was   the   son  of
Drusus   and   the  younger   Antonia,   daughter   of   Octavia,   as
above,   p.   98,   and  married   Agrippina,   daughter   of   Agrippa-      ,     r   \ -and   Julia,   as   Suetonius,   Gaius
accepted   by   Levick,   "The  Fall  of  Julia the   Younger,"   p.
313   and   n.   47.      And,   Shotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the
Accession   of   Tiberius,"   p..1119..   .

2Above,    pp.    59-61.

3Levick,   "The  Fall   of   Julia   the  Younger,"   pp.   312ff ,
that   the   solution  of  4  AD  must   "be   understood   only  as   a
compromise,    forced   on  Augustus   by   pressure   exerted   from
diverse   quarters"   (p.    313).      As   against   Seager,   p.   38,   who
stresses   that   it   is  only  slightly  different   from  the  pattern.
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profile   after   the  dispensation  of . that  year   were  due   as

much   to   the   sensitivity  of  part  of   the  Julian   faction  as

to  Augustus'   .preference   for   a  Julian  succession--     then

changes  might   be   expected   in   the   public   promotion   and

status   of  Tiberius   should   the  Julian  leaders   fall   from

grade.      The   assumption  here,   of   course,   is   that   the   decline

of   one   faction  might   logically  be   expected   to   be   follot..7ed

by   the   subsequent  rise   into  prominence  of   its   opposite

number,   polit=ical   leadership  having   failed   to   produce   a

stable  balance  for   the  joint  or  parallel  participation  of

both  parties.

Suetonius   provides   the  necessary  chronology.      First,

though  mistakenly,   he  reports   that  Augustus   did   everything

to   advance   the   stature   of   Tiberius   after   4  AD.      Secoiid,
\

t=he   source   reports   that:   this  was   particularly   trile   after

the  disgrace  of  Agrippa  Postumus.2     Since   the   initial  removal

of   Agrippa-Postumus   to   Surrent=um  occurred   in   6   AD,   exacted

LA  balance   seen,   perhaps,   in   the   careers   of  men   like
P.   Sulpicius   Quirinius   and   L.   Arruntius,   who   appear   to  have
transcended   party   affiliation.      On  Quirinius,   see   Levick,

:g?egg:;5.°fF::Li:I:::i::Tn8::i:'e:?. ui:3:3::;  ::g  a::X:Ls
Callus,"   pp.   447-448,   but   see   the   comments   of   Jameson,   p.
312,    and   n.    112.

2Suetonius,   Tiberius,   15.      Accepted,   apparently,   by
Corbett:,   judging     ron   t   e   tone   of  his   discussion,   pp.   89ff .
The   comments   of   Sutherland,   pp.   73-75,   are  more   to   the   point
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by  a  relatively

of  this  hostis

consultum   tha.t,

mild   abdicatio,   and   the   final  banishment

publicus   in   7   AD,   by virtue  of   a   senatiis

according   to   Shelagh  Jameson,   probably

read  ±±E  ±g±±±  e£  ±EEi  ei interdicatur,1   7/8   AD  would

appea.I   to  be   the   key   period   of   Suetonius.   report.

It   is   not   necessary   to   loc,k   far   for   evidence  of

factional   discord   during   the  period   in  question.     As   if

the  reports   of   Suetonius   were  not   enough   to   suggest   the

•nature   of   the   secret  manuevers   that  must-have   occurred

between   6   and   8   AD,2   Dio   cleai`1y   states   that   fact=ional

conflict   and   competition  became   so   stror!g   in   7   AD   that:

Augustus   f elt  compelled   to  assert  overt  cont:rol  over   the
•elections   of   that   year.3     No   surprise  here.     With   the

f inal   repudia`tion  of  Agrippa   in   7  AD  and   the  decline   of

Julia   the   Younger   and\her   partisans,   some   of   the  more

extreme  Julians  must  have   felt   that   their   political   fortunes

LJameson,    pp.    287ff   and   309.      'And   see   Levick,    "The

Fall   of .Julia   the   Younger,"   pp.    326-333.      Also,   Detweiler,
pp.    289-295.      See   Suetonius,   Augustus,    65,    and
15,   Velleius,   Bk.    11,   cxii,   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk
and   Dio,    Bk.    LV,    32,    2

Tiberius,
1'   iii'

2In   addition   to   the  above,   n.   1,   see   the  conspiracy
list   of   Suetonius,   Augustus,   19.

3Dio,    Bk.    LV,    34,    2-3.      And   see   Levick,    "The   Fall   of
Julia   the   Younger,"   p.   332,   that   the   consuls   appointed   were
friends   of   Tiberius.   `
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were   fading  rapidly.1     Unfortunately,   Dio   fails   to  give

the  details   of   the  disruption  of   7  AD,   only  hint:ing  at:

its   depth   and,  purpose.      If   the  goal  of   the   extreme

Julians   was   the   election  of  Agrippa.  Postumus   to   the

consulate  of   8  AD,2  reminiscent   of   the  premature  election

of   Gaius   in   6   BC,3   then   their   efforts   were  misguided.

There  was   little  chance   that   an   impel-ial  grandson,`   out

of   favor   with   the  p=jj=££p±  and  whose   sole  honorary

distincton  was   a  delayed   assumption  of   the  £Bg± virilis'

c.ould  be  given   the  consulship  against   the  will  of  Augustus

by  any   pal-ticular   politi.Gal  group.
-

The   outcome  of   the   crisis   of   6/8  AD   is   clear.      i.Jith

•   the   two  Julias   in  ex'ile   and  Agrippa  Postumus   in  disgrace,

nothing  could  obstruct   the  public  promotion  of  Tiberius

1
Jul.ia   the   Younger,"   pp.    330-331.      And   on   the

Thus   the  d:Spe:£tigT^ngE:d   by   Levick,   "The   Fall  of
i,_    _          I,  _   .  _                                                                                                                                            A   __    I         _   ___         LI_    _

of  Tiberius   and   Livia   to  strike  down  any  Julian  ra
Shotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession  of
p.    1120.

See

2For   the   disruption,   Dio,   Bk.   LV,   34,   2.      This   is   the
interpretation  of  Levick,   ''The  Fall  of  Julia   the  Younger,"
pp.    331-333.

3Levick,   "The  Fall  of   Julia   the  Younger,"   pp.   331-332.

3§Z;g:::;;;::;3:#3:::n£. Le:::£:t,i+h:PFa22_:3 ,.::I:s::;  p.
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or   the   fin€il  delineation  of   the   succession  hierarchy.[`
'

Opposition   did,   in   fact,   remain.      But  while   its   form

might   appear  .to  be  more  obviously   threatening  than   the

pamphlets   of   Iunius   Novatus,    it=   had   no  more   chance   of

success.2     A   forger   and   noble   freedman  might   attempt

the.abdiiction   of  Agrippa  and  his  mothei-.3     Their   failure

and   the  desperate  natui.e  of   their   plan  are  more   evidence

of   t=he   weakness   of   the   fact:ion   that  had   once   transferred

its   loyalty   from  Gaius   and   Lucius   to  Agrippa   Post:umus

and   Julia   the  Younger   in  opposition   to   the   succession  of

Tiberius.      Iiad   the   incident  brought   fui`ther   investigation,

the   names   of   t:he  real   sponsors   of   t=he   attempt   to   take

Agrippa   Postumus   to   the   German   armies   and   proclaim  his

LThus,    the   implication  of   Suetoni
Jameson  has   noted   the   lengths   to  which

us,   Tiberius,15
Augustus   went   to

make   sure   that  Agrippa.did   not   complicate   the   succession,
pp.    288ff .

:;Te§;:::::o;i:::i:§u:::::#:,„ffi,o:LjuL£:dt£:¥:::::::„
3Lucius   Audasius   and   Asinius   Epicadus,   Suetonius,

Augustus,   19.      For   the   date,   the   end   of   7   and   the   first
mom     s   of   8   AD,   and   the   identity  of   the   Julia   involved,
see   Levick,   "The  Fall  of  Julia   the  Younger,"   p.   337.
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succession  might  have  been   interest.ing   for   future

reference.

T.D.   Barnes   has   noted   the   promotional   importance

of  the  parallel   imperatorial  salutations  of  Tiberius

and   Augustus,   particularly   those   in   6,   8,   9,   11,   and

13   AD.2     Other   avenues   of   promotjori   were   also   available.

The   arch   of   Ticinum,   ca.    8   AD,   bore   the   stat=ues   of

Augustus,    Livia,   Tiberius,   Germanicus,   Drusus,   Claudius,

.Germanicus'    sons   Nero   and   Drusus,   and   the   dead   Gaius

and   Lucius--     a   precise  declaration  of   t=he   succession

hierarchy   after   t:he  disgrace  of  Agrippa,   Julia   11,   and

their   partisans.3     T'ne   dispensation  of   9  AD  reaffirmed

•the   relative   positions   of  Germanicus   and  Drusus,   and

LAsinius   Epicadus.  was   probably   a   freedman   and   client

::  :::1::+1::v:::::¥;t,F::eoE::::E?  ¥i::sF:|Lt::  ±:¥::i:a:d
You'nger,"   pp.    337-338,   who   looks   to   Pollio's   wife,   a  member
of   the   Quinctii   Crispini   who   lost  one  of   their   family   in
the   crisis   of   2   BC   (Velleius,   Bk.    I,I,   cff ,   and   Syme,   The

p.    426),    and   Jameson,    pp.    311-313,   wl56Roman  Revolution,
suggests   the  pos sibility,   t:bough   thinking  Julia   11   was
intended.      Real-Enc adie,    Vol.11,1584.12.

2Barnes,   pp.    23ff .

3Seager,   pp.   46-47,   and,   the   arch   of  Pavia,   fo.I   the
absence   of   Agrippa   Postumus,   ca.    8   AD,   Jameson,.  p.    310.
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their   status  within   the   succession  hierarchy.1     For   the

time  being,   however,   the   spotlight  was   on   the   status   of

Tiberius.      In   10  AD,   Tiberius   began   to  receive   attention

in  Roman   coinage   when   orders   were   g.iven,   no   doubt   on   the

insistence   of  Augustus,   for   the  mints   of  Rome   (which  had

been   closed   for   fourteen  years)   and   Lugdunum  to  produce

aes  with   types   calling  attention   to  Tiberius'   new  position.

Rome  soon  struck   two  large   issues  of  ±,   of  primary

inter-est  being   that   types  of   the   f irst   issue  were  devoted

o I n a in e r`. t a
triu_,_ _         _
1.lrme

halia
LDio,    Bk.    LVI,17,   .2-3.       For   Gerrianicus,

the   rank   of   praetG£'.,   and   privilege   of   voting
ately  af ter t:he   ex-consuls,   coupled   with   an   early

consulship.      For  Drusus,   the  right   of   attending   the   senate
before   becoming   a  member   and   of .  voting   ahead   of   the   ex-
praetors   as   soon   as  he   became   a   quaestor--   a   dispensation
somewhat   reminiscent   of   that   of  Marcellus   and   Tiberius.
Thus   they  were  marked   out   as   successors   and   heirs   in   the
second   degree,   as   confirmed   by   the  will   of  Augustus,   as

::e!::i::;affia:::i::;:::;::i;g:::.:i:;g,:::.::: :::
g3:s£E3::?   t8:ri!:3t::ngyof6€:c!; "„EE;  22Zlf6fa5:1::in:::,
::uE3::;:ugp. p3::;323a  tE::ttg:r¥:3:::3  ::st£:n:{:g:I:geone
Shotter,   "Julians,.  Claudiians,   and   the  Accession  of   Tiberius,"
p.    1119.      Here   basically   followihg   Syme,
p.   431,    and   Seager,   p.   44.

The   Roman   Revolut=ion,

2Sutherland,   pp.    75ff ,   and   Seager,`  p.   47.
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alone.      As   C.H.V.    Sutherland   has   stated,1

Neither   Gaius   nor   Lucius,   nor   even  Agrippa
himself     had   ever   been   accorded   the  dignity
of   an  o verse   type   on   any   coin   struck   at   an
official  mint:      the   innovation  proclaimed,
what   the   whole   world   knew,    that   Tiberius   was
virtudlly   co-regent  with  Augustus ....

•    However   significant   these  honorary  distinctior]s

may  have   been,   none   could  match   the   importance   of   the

progressive   transformation  of   the  Caesarian  party  that

began   in   the   last   years   of  Augustus'   reign.     With

increasing   frequency  after   the   fail  of   the  grandchildren

of  Augustuf>,    supporters   of   the'Claudian   party,   many   of

whom  were   t'iie   remnants   of   the   Pompeians,   and   the   friends

of   Tiber]..us,    such   as   Q.   Junius   Blaeus,I..   Nonii]s   Asprenas,

P.   Sulpicius   Quirinius,   C.   Sentius   Saturninus,   the   Lentuli,

and   the   Pisones,   found   their   reward   for   loyalt:y   and  good

service   in   provincial  .commands   and   consulships.

LSutherland,   p.    76.      And   Seager,   p.    47.

2syme, The   Roman   Revolution
o     Ti   erius,"i)p.    235-236   and   239-

pp.   434ff ,   Marsh,    "Roman

in   5   AD    (Dio,    Bk.    LV,14ff),   may
renewed   influence   of   Tiberius,

Parties   in   the  Reign
240,   Seager,   p.   46,   and   particularly   Levick,   "The   Fall  of
Julia   the   Younger,"   pp.   322-326.      The  mild   treatment   of
Cn.   Cornelius   Cjnna  Magnus   at   the  hand   of  Augustus,   and
his   subsequent   cons
be   an   early   example  of
if  we   assume   the  Claudian   connection,   and   particularly
given   the   int€rvent:ion  of   Livia.      See   Shotter,   "Julians,
Claudians,    and   the   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.1118-1119,
and   Levick,    above,    pp.    323-324
P .    39,    as   ordinarius   in   5   AD.

Also,   Ehrenberg   and   Jones,
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With   the   final  dispensation  of   13  AD,   little  more

could   be  done   to  clarify  or   safeguard   the   succession.

Tiberius,   with   renewed   imperium  and   potestas,   stood   alone

as   the   principal  heir   of  Augustus,   by   law  his`  equal   and

f irst   among   the  members   of the   new   consilium. Only   the

relative   standing  of  Germanicus   and   Drusus   11   might   seem

to  a.loud   the   plan  of   13  AD,   particularly  with   the   pro-

vision  made   for   an  early  consulship   for   Drusus   to  close

the   gap  between   the   sons   of  Tiberius.2    ,But   despite   the

confusion   of  modern  writ=ers,    tile  matter  must   have   been

clear   at:   the   time.      The  marriage   of   Gel-manicus   and  i,

Agrippina,   his   corisistently  accelerated   career,   and

ultimately   the  will  of  Augustus   itself  prove  that   the

E=jE££j2±  1ooL'ed   to   the   natural   son  of  Drusus   and   Antonia

for   the  hope  of   a   fut:ure  Julian   succession.3     A  Claudian
(,

would   succeed,   but   it  would  only  be   the   father   and  not,

if.things  went  well   for  Augustus,   the   son.

LD.io,    Bk.    LVI,    28,1-2,    Velleius,    Bk.11,    cxxi,    and

Suetonius,   Tiberius,    21.      For   the   consilium,   Dio,   Bk.   LVI,
28,    2-3.      An      see   Syme _I_LLLE   Ron?p,   Revolution,    pp 408   and
433,   A.H.M.   Jones,   bp.   1IB=1IF;lin.ith,   pp.      -10-,   and
Harmond,   |±£  Augustan   Principate,   pp.   72-73   and   168.

2Dio,    Bk.    LVI,    28,1,    and   Sumner,    pp.    4321433:

and  't:SUES:;±i3:;  ::2as32:nagsin2£2±2Z3:k'F:Pr:a:sw::::ar

£¥:E:?i::a   §=gg§==S6.1232  gzEei.¥  a:E±g.Revolution,   pp.t  at   the
children  of   Germanicus   would   pr.eserve   the   Julian   line.
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What   can  possibly  make   a  man  reluctant   to  of f icially

acknowledge   the   power  he   already  holds   in  his   grasp?

Augustus,    princeps   of   Rome,   died   on   19   August   14   AD.1     on

17   September,   Tiberius   Julius   Caesar   sat   in   the   senate,

apparently  deaf   t=o   the   senators'   pleas   to   take   up   the

full  reins   of   authority.      Vel.1eius2   alone   seems   t:o  accept

Tiberius'   reluctance  at   face  value.     Tacitus3   stresses   not

only  Tiberius'   hypocrisy,   but  his   fear  of  opposition   to
•the   succession.      Suetonius4   follows   a   similar   vein,   but

w.ithout:   the   insight   that   led  Tacit:us   to  hint:   that   the

reluctance  of  Augustus'   adopted   so.n  may  have  had   a   consti-

I:utional   basis.      Dio   sums   up   ttre  matter   by   citing  Tiberius'

nature  and  his   suspicions,   and  by  stating  that   the  behavior

Lsuetonius ,
Tacitus,   Annals,

-3:--:-u-i=:- 98-100,   and   Tiberius,    21-22,
Velleius,   Bk.    I   ,   cxiii,   and

Dio,    Bk.    LVI,    29,    1,.   through   30,    5.      Sype,
Revolution pp.    438-439

2Vel|eius,   Bk.    11,   cxxiv,    followed   by
55-56.      But   as   a   government.man,   Syme,   [E£
pp.   488-489.

3Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   vii   and   xi.

#,1.13," 5F"ff,  and  Syme,

The   Roman

Seager'   pp.
Roman  Revolution,

Shotter,   "Tacitus
Tacitus,   Vol. I,    pp.    410.-

4Suetonius,   Tiberius,   24-25,   and   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.
I,   vii.      And   see   Smit   ,   p.    34,   Garzetti,   p.    16
Tacitus,
Suet
283.

Syme,
Vol.I,   pp.   410   and   420-421.    .In   regard   to   Tacitus,

Onlus ' and  Dio,   Marsh,   |E£  E£±E±of  Tiberius, pp.    272-
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of   the   new  princeps   was   dictated   in  part  by  policy--     a

veritable   potpourri   of  possibility.1     Little  wonder,   t:hen,

that  modern  commentary  has   displayed   such   variety.2

Much   has   been  made  of   Tiberius'   personality--     his

Strong sense  of   f ides and   P__i__e_F3_a_,    his   cont:empt    for   extrav-

agance   and   empty  constitutional   fiction,   and,   finally,   the

resentment  he  nurtured   against  his  not:her   for  her   over-

bearing   ambition  and   against   the  man  he  was   to   succeed.3

Certainly,   Tiberius   found   uneasy   consolation   in  a  career

that,   when   touched  by   the  burden  of   successiori  politics,

had  meant   t:he   loss   of   a  beloved   wife,   humiliation  at   the

promotion  of   two  young  princes,   exile,   personal  danger,

and   a   second   wife  who  had   quite  probably  woi-ked   to   destroy

him.4     Better   the  risks  of  the  battlefield,   where  caution

and   judgment:.  might   bring  honor,    t:ban   the   int:rigues   of

LDio,   Bk.    LVII,    3,    1ff .      And   bn   the   use   of   Dio,    see
~    -,1         ,Tiberius '    pp.    272ff .Marsh,  E± Efi8P 9£

pp.   4:g:ZEE:ssfo:::§:I,,,TEE;I:::5:;dsxg:;±=sc£=ustsygL;p: ,
446-447,    and   Maranon,   pp.   81ff .

shott:::r„#§e:.:::n:::nE;i:::; ,G:t:I:::#, PEP.42;:::  M£:8a ,
The   Rei
R@o ution,

f   T,iberius,   pp.   46ff
pp.              and   438-439

ff ,    and   Syme,    The   Roman
and   Tacitu3TV-6-r .--- I-,

4Maranon,   pp.   37ff ,   and   above,   pp.   44ff .

PP.
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imperial  Rome,   where   the   simple   identity  of   an   advisor

to  a  young  prince  might   spell  disaster   and   the  eclipse

of  a   political   faction.I     Conseque[`tly,   when   the   senators

asked   Tiberius   to  succeed   to  his   father's   pos`ition,   the

personal  burden  must  have  been  as   great   as   the  more

formal  responsibility   to  which   the  Fathers   impatient].y

awa]..ted   his   agreement.2

Tiberius   was   indeed  reluctant   to   succeed,   and   at

least   part   of  his  hesitation  was   intense.1y  personal.     His

sense  of  fides  and  pi±,   however,   and'  the  political

compulsion   of  Augustus'   will,   should   have  been   sufficient

to  override  privat:e  considerat:ions.--     as   they  had   placed

.a   poor   second   on  previous   occasions.3     In   the   senate,   Q.

Haterius  was  quick   to  point  out   the  political  dangers  of

undue  hesitation.4     There  had   to  be  a  princeps   and   it
1,

could  be  no  other   than  Tiberius,   whatever  his   personal

misgivings .

LSpecifically,   the  roles   of   Lollius   and  .Quirinius.

2Thus   the   tone   of   Velleius,   Bk.    11.,   cxxiv.      And   see
Maranon,    pp.    81-82,   and   Seager,    pp..    54-55.

3As   in   the  divorce   from  Vipsania   and   the`  marriage   to
Julia,   Suetonius,   Tiberius,   7,
Garzetti,   p.   17.

and A:I::::u8;|#6.
38.

and   Jameson,   p.    288,    and

Bk.   I,   xiii.      Shotter,   "Tiberius
447,.   and   "Tacitus   Annals   1.13,"P.
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A  secor,d   explanation   for   the   reluctance  of  Tiberius

to   succeed   Augustus  may  be   pinpoint:ed   rath.er   quickly.

Tiberius'   early  commitment   to  Augustan   precedent   and

tradition   is   beyond   question.1     And   while  Robin   Seager

may  be   technically  correct   in  stating  that   there  was   no

precedent   for   a   succession,   there  was   precedent   for   the

investment   of   a  E±_=i_a_e__ep=g.--      the  fjLEE   imper]..i   of   Augustus.

It   should   be   no   surprise,   then,   as   noted   by   Charles   Smith,

that   an   attempt  was  made  on   17   September   to   substantially

re-enact   the   accession  of  Augustus.3     How   else   to   perform

the   task   of   the   succession?     Augustus   alone   could   serve
\+

as   a  model   for   the   new  j2Iincep&.      If ,   theref±:ire,   Tiberius

appeared   reluct:ant   to  acknowledge   the   powers   and   position

he   already  held   in   14  AD,   it  was   initially  because  he  was

following   the   path  marked   out   by  his   predecessor.      Even

LTaci tus ,
"Tiberius   and Annals,   Bk.    I,   xiv   and   lxxvii.      Shotter,

Callus,"   pp.   447   and   449,   and   by1,                   ,\ ^ r     ,\Asinius
the   same   author,    "Elections   under   Tiberius,"   pp.   325-326.

€±:°;n8a5;e:E:'s:rieL:Lt#:::hi'ITE:r=::E:n#tT:bs::=S6p£;nt
of   the   Early   Empife,"   p.  .23,    Syme,
and   427-428,    and   Smith,   p.    27.

Tacitus,   Vol.

2seager,   p.   56.,   and  Marsh,   ±±£  ES±EP  9
45.      Also;   W.K.    Lacey,    "OctavianiTE  ffii5
BC,"   Journal

1'    pp.    370

f  Tiberius,
Senate,   January

Roman   Studies.      Vol.    64    (1974)

P.
27

pp.    176-184

#:lie;::;;t;3§;2§::,4:i::;:§a§:::::i,:;p;::83:g8§ymeAnEL,
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Tacitus   demonstrates   that   it  was.not   Tiberius'   reluctance

itself   that  angered   the   senators--     that  would  have  been

seen   as   an   unavoidable   const:itutional   formalit=y--     but

the   duration   of   Tiberius'   hesitation.1     Thus   one   senat=or's

comment,   as   recorded  by   Suetonius,

.    .    .    that   others   were   slow   in   doing  what   they
promised,   but   that   he   was   slow   to   promise   what
he   t\7as   all.eady   doing.

Tacitus,   Dio,   and   Suet:onius   saw   this   as   hypocrisy,3   but

•model-n   commentary  might   suggest   other   causes.      The   init:ial

reluctance   of   Tiberius  might  have  been  both   pel=sonal   and,

more   impoi-tautly,   constit:utional.     The   impropriety  of   its

duration  ]n€y  have  been   linked   to   private   suspicions.

There  has   been  ample  evidence   of  Augustus'   persistence

in  dealing  with   opposition   t=o   the   successiorh      Repeated

•   LBy   the   fact   that:.   the   senators   became  most   irritated
when  his   reluctance  reached   the  po.int   of   abdication,   as

I,    xii,    and   Smith,   p.    32.      Though
to   show   the   reluctance   as   riothing  more

Tacitus.,   Vol.    I,   p.   410,   and   Marsh,Vol.    I,   p.   410,   and   Marsh,
45   and   50.

24,   and  Marsh,   |±±  E£±E±  e£

Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk
Taci tus I concern  was
than   a   farce,   Syme,

TiberEke   Re_ig_p_  2£ PP.
2Suetonius,   Tiberius,

Tiber ius , p.    50.
3Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk I,    vii   and   xi,   Dio,   Bk.    LVII,    3,

Suetoniu5-,-Tiberius,    24.      Marsh,
283

ff
Garzett:i'    p. 15,    and   Syme, E=i¥vff Tiber ius ,
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revisions   of   the   senate  roll   (another   followed   the

adoption  of   4  AD),1   selective   extensions   of   patronage,2

and,   when   necessary,   purges   of   the  more   ext=reme   elements

of   the  Caesarian  party   itself--     Augustus  had`  recourse

to   a.  variet=y   of  means   of   crushing,   or   preventing,   oppo-

sit=ion   to  his   succession  plans,   whatever   the   plan   and

whoever   t=he   opposition.3     Not   that   every   single  member

of   an   oppQs,ing   faction  had   to  be   removed--     that  had

never   been   character].stic   of  Augustan  po.1icy--     but

certainly   l-he   leading   figures.4     The  elder   Julia,   Iullus

LFor   the   revision   of   4   AD,   Dio,    Bk.    LV,    13,    2-4.
And   see   Levick,   "The   Fall   of   Julia   the  Youngei-,"   p.   320.

2As   evidenced,    if   anywhere,   by   the   changing   fortunes
of   the   Claudians,   above,   pp.   54ff .

or  th:T5:1:::::e::e±::2eBE±gt:€  E:g::t::fh::t::st:1::d±ans
he   succession  a

and   the  beginn
disfavor.      See   Syme,

S t   the  plans   of  Julia  and
of  Tiberius'   exile   and
The   Roman   Revolution

419.,   and   above,   pp.   88-92-,    i.eTlh

The   Roman  .Revolution,

'P.
p.    99.

:nB8::t:STL;;3f::V±Cki   "T±berius'   Retirement   to  Rhodes   in
4A  clementia   that,   while  overly  praised  by  Velleius,

Bk.11,    Lxxxvi,      ad   some  measure   of   truth,    Suetonius,^^-,,
pp.    299ff .August=us,    51,    and   Syme,
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Antonius,   Sempronius   Gracchus,   Julia   the   Younger,   her

husband   L.   Paullus,   and   Agrippa   Postumus   would   have   to

be   neutralized.1     Others   of   less   importance,   a   Novatus

for   example,2  or  of  possible  utility,   as   in   the  case  of

Cn.   Magnus,3  might   find   great.er  mercy.      Therefore,   if

there  were  opposition   to   the   succession  of  Tiberius   in

14   AD,    it   wollld   come   from   those  members   of   the   Julian

fact=ion   who  had   escaped   the   earlier   (and  more   recent)

put-ges   and   who  now  w.ere   shifting   their   attention   and

efforts   to   the   swift   advancement   of   Germanicus.4     Their

activities  might  display  little  organization  or  depth--
~

Lev±c:Tof,T::L±:LE]6fLjuE::1:#: ,y:::8€§:,i,p3;. p32::¥:3:   :::
Jameson,   pp.   287ff .

fined:Fofngo¥::u5;in:::::n;:s3o£::a::=±±±£;`,::i,w#3h:afaT:I:±y
Julia   t:-he   Younger,"   pp.    304   and   3.31-333.

L:g:;k9of,¥£:±F:LEI::aj::i:u:£ea3::::e::„L5:,326f2:
his   role   in   the   passage   of   t:he.  Lex  Valeria   Cornelia.
see   P.A.   Brunt,   "The   Lex   Valeria   Cornelia,"   Journal

Roman   Studies.  .   Vol.    51    (1961),    pp.    71-83

4Thus   Shotter,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the  Accession

££  ::Ee:3::i,,,  E;I::3::   g:I;S:  ¥ S=±¥E,g5.T±ber±us,   pp.
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individual   efforts,   desperate   though  daring,   would

be  more   characteristic,   such   as   those  of   Scribonius

Libo   and   the.silent   backers   of   Clemens.1     True,   any

opposition   at   this   point  would  be  weak,   if  not

totally   impotent.      But  while  Augustus  may  have   once

been  capable  of   ignoring  such   threats,   they  would

necessarily   demand   the   attention  of   the   new  princep_s_.

Tiberius   and   Livia,   working   in  a   swirl   of   rumor,

had   taken   adequate  precaution   for   the   smooth  completion

of   the   succession.3     Agrippa   Postumus   followed   his

grandfather   in  death,   the  act   a  matt:er   of   insurance,

LFor   Libo,   a   great-nephew  of   Scribonia   t:he   wife
of   Octavian  and   the  mother   of  Julia,   though   the  Julian
affiliation   is   nowhere  demonstrated,   Suetonius,   Tiberius,

11,   xxvii.      And   as  aa6FEEFT
1±±  Ee±8±  gE  Tiberius,   pp.

25,   and   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk
into   the  Liv
58-59.      For   ClemEfi3T  who   firsEitt€EI§Eea-to  a     uct  Agrippa

::g '::::h?igu::.:I:s:rTi::ill:::  ig?e5::?a:??  i#I:fE::
3-4,    and   Tacit:us,   Anna   s,   8   .    11,   xxxix-xl.      And   see,
Smith,    p.    17

ian  gEEE,   Marsh.

2Thus   Marsh,   "Tiberius   and   the-Development   of   the
Early   Empire,"   pp   23-24.

3For   t=he   effects   of   these  rumors,   Shott=er,   "Julians,
Claudians,   and  .the  Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.   1119ff ,
based   on   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,.  vff .
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quick   and   prudent.1     Tiberius'   men--      Seius   Strabo,   C.

Turranius,   Junius   Blaeus,   and   others--     watched   over

Rome   and   the   empire   for   possible   disturbances.2     The

wat=chword   was   given   to   t:he   Praetorians   (no   hin`t   of

republican  reluctance  here)   and   the  report   of  Augustus'

death,   once   Livia  had  made   sure   of  Tiberius'   safe

ret=urn   fi-om   Illyricum  and   Agrippa  had   been   safely

LGarzetti,   p.    14,   seems   close   to   the   truth   when
he   states   that   the   responsibility   for   Agi--ippa   Postumus`

ife:ifeni~:#::i::i;i:§§i{ii:3!§§:;i;i:ii§*;::;:s
314),   Shotter's   account,   "Julians,   Claudians,   and   the
Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.1119ff ,.   placing   the   blame   on
Tiberius    (with   Livia's   consent)   seems   to   be  more   in   t=une
with   the   essentials   of   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   vi.      But
whether   or   not   the  story  of  a last-minute
between   Augustus   and   Agrippa   is

reconciliation
true   (Tacitus,   Annals,

Bk.    I,    v,    and   see   Jameson,    p.    310
of   Tiberius#4ELt# important

pro,   as   against   Marsh,
p.    50,    and   Syme,    The   Roman
point   is,   as   ShotEEF,Tb6Ve

Revo lu t i on , .
PP

1119ff ,    that=   Tiberius   feared   he  might   become   a   rallying
point,   a   fear   just:ified   by   the   escapades   of   Clemens.

2Tacitlus,   Annals,   Bk.   I,   vii,   particularly   in   the
matter   of   the  oaths   of   allegiance:     Seius   Strabo,   chief
of   the  praetorians,   and   C.   Turranius,   in  charge  of   the
corn   supply.      Also,   Junius   Blaeus,   commander   of   three
Pannonian   legions   in
end  result  of  the
after   4   AD,    Syme,

14   AD,    Annals,    Bk.   .I,    xvi.      As   the
transformation  of   the  government   party
The   Roman  Revolution, pp.    437-438.
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disposed,   spread   quickly   to   the   provinces.1     Oaths   of

fealty,   recalling  the  days  of  Actium  and   the   first

provision   for.  the  extra-legal  basis  of   the  power   of

a   princeps,    followed   the   news,   among   t:hose   so   sworn,

Germanicus,   the   son  of  Tiberius.2     With   the   funeral

ceremonies   completed,   and   the   injunctions   of  Augustus

paid   due  notice,3   a  relatively  calm  and   orderly  succession

might   be   expected.      It  must  have   seemed   that,   as   Tacitus

LGiving   the   word   by   virtue   of  his   imperium,    Suetonius,
Tiberius,    24,   and   Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.I,   vii.      Also   Smith,
FT~1Tind  Marsh ,
hothing  was  made  pEFliFTEEil

Eke Erfu 9± b e 1. i u S p.    48.      That
tTfr3   return   Of   Ti berius,   see

Tacitus,    Annals,    Bk.I,    v.      That:   the   news   was   not   made

2g?1i:m!:f::TiFe|g::i?  ::d?g:ipg:ie::::ogE::teEL;ns ,
Claudians,    and   the  Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.    1119ff .

2For   t:he   oaths,   Tacitus,
Gel-manicus,    xxxiv.      See,    Syme,
438,    and   Garzetti,   p..15.

Breviery  9±.±E=  Empire   and

Annals,   Bk.    I,   vii,   and   for
The   Roman Revo lu t i on ,

the   Res   Gestae   Divi

P.

3Fbr   the   injunctions   of  Augustus,   according   to  Dio,
Bk.    LVI,    33,    3-6,   one   of   four   documents   including   thes#e  citizensOne  of   paETiEGTar   int=erest,   thaElh
involve  all  able  people   in  the  transaction  of  public
business   and   never.let   it:.depend   upon   any   one   person,

§i::!±:*::I:i:i::#c#:±h§:g3§§§,§::s::!g;hgr'
inj unct ion .
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reports   the   popular   opinion,   "Ampl.e   provision  had

been  made   for   the   servitude   of   Rome. "1

The   succession   appears   to  have   rapidly   become   a

trial   of   Tiberius'   personality.2     Reluctance  may  have

been  called   for,   but  not   the  prolonged  refusal   that:

marked   Tiberius'   event:ual   acknowledgment   of   imperial

authority.3     Even   a  well-consti-ucted   play   can  prove   a

farce   if   carried  beyond  proper  dramatic  restraints.

Nat   t.hat   such  behavior  was   exceptional   for   Tiberius--

indeed,    evasiveness   was   to   become   his   trademark.4

1fy'hile   artpearing  reluctant:   to   accept   the   full

burden  of   authority,   Tiberius  made  one  particularly

unfortunate   request.     The  sources   report   that,   as   a

final   stage   in   the  proceedings,   Tiberius   asked   for

'LTacitus,    Annals,    Bk.I,    xlvi..    And`Syme,    Ttie   Roman

.  pp . ==Zi-3-8---I 3 9 ,Revolution and   Tacitus '   Vol.   I,   p§T4IO=ZI|
2Thus   Tacit:us,   who   appears   to  be   primarily   concerned

with   the   succession  as   a  demonstration  of   Tiberius'   traits
Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.I,   vii-xiii.      And   see   Syme,   Tacit:us,
Vol.    I,    p-i-.=--421-423.      And   for   the   relationsh-ip
Tiberius'   fear,   and  his   behavior,   Shotter,   "Jirlians,
Claudians,   and   the   Accession   of   Tiberius,"   pp.   1119ff

3Thus,    Syme,

E#e¥ # Tiber

•  4Tacitus,
Syme , Tac i tug ,

Tacitus,   Vol.

of   rumor,

I,   `p.    410,    and   Marsh,
p.    50.      And   the   tone   of   Suetonius,

S§E¥:   :§:   E2o¥::   and  Dioi   Bk.   I.VI|,   |ff .
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colleagues   in   a  division  of   t:he   empire's   administration.1

The   response   was   both   sharp   and,   for   Tiberius,   discon-

certing.      Four   senators   angered   Tiberius  with   their

replies--L.   Arruntius,   Q.   Haterius,   Mamercus  `Scaurus,

and   Asinius   Callus.2     Attempts   to  make   amends   came   quickly

once   the   reaction  of   the   emperor   had   been  discerned.      Q.

IIaterius   was   Saved   only  by   the   intervention  of  Livia   after

he  accidentally   tripped  Tiberius  by  grovelling  at  his   feet.3

LTacitus,
25,    and   Dio,    Blc
Rome   and   Italy,

TTifiiiE Ahhals

Annals,   Bk
2,   4-5,   for   a   triple  di

1.,

I,   xii,.  Suetonius,_;-I- Tiberius
LVII vision  of

the   legions,   and   the   subject   peoples

fe:¥:#ifau£49`,,05;]±:i,p;pfi86_¥£+:s:;dE±;£O¥:EE:9±
1.13,"   pp.    37-39

2Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   xii-xiii,   and   Dio,   Bk.    LVII,
2,    4-7.      Taci_,,,,Tiberius'   revenge   is-lot:   credible,   as   Smith,   p.   32.      For

suggestion   that   all  were   the  victims   of

Arrunt=ius,    Callus,   Haterius,    and   Scaurus,   Real-Encyclo
Vol.11,1261ff,1585.15,    Vol.    VII,    2513.1
583ff.      Ingeneral,   Syme,   Tacitus,   Vol
statements   of   Scaurus   and |uS,

adie

I,    pp.    323-324.      The
though   annoying,   appear

::n::::  :Stg£::¥e::e#T:::::8efn::1:ri?E3Tl±.b::i:;. t°T#::  of
Arruntius,   though   following  G-a-TIE5T,lead,   is   softened  by
the   scat.ement=   of   Tacit:us,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   xiii,    that:   Tiberius
had   no   standing   animosity   toward   him,   plus   Shcjtter,"Tiberius   and   Asinius   Callus,"   pp.   447-448,   that   he   was   a

man.      The   authenticity   of   the   anecdote   related
tus,   Annals,   Bk

the   imperial
I,   xiii,   wherein  Augustus   canvassed

potential   of   Callus,   Arruntius,   and   Lepidus
is   questionable,   as   Syme,   The   Roman   Revolution`,
the   case   of   Arruntius-,   at  TEE
Shotter,   "Tacitus   Annals   I.13,"

st,   the   interpretat
p.    433.    In
ion  of'.'   p.    37,   .would   seem   to   apply.

3Tacitus,   Annals,    Bk.    I,    xiii..     Syme,    Tacit=us,    Vol.    I,

p.    323,    n.    9,   and   Shotter,   "Tacitus.Anhals •        ,       p.     38.
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For   Callus,   however,   a   special  hatred   was   reserved.I

This   senator,   the  son  of  Pollio,   had   listened   to   the

impractical  I.equest  of  Tiberius   for   a   triple  division

and  had   dared   to   take   the  princeps   at  his   word:

i::::::g:£b:a::::;.guam  Partem  re:  PubL±cae

A  clumsy  bit   of   acting,    if   a  more   traditional   account:

is   followed.3     Callus,   realizing  his   stupidity,   and   it

would   be  hard   to  describe   it   otherwise   if   this   view   is

correct=,   explained   t:hat   all  he  was   trying   [o  do  was

demonstrate   the   impossibility  of   Tiberius'   coui-se:     Rome

could   not   be   long  without   a   single  head.4

Asinius   Callus  lnay  have  been avidum   et   ininorem,5   but

he   was   certainly  no  bungler..      The   senator,   whose   adamant].y

[Tacitus,
7.      Ingeneral,
443ff.

Anna.1s,    Bk.    I,    xii,.   and   Dio,    Bk.    LVII,    2,
Shotter , "Tiberius   and  Asinius   Callus,"   pp.

2Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   xii.      On   this,   below,   and
Shotter,   "Tacitus   Anna
Asinius   Callus,"   p-i-.   447ff

3syme'

±±,1.13,"   p.'  37,    and   "Tiberius   and

The   Roman   Revolut:ion,

i::8?:d;3:  :7E?
nant . clums i ness

p.    439'    "
Shotter '

in
Annals

4Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.I,   xii,   and   Dio,   Bk.    LVII,    2,
6.   Shotter,   "Tacitus Annals   I.13," p.38

5Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   xii.      And.  Shotter,   ''Tiberius
and .Asinius   GallE3TT-p.   444.
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neutral   father   had   been  preserved.by  Augustus   as   a
"privileged   nuisance,"1  had   profitted  by  his   part:icipation

in   the   New  Or.der--     a  profit   that,   as   previous   studies

have   shown,2   formed   the  basis   of   a   strong   antagonism

between   Callus   and   Tiberius.      There   was  more.      As   quickly

as  Callus  had  risen  among  the  principei--     marriage   to

Vipsania,   membership   in   the   flexible   consil£j±j¥,   a

consulate,   and   a  governorship--his   career   came   to   an

abrupt  halt.3     Given  his   temerity  and   ambition,4   the  matter

is  dif f icult   to  explain  unless   it   is  assumed   that  he  was

identified  with   the  anti-Claudian  group  and   thus   fell

from  grace   with   the  resurrection  of   Claudian   fort=unes

between   2   and   4  AD.5     Perhaps   in   this  may  be   found   an

explanation   for   one  of   the  more   intriguing  event=s   of

LThus   the   judgment   of   Syme, The  Roman   Revolution,
p.   320.      And   sea  86sworth,   pb.   44TH.

2Prim.arily,   Shotter,   "Tiberius   and  Asinius   Callus,"

pp.   443-444.      Also,   Maranon.,
Revolution pp.    219,    378,    an
xii,   is   to  the  point.

3For   the  marriage  and   career,   above
66.      The  halt,   as   noted  by  Shotter,   "Ti
Callus,"   p.   444..

4
by   Syme'

Testified  by  Tacitus,

Syme,    The   Roman
AnnaF  -Fit -.--  I-,

p.    58,    63,    and
and  Asinius

s,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   xii-xiii.      Noted
The   Roman   Revolut PP. 378   and   433

5Shotter,   "Tiberius   and  Asinius  Callus,"   p.   444,   and
the   period   in  general,   above,   p.p.   101ff .
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8  AD.      In   that   year,   as   seen  previously,   a   freedman  of

t:he  Pollio   family,   Asinius   Epicadus,   was   involved   in  a

plot:   to   take  .Agrippa   Postumus   to   the   armies   and   proclaim

his   right   to   the  succession.     The  sources   are  silent  on

the   identities  of  the  supporters  of  the  conspiracy,   but

a  man  whose   career   had  been  obstruct:ed   by   the   rise  of

the  Claudian   faction  might   st:and   to  gain   from  a   sudden

revival  of   Julian  prestige   and   influence.1     A  freedman

might  be  bold   enough   to  attempt   such   an  act,   but  doubtful

without   the   knowledge   and   approval  of  his   patron.2     If

Tiberius   had   drawn  similar   conclusions,   it  would  have

been  only  natural   for  him  to  have  cast   a  suspicious   eye

upon   the  words   and   actions   of  Asinius   Callus   on   17

September.3     Ambition,   deprived  of   an  opportunity   for   its

realization,   may  become  desperation.
\+

35?'3;:::;::f::i:i:gE::::i::i::::;:i:::::in:i::i:!i;e3i,1-
connection  does  not  preclude   the  participation  of  Callus.
Levick's   use  of   the  Piso   trial   as   an   example  .of  Gallus'

:i:::§§::::1:::„€::g:;i;:3:e:fa:t§£:i::I:n„#:e:=:§s::s
2For   the   special  relationship  of  a   freedman  and  his

patronus,    see   the   comments   of   Buckland,   p.    50.
3Thus   the   statement   of  Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   Vii,

that  Tiberius  acted  reluctant   to  measure  the
And   Smith,    p.    28.

oppos i t i on .
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Any   discussion   of   Gallus'    intent   on   17   September

might   stop  here   if   it  were  not   for  Tacitus'   reports  on

the   senator's.  career   during   the  reign  of  Tiberius.     Of

the   incidents   recorded   by   Tacitus,   and   cit:ed   by   D.C.A.

Shotter   in  an  excellent  article  on  Tiberius   and  Callus,1

two  are  particularly   interesting.      In   the   first   (16  AD),

Callus  made   a  proposal   for   electoral  reform  t:hat,   had

it  been  carried,   would  have   severely   limited   the  new

emperor's   control  of   the  magistracies   and   a  vital   form

of   imperial  patronage  by  determining   the  persons  holding

all  magistracies   five  ye.ars   in  advance.2     The   second

incident   (28  AD)   came  as   a  part-of   the  developing   conflict

between   the  Partes  Agrippinae  and   Sejanus.      In  a   letter

of   1   January   28  AD,   Tiberius  made   public  mention  of  his

fears   of   treason   to   the   senate.3     Callus,   who  would   later

be  named   as   an  adulterer   of  Agrippina   and  who  was   a

likely   candidate   as  her   next:  husband,   unexpectedly  proposed

|xxvi:?°£k:h:I?eE::::, i:nIa:i::::   ££=±±±i,B#ix::   :¥¥Viv:nd
lxxi,   and   Bk.   VI,   xxiii.      As   cited   by   Shotter,   "Tiberius
and   Asinius   Callus,".  pp.   443ff.

with
acitus,   Annals,   Bk.11,   xxxvi,    introduced   by   Tacitus
e hrase-,----jt-Et-certamen   Gallo   adversus   Caesarem   est."

§E:::::6nsT:::::u:±3::±£::#±;S.G8±:i,S2;.PPAL:::_S::th:nsp.
224-225 .

3Tacicus,   Annals,   Bk.    IV,    1xx.
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that   the   emperor   disclose  his   fears   in  detail.1     Mollified

by  Sejanus,   the  emperor   let   the  matter  rest,   but  not  without

some   anger.      Ti.berius   was   loathe   t:o  disclose   the   very

information  he  had  gone   to  such   lengths   to  keep  secret,   and

particularly   to   someone   so  deeply   inv.olved.        Such   an   untimely

disclosure   of   evidence  would  have   severely   limited   any  plans

the  j2±±±p£±E±  might  have  had   at   this   point   for   dealing  with

his   opponents.2

The   incidents   of   14,   16,   and   28   AD  have   several   points

of  common   interest.     The   first   is   the  reaction  of  Tiberius--

in   1/+   and   16   AD,    the   use   of   a   republican  ploy   or   excuse   to

extricate  himself   from  tine   entrapment  of  Gallus'   challenge.

that  :g:ri:E:e:r3::S:±6u:aa;:¥S;i£:n:±a' N:¥6 ,
I         -,1           ,

IV,1xxi,    and
lxx.      Accused

by  Tiberius   of   adulterous   relations,   Bk.   VI,   xxv.      For   the
role  of  Callus   in  the
RE. Erfe of  TiberiusnHberius  aid
130f f .

2Tacitus,
was   premature,
rince s,   Smit

Ove'    n.

janus   drama,    see  Marsh,
207,   Garzetti,   p.   58,   Shotter,
pp.   451-457,    and   Smith,    pp.

Annals,   Bk.    IV,.1xxi.      That   such   a   disclosure-and   -t-hus   Sejanus'   attempts   to  mollify   the

h,   p.    136.      That   Callus   was   deeply   involved,
11,   and   particularly,   Smith,

of   Gallus'   condemnation,   and   Shotter,
Callus,"   pp.   451ff.

Pii

"Elections   unde=t=--Tib=e=rius,"   pp.    326-328,   and
1.13,"   pp.    37-39.

on   the   cause
uS and   Asinius

3Tacitus,.  APE±,.Bk.I,   xii,   Bk.11,   xxxvi.      Shotter,
I, _            ,   _"Tacitus   Annals
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The   second   is   that  on  at   least   two  of   the  above  occasions,

14   and   28   AD,   Callus   employed   t:he   same  method.      In   essence,

he  made   Tiberiu.s   his   own  worst   enemy   by   taking   the   emperor

at  his   word--     a   very  dangerous   undertaking   if   Tacitus   is

followed.1     Finally,   on  each  occasion,   Callus   attempted   to

seriously  weaken   the  position  and   effectiveness  of  Tiberius--

in   14,   by   asking  him   to   t=ake   a   position   of   less  magnitude

than   that   envisioned  by  Augustus,    in   16,   by   trying   to
•diminish   the   emperor's   grasp  on   the   election  process   and

the  magistrates   themselves,   and   in   2.8,   by  enticing   the

PEjp±£p±  to  place  himself   in  a  rather  perilous  position  by
disclosing   too  much   of   t:he   'game   plan'   before   the  game   was

to  be   played.2 No  wonder   that   Tacitus   was  moved   t:o   state  on

one  occasion   that  Callus  had   trespassed   upon
..3|mper 11

|Tacitus'
asked  ..f 6r the  triple

Apnels !

the  arcana

Bk.    I,   xi.      Tiberius   had,   of   coilrse,
division,    as   Bk.    I,    xii,   and   Dio,   Bk.

LVII,    2,   4-5.      And   Shotter,    "Tacitus   Annals   1
Smith,    pp..   30-32.      In   28   AD,    if   Tiberius   ha

13,"   pp.    37-39,
d  gone   to   the

trouble   to  write   to   the   senate  of  his   fears,   it.would   seem
only  natural   that  he  would  want   to  disclose   them,   Tacitus,
Annals,   Bk IV,    1xx,    and   Smith,    p.    136

2In   14,    the  ominous   possibility  of   a   triumvirat=e,   as
Smith,    p.    33.       In   16,    as   above   p.131   and   n.2.       In   28.,    as
above,    p.132   and   n.3.

3on   the   occ:::o:,_9f LE±e   R:9P9:9±_9f
I             ________i

16,   Tacitus,   Annals,
Bk.11,   xxxvi.      And   Shotter,   "Elections   under   Tiber
326-327,   citing  Marsh,  [be Erfu 9£Tiber ius , p.    303
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What,    then,   of   the   senator's   question   of   17   Sept:ember

14  AD?     No   doubt   it  was   sincere--     its   sincerity   is   proven

by  the   strength.  of  Tiberius'   reaction.      If   the  reluctance

of  Tiberius   had   been  real,   his   accept:ance   of   a   diminished

role   should  have   followed   naturally.      Given,   however,   that

his   reluctance  was,   at   least   in  one  sense,   false,   it  might

have  been  hoped   that   the  pressure  of  public  appearance  and

formality  would   for.ce  Tiberius   into   such   a  i`ole--     just   as

Callus   would   later   i]se   appearance   to   try   to   force  Tiberius

to  disclose   guarded   information.1     If,   as   it  happened,   t:he

ploy   failed,   the  question  would   seem  as   little  more   than

a   clumsy   annoyance,   or   even   an   atT[empl-   to   steer   the  piip£(;=j2±

along  a   safer   course.2     Callus  might  well  claim  to  be   the

forerunner   of   Gnaeus   Piso  who.  would   later   inquire   of   the

emperor ,

In  what  order  will  you  register   your  o
Caesar?     If   first,   I   shall  tiave   someth
follow:      if   last  of  all,   I   fear   I  may
vertently   f ind  myself  on  the  other   side

ion
n8to

The   question,   however,   was   no   less   t:ban   a   challenge   to   the

Lln   28   AD,   as   above,   pp.    120-121.      And   for   the   importance
of   formality,   Garzetti.,   p.    15,   Smith,   p.   31,   and  Marsh,   The
R_eiBp_ of  Tiberius p.    223

2Which   is   the   usual   interpretation,   a.a   Syme,
Revolution p.   439,   Shotter

"Tacitus   Annals   1.13,

Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    I,   1xxiv.

The   Romant'i.-
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facade   of   the.   Principate   and   the   su.ccession  arrangements`

of  Augustus.1     If   the   senate   could   indeed   decide  whether

circumst:ances   warranted   the   continuation  of   the   Principat:e,

why   should   the   'reluctant  but  dutiful'   candidate  not   agree

to  a   somewhat   different   role   than   that   of  his   predecessor?2

Why   not   a   triumvirate?      If   such   a   course   were   adopted,   and

its   implementation   led   to  a  prematui-e  revival  of  Julian

`fortunes,3   Tiberius  might   not   survive.      The   very  real

danger   of   that   possibility  had   been  proven   in   2   BC.      That

such   a   question  had   come   from  one   who  might   be   s.uspect:ed

of  having  Julian   interests   at  heart  could  not  have  been

ignored--     part:jcularly   if  TiberiiJis   suspected   that  Callus

had   been   involved   in   the   abduction  plot   of  Asinius   Epicadus.

Gallus'   question,   however,   should  have  been   easily

parried,   as   it.actually  was   once  Tiberius   recovered   from

Lshotter,   "Tiberius   and  Asinius   Callus,"   p.   447,   that
the  question   struck  at   "the  heart  of  an  elaborate  pretence"
And   below,    n.    2.

::F2;:tuffa£::LSE= RE±¥t::b;:±us,  pp.  30_31  and  45,
and   Smith,   pp.   4-5

and  s:i:i,M;=S2i4:°=e:::'r¥p::igg # =±:e:±=:;sBio£8'
issue.
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his   shock.      Thus   the  challenge   itself ,   even   if   such  oppo-

sition  had   been   expected,   would   not  have  been   sufficient

to  produce   the  .undue   reluctance  of   Tiberius.      There   is

reason   to  believe,   however,   that  Gallus'   words  riight  have

been   linked   in  Tiberius'   thoughts   with   another   private   fear.

Though   F.B.   Marsh   once   suggested   that   the   news   of

t=he   army   revolts   in   Pannonia   and   Germany  might   have  had

. some   influence   on   the  behavior   of   Tiberius   if  he  had   been

given  reports   by   17   September,   K.   Wellesley  has  more   recently

argued   against   such   a  possibility.1     A  careful  reading  of

Tacitus,    though,   would   appear   to   support   Professor   Marsh's

discussion.      At  one  point,   Tacitus   suggests   that   at   least

the   public   was   aware   of   the  mutiny   in  Get.inany,2   and   at

another,   the   author   states   that  Tiberius  had  been  receiving

regular   assessments   from  Parinonia  before  Drusus  was  'ordered

t'o  deal  with   the   trouble   there--     i.e.   during  and  possibly

pp.  1:I:5S:id#.E#ig
of  Tiberius

1ey,    pp.
p.    51,   and   Garzetti,

23ff .      Rejected   by   Syme,
Tacitus,    Vol.    11,    pp.    688-689,    and   Seager,    p.    55.

2Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk I,   xlvi.    .Though   placing   t:he   news
during   the   accession,   the   author   also  mentions   the   commission

{£e:r¥::£:    8E:I::: ¥::¥:::rq:aE:;s¥9# £
f   t:he   Caesars
5pl2 -
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before   the   accession.1     Reports   of   this   t=ype  would   agree

with   the  degree  of  caution  Tiberius   exhibited  on  every

other   occasion  .after   the  death  of  Augustus.2     This

becomes   even  more  probable  given. the  .statement   of  Tacitus

that   the   complaints   of   the   legions   were  old,   i.e.   stemming

from  the  policies  of  Augustus.3    |Fp±[±±±  Tiberius   should

have  been  well  aware   that   the  complaints  might   form  the

basis   of   fresh   trouble  during  the  accession.4     Does   i[  not

seem  probable,   theli,   that   t:he   news   of  Augustus'   death  might

have  requii-ed   not   only   t:he  swearing  of  oaths  of   fealty,

but  reports   on   the  stat=us  .of   t.he   legions   as  well?     If ,-
t=herefore,   Tiberius   suspected   a  connection  between   the

increasingly   troublesome  reports   from  the  northern  armies,

fact  :I::i#:, tRET=,b:g;nl;og:i:ice:i:::  ::p!3:i  :Eo:h:he
news   (of   the   death   of  Augustus)   by   the   inciting  words   of
Percennius,   Bk.    I,   xvi.      Syme,   Tacitus,   Vol.    I,   pp.    370   and
375,   n.    3.      Grant,   pp.    117-125,    Dasically   agrees   with   this
chronology   and  reconstructon  6f  events.

2Above,    pp.    123-125.

3Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.   I,   xvi

Bli5 and   Grant,   p.    123
o     Ti   erius,

Syme,   Tacitus,   Vol.    I,
70   and   375,   n.   3.     Marsh,   |E±  EfjgB  9E PP.

a||ud::i::I:::' t?i:S£:fiafnsse::t::rtE:  :::n::::°?i2:9L§8£::a '
6-9   AD),    Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.I,   xxv.Grant,   pp.    112ff .
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the  opposition  of  Asinius   Callus   (however   impotent   it  might

seem),   and  reports  of  conspiracies   like   that  of  Clemens   to

abduct   Agrippa.Postumus--     very   reminiscent   of   the   attempt

of   8  AD]--     then   the   fears,   suspicions,   reactions,   and,   too,

the   undue   reluctance  of  Tiberius   during   the   accession  become

very   aoncrete.      Without   a  doubt,   the  hypocrisy  of  Tacitus'

Tiberius   was   not   only   a  matteL-of   constit:utional   necessity,

but   an  actual  belief   that:  he  might  be   facing  opposition

from  virtually  every  qiiarter.

***-k**-*+-\-;<-!<.!<*±-`+<*\1<-!<

[Above,    pp.    129-130.      And   see   Grant=,    pp.    113-116.
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Surmary

"quo  modo   tu,   Caesar"

The  reply  of  Clemens   to  Tiberius,1  cited   above,   is

appropriate   at   t:his   point   for   what   it:   suggests   about   the

entire   problem  of   succession.      In  one   phrase,   it   captures
•the  essence  of   the  constitutional  problems,   the  polit:ical

fa.ctionalism,   and   the  obstacles  of   fate   that  obstructed

the   succession  policy  of  Augustus   and   the   accession  of

Tiberius.      For   many   reasons,   and   in  more  ways   than  one,

Tiberius   was   indeed   a   'manufact:ured'  .Caesar.

The  constitutional  cliff iculties  of  providing   for   the

succession  were  overcome  qui.te  early.      The   essentials   of   the
(,

succession   formula--     the  proconsular   imperium  and  an  asso-

ciation   in  the  tribunicia potestas--     were  evident:   in   the

position  of  M.   Agrippa   in   18  BC.     Marriage,   a   supplement   to

the   formula   to  bind   the  heir   to   the  house  of  Augustus   and

Lwhen   asked   by   Tiberius   how  he  had   become   Agrippa
Postumus,    Tacitus,   Annals,   Bk.    11,    xl.      Also,   Dio,    Bk..    LVII,
16,   3-4
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provide   for   the  Julian   inheritance,   proved   to  be  a  very

ineffective   and   even  dangerous   tool,   subsequently  replaced

by   adoption   in  .t=he   elevation   of   Tiberius   in   4   AD.      The

object:   of   the   formula  became  clear   in   the  arrangement

of   13   AD--      t:o  make   the   heir   the   co-equa.1   of   August:us.

Only  the  greater auctoritas  of the   senior   partner   would

differentiate   the   two  colleagues   and   that,   as  Tiberius  was

irell   aware,   could  not   simply  be  remedied  by   the   force  of

a   senatus   consultum.

The   ferA7   problems   Augustus   encountered   in   the   consti-

tutional   sphere   resulted   from  an  cooccasional  breach   of

propriety,   glimpsed   in   the  elevation  of  Marcellus   and

o.bvious   in   the   crisis   of   6  BC.      While  more   than  one   factor

can  be  discerned,   the  all   too   sudden  promotion  of   two  young

Julian   princes   went   far   to  drive  a  more  ca.pable  Claudian

into  retirement.     The  demands   of  propriety  could  be  met,

however,   as   seen   in  Tiberius'   meticulous   observation  of

LThus   his   refusal  of  honors   voted   to  him  by   the
senate   at   the   time  of  .the  accession.      Suetonius,   Tiberius,
26-27,    Dio,    Bk.    LVII,    8,    1-6,    and   Tacitus.,   Annals,   8   .    I,
xiv.      Sutherland,   p.   82
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constitutional   formality  before  and.during   the   'trial'

of   the  accession.

The  greatest  danger   to   the   succession  came  not   from

the  problem  of  devising  an  adequate  constitutional  position

for   the  candidate,   but   from  the  conflict  within  the  party

of   Caesar   itself ,   encouraged   and   inflamed   by  Augustus'

insistence  upon   the  Julian   inheritance.     There   is  no   firm

evidence   t:hat   the  competition  between   the  Julian  and

Claudian   factions,   which  became   so  apparent   in   the   final

years   of  Augustus'   reign,   began  earlier   than  the  death  of

Agrippa   in   12   BC..      The   first   t:rue  glimpse   of  Juli'o-Claudian

rivalry  over   the  succession  follows   the  elevation  of  a

Claudian   who  had   been  honored   as   first   among   t=he   principes,

but  generally  excluded   from  the   succession   itself ,   to  the

position  of  guardian-regent.     Thus   the  charges  of  Livia's

secret  manuevers   for   her   son--     too  of ten  malicious   and

exagger a t ed .

Tiberius'   retirement   in  6  BC   left   a. void,   one   that

the  Julians   want:ed   f illed  with  a  candidate  of   their   own

choice.      Augustus  would  have  none  of`  it--     thus   the  crisis
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of   2   BC--     but   neither   would  he   allow  a   sudden  revival

of  Claudian   fortunes.     Tiberius  went   from  retirement   to

exile.

Tiberius'   return   in  2  AD  could  not  have  been  seen

as  much  of  a  political  victory.     No  honor   or   off ice

awaited   his   arrival.      It  would   talce   the  deaths   of  both

Gaius   and   Lucius   to   force  Augustus   to  grant  Tiberius   a

role   in   the   succession.     Even   then,   'the  Claudian  victory

must  have  been  bittersweet.     The  Julian  Agtippa  Postumus

was   given   a   prominent   1.ole   in   the   arrangement   of   4  AD,

along  with   Germanicus.      Two.more   years   of   factional

conflict,   from  6   to   8  AD,   would   pass.  before   the  hierarchy

became   formally  Claudian.     There  might  yet  be  contention--

it  was   clear   that   the  new  Julian  hope,   Germanicus,   would

ultimat:ely  rule.                „

The  details  of   the  clash  of  6   to  8  AD  are  unclear.

Perhaps   the   complaint:s   of  Agrippa  Postumi]s   and  his   bad

relationship  with  Livia  point  to  a  wider  Julian.  dissatis-

faction  with  Agrippa's  role  within  the  succession  and

Augustus'   apparent   unwillingness   to  significantly  advance

t:he  young  Julian's  career.     The  outcome,   at   lea;t.,   is
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evident.      Agrippa   Postumus  was   exiled   and   disinherited

± ±ql!± i£ Efi±i ± interdicatur . Julia   the  Younger   was

banished   for   following   the   ways   of  he.r   mot=her   and   her

faction  neutralized.

With   all   the  admitted  privileges  of  hindsight,   it

would   appear   that  had  Augustus   chosen  Tiberius   as  his  heir
`af ter   the   death   of  Marcellus   (and   such   a  choice  would  have

been   logical   given   their   simultaneous   elevations   in  24  BC),

much   of   the   subsequent   factional  competition  might  have

been   avoided.      Augustus'   d.ream  of   a   Julian   succession,-
however,   meant   the   accelel.ated   promotions   of  Gaius   and  his

brother   Lucius,   a  dimi.nished  role.  for   Tiberius,   and,   in

the   fina.1  analysis,   factional  conflict  over   the  revised

succession  arrangements   after   the  death   of  Agrippa.     This

insistence  meant   that   the  resurrection  of  Claudian   inf luence

in  4   AD  would   necessarily  meet  wit:h   considerable  Julian

opposition,   t=hus   the   unfortunate  decision   to  give  Agrippa

Postumus   such   a   prom.i.nent   I.ole   tQ  placate  Julian   sentiments.

Even  with.Claudidn   fortunes   in   low  w`ater   after   6   BC,

Tiberius   could   rely  upon  his  mother   and  his  remaining  ties

to   the  house  of  August:us   to   secure  him  from  the  deadliest
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aspects   of   succession  politics.      A  man   like  Asinius   Callus,

however,   with  only   the   status   of  his  wife   to  offer   hope,

had   lit:tie  prospect   for   success  af ter   the   fall  of   the

Julian   faction.     His  career   at  a  standstill   (and   this  `might

even  be   linked   to   the  crisis   of   2  BC  as   a  matter   of   pure

conjecture),   the  son  of  Pollio  and   antagonist  of  Tiberius

found  his   interests   solidly  dependent   upon   the  rapid

advancement   of   the  new  Julian  heirs,   Agrippa  Postumus   and,

finally,   Germanicus.     When   the   second   period   of   factional

conf lict  brought   about   the  decline  of  Agrippa  and  Julia

t:he   Younger,    Gallus'    situat:ion  mu.st   have   seemed   quite

hopeless,   and   even  desperate.      His   involvement   in   the

abduction   conspiracy  of  Asinius   Epicadus   seems   probable,

though   the   lack   of  more   signif icant   evidence   leaves   a

question  mark   on   t:he   episode.      A  cautious   new   princeps

might  have  reasonably  suspected  Gallus'   involvement   in  a

similar   attempt   in   14  AD.

The   accession  of  Tiberius   is   problematic.      The   sources

point  repeatedly  to  his   fears  of  opposition,   only  to  play

down   these  reports  by  stressing  the   faults  of  Tiberius'

personality:     hypocrisy,   according   to  Tacitus,   Suet:onius,
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and   Dio,   better   explained   as   Tiberius'   observance  of

Constitutional   formality  and   the   traditions  of  his   prede-

cessor.      A  new  princeps   created   by  an   associaton   in   the

powers   of  his   senior  colleague  had   to  attend   to   the   same

degree  of   propriety.     Prompted  by  the  necessity  of  being

t:he   'reluctant  but  dutiful'   servant,   the  hesitation  of

Tiberius   Caesar   was   carried   beyond   proper   bounds   by   the

.threat   of   opposit:ion   to  his   accession.      The  mutinies   of

the   norther.n   armies  must  have   called.up  nurfuerous   scenarios,

heightened   by  Tiberius'   suspicions   of   t:he  Julian   faction

and   the  potential   threat  of  a   suddenly  reinvigorated

JuliancainspiTed   senate.      Gei`manicus,.for   his   part,   proved
•   himself   and  his   allegiance   t:o   the  policy  of  Augustus   by
•  his   actions   before   the  Rhine  armies.      There  was   the  possi-

bilit:y,   though,   that   thp+  Julians  within   the   senate  might

b.e  ready   €o   take  advantage  of   the  discontent  of   the   legions.

When  Julian  dissatisfaction   f inally  surfaced   in  the  accession

debate,   in   the   form  of  Gallus'   ploy,   it  was   ultimately

impotent,   though   serious  and   suggestive  nonetheless.     'I'he

tactic  of  Callus  may  have  had   little.chance' of  realizing  its

intent,   but  his  words  represented   the  opening  round   in   the
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struggle  over   the  succession  that   troubled   the  reign  of

Tiberius.      The   partisans   of  Agrippina,   among   them  Asinius

Callus,   would   never   forget   that   the   emperor   of   Capreae

had   once  been   the   exile  of  Rhodes'.

**1-.*****.-'<-!<**.*.+<±<}€*
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